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ABSTRACT

Of all the boundaries that are discussed and argued in critical and rhetorical 

theory, one of the most central and persistently controversial is the boundary line in the 

binary Self/other. The dominant rhetorical theories since Aristotle tend to claim that it is 

by reducing the division in this most fundamental binary that the most efficacious 

rhetoric is effected; that is, that bringing parties Self and other closer together before 

argument (or whatever serves as symbol-exchange within the larger act of rhetorical 

exchange) is most likely to establish the best preconditions for immediately-following 

symbol-exchange: This act of getting-together is known as Identification. This 

dissertation introduces the theory of postidentification (postID), which suggests that 

recognizing, valorizing, and using the division between the parties in rhetorical 

exchange—not attempting to find, create, and use similarities—often makes for the most 

efficacious rhetoric, especially when efficacious means transformative.

All extant rhetorical theory continues to be based on various interpretations and 

iterations of the enthymeme and the syllogism that require various levels of Identification 

and continue to privilege the dominant party in the exchange, that is, Self (or Same or 

Selfsame, as they appear and act in different contexts). These Identification rhetorics 

include rhetorics of resistance emerging from feminist, postcolonial, and queer critical 

theory. All of these extant theories are dependent on some form of Identification, which
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means that the more Self and other have in common before the symbol exchange—that 

is, the more like Selfsame other is forced to be—the likelier some one will be persuaded

to change a belief or attitude or to cause action. 

The new rhetorical theory of postidentification uses differences instead of 

similarities to establish the preconditions for rhetorical exchange. In short, what postID 

does is push queer theory or GLBT theory to its logical end: If we can have GLBT 

theory, why not GLBTYUM<<RTOD##55zxto, etc. ad infinitum . . . theory? The theory 

of postidentification suggests that the more differences there are, or are made to seem to 

be, between Selfsame and other—up to a reasonable point—the better for rhetorical 

(ex)change, the better at least for persuasion to significant change. This significant 

change is represented by the I-will-go or I-will-sacrifice response and is contrasted to 

mere indexing.  Mere indexing simply means that the I-get-your-point response has 

happened, and this would be phatic rhetoric.

Under conditions of postidentification, rhetoric is parsed into several categories—

(1) phatic, (2) reinforcement, (3) resistant, and (4) real or transformative. PostID theory is 

not opposed to phatic, reinforcement, or resistance rhetorics per se but is set over against 

these traditional rhetorics as an alternative. The primary focus of this dissertation is to 

understand better how distancing moves—which are represented in texts as Maverick 

ethos (M.e.)—can be seen to lead to more real or transformative rhetoric(s); furthermore,

this work discusses some of the implications of this radical new rhetorical theory as a 

practical hermeneutic for use in rhetorical analyses and in teaching of composition. 
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INTRODUCTION

This introduction will offer rationale for this study of ethos, the invention of 

postidentification rhetorical theory (postID), and the use of Maverick ethos (M.e.) as a 

hermeneutic that operates on the principles of postID. 

THE MAP OF AND REASON FOR THIS TRIP

 Postidentification is an attempt at a radical and comprehensive rhetorical theory 

that sets itself over against extant theories going back at least to Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 

most of which are based on something like Kenneth Burke’s neoAristotelian idea of 

Identification. PostID is also a utopian vision that may seem to have, for the moment at 

least, limited practical applications: But paradigm shifts have to first be imagined before 

they can be enacted. And new ideas, or reformulated old ones, might seem far out or far 

off when first (re)encountered; but as Andre Gide said, one cannot discover new lands 

without having the courage to lose sight of the shore.  

PostID theory is important because as Kenneth Burke’s Identification, and the sort 

of ethical rhetoric it demanded, made sense as a response to Cold War tensions in which 

other was, more or less, monolithic, and in an era in that there was less confusion about 

what (who) subject was, postID, and its generative M.e.-rhetoric(s) hopes to make sense 

in light of the postmodern erasure of self-as-sovereign and in an era in which the other (as 
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the enemy and as the victim) are less clearly conceived, more pluralistic, and more 

integrated into the societies where we live and communicate. 

In short what postID does is push something like queer theory or GLBT theory to 

its logical end. If we can have GLBT theory, there is no logical reason we cannot move 

beyond those categories toward infinite numbers of categories, for instance—

GLBTYUM<<RTOD##55zxto . . .   

Postidentification theory and M.e. are steps toward imagining new ways to 

communicate, different ways that not only embrace absolute radical alterity but are

dependent on it, ways that don’t continue to marginalize others in rhetorical theory and 

practice but depend on them. PostID, like all theory, emanates from certain personal 

desires and is dependent on making certain choices, on directing focus at one thing or 

another at the expense of something else. PostID focuses on differences because postID 

means to valorize difference.

In general, PostID as a rhetorical theory and M.e. as a hermeneutic resist 

dominant rhetorical theory and practice. Resisting the dominant form from within the 

dominant form is very difficult if not impossible, as Foucault late in his career

demonstrated. Several years ago, when I first envisioned an earlier version of this project, 

one of my mentors, Theresa Enos, said it was an interesting idea but warned me that I 

would have to find a way to do something different without doing anything too very 

different; and, she added, I would need to find some new language to talk about what 

interested me most—a rhetoric of difference. More recently I was receiving a private 

tutorial from a colleague, Drew Kopp (on Schopenhauer), who reminded me that 
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whatever rhetorical theory I developed that opposed conventional rhetorical theory was 

itself necessarily emerging from conventional rhetorical theory. I was raised in 

Aristotelian discourse and reared in a rhetoric of Identification, so whatever I produce, no 

matter how different I intend it to be, remains a product of that very rhetorical system: I 

seek consensus while I resist it. To agree with my theory is to—perhaps only partly, but 

still significantly—degrade it. PostID is based on the profundity of misunderstanding.

This, unfortunately from my perspective, is a regular conundrum when working 

within rhetorics of Identification (and within any hegemonic rhetoric). Robert Con Davis 

and David Gross explain the dilemma of suggesting something new in an old language 

and from within dominant rhetorical forms: 

In writing this article [“Gayatri Chakravorty and the Ethos of the Subaltern”], we 

certainly ‘represent’ reigning ideologies of the dominant culture even as we try to 

critique its ethos against the political otherness of radical discourse. That is, as 

academicians and ethical subjects, we have authority to speak largely owing to the 

ethos, the institutional frame, of the dominant culture. Our work will tend—

regardless of our protests to the contrary—to help in assimilating the critique of 

oppression (suggesting an ‘oppositional’ ethos) into dominant institutional 

narratives. In short, we will certainly strengthen and serve the institutional 

interests that produce any oppression we can discuss in this article, in some ways 

necessarily betraying the cause of any resistance to oppression through critical 

expropriation, through the rational process of assimilating the ‘other’ to the 

‘same’ of our own institutional affiliations (67). 
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This means that Davis and Gross, and my self—as much as we resist it—are still

operating under rules of consensus; and we are overtly mindful of these rules. Being 

overtly mindful of the domestication of my writing by the dominant system might be a 

step toward changing the dominant system, but it is obviously only a small and  relatively 

cowardly step. What I am doing is still consensus writing, what Davis and Gross would 

probably call writing that “strengthens and serves” rhetorics of oppression. These ideas of 

consensus emerged from the teachings of the Sophists and then informed, indirectly and 

directly, what amounts to (oppressive) Aristotelian rhetoric based on the syllogism and 

the enthymeme. Syllogistic logic and the enthymeme (in various guises) are the basis, 

remain the superstructure of all major rhetorical systems now in place including the 

rhetorics of resistance coming from GLBT, queer, postcolonialist theory, etc. 

So-called good rhetoric would, then, follow the logic of Aristotelian logic and the 

principles of Identification demanded by the enthymeme: Bad writing opposes the norm, 

which leads to a rhetoric in which different is not just different, but wrong. Sartre put it 

like this: “To the Normal Man, to be different and to be wrong are one and the same” 

(Saint Genet 24). So-called bad writing (which often is manifested as Maverick ethoi) 

defies the rules and regulations of that dominant System and is generally considered 

wrong. This defiance can come in a variety of ways, not just stylistics (see Victor Vitanza 

for stylistic violation)—taboo topics create M.e. (see Charles Bukowski), and radical 

ideas (see Nietzsche; Alain Badiou), new and weird technologies (see Donna Haraway), 

etc. In dominant discourse, however, good writing is always writing that (somehow) 

reinforces hegemonic notions of right (consensual, ethical) behavior in typographic texts 
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even when this is done in resistance to dominant hegemonic paradigm, as Davis and 

Gross point out. Such dominant rhetoric, then, does not have to come from obviously 

conservative locations—it can and does come even from supposedly radical positions, 

especially in academia. Of course it goes without saying that all these judgments are 

relative.

 The larger philosophical, social, and theological implications of postID theory 

will be suggested (or will suggest themselves) over the whole course of this work but will 

not be thoroughly pursued yet: postID clearly has the potential to be a comprehensive 

philosophy as well as a way to do rhetorical analysis, but it is beyond the scope of this 

introductory work to try to explore that whole universe.

The first chapter of this book, on theory, introduces the neologisms of postID; the 

second will explain how the (anti)system works. Once the principles of postID theory

have been outlined, in the History section of this dissertation M.e. will actually be used as 

a hermeneutic through which to read history—M.e. will be used as a way of reading a 

history, a text, a world. The historicizing work will begin in the preliterate era and extend 

through Aristotle because the basic ideas of most extant rhetorics were in place by then. 

This historicizing is also done with the understanding that history might not be any

validation of postID theory: I am not, in other words, trying to prove the unbroken 

rhetorical lineage or historical persistence of M.e. in order to prove the validity of postID 

theory. The history work is more a survey of extant theory with comparisons for contrast 

drawn between that in-place theory and the alternative theory of postID. 
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M.e. is a critical analytic that emerges from postID theory and is a useful and 

practical way to do rhetorical analysis on texts. So, after the theory of postID is 

established and contextualized, M.e. will be used as a rhetorical/critical theory applied to 

texts in rhetorical analyses.  It is difficult to prevent overlap amongst theory, practice, and 

historical comparisons (and there is no real imperative to do such separation), so all these 

elements will be engaged throughout the text. Basically, though, theory is followed by 

history is followed by criticism in this project. 

A DEFENSE OF PURE RHETORICAL THEORY PER SE

Sydney Dobrin makes the best arguments for the need of pure theory in Rhetoric-

Composition in Constructing Knowledges: The Politics of Theory-Building and 

Pedagogy in Composition. John Warnock, in 1976, wondered “Who’s Afraid of Theory?” 

PostID rhetoric is theory, so it is not. This section simply serves as reminder that postID 

is speculative and suggestive, and in following the research methodology Stephen North 

describes as “philosophy” (91-115), postID makes no claims on empirical proofs. 

PostID is (only) a rhetorical theory, then—in contradistinction to but in the same 

general way that Kenneth Burke’s “identification,” (Rhetoric of Motives) or the “golden 

braid” of Theresa Enos (“An Eternal Golden Braid”) or Buber’s “I and thou” (Ich und 

Du) or Jim Corder’s “emergence”  (“Argument as Emergence, Rhetoric as Love”) or 

Loyd Bitzer’s “audience-generated enthymeme” (“Aristotle’s Enthymeme Revisited”) or 

Aristotle’s “appeals” (Rhetoric) or Cicero’s “deliberative, forensic and ceremonial” (Of 

Oratory) or Georges Gusdorf’s “recognition” (Speaking) or Isocrates’ “rhetoric as art” 
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(“Against the Sophists”) or the Sophists “kairos, to prepon and to dynaton”  (“Toward a 

Sophistic Definition of Rhetoric”) or Thomas Kent’s “hermeneutic guesswork” (Post-

Process Theory) or Borman’s “fantasy-theme perspective” (“Fantasy and Rhetorical 

Vision”) or Michel Foucault’s “discursive formation” (The Archeology of Knowledge) or 

Toulmin’s “warranted claims” (The Uses of Argument) or Habermas’ “universal 

pragmatics” (Communication and the Evolution of Society) or Weaver’s Language is 

Sermonic are theories, just theories. 

And while the above catalog of rhetorical theories, including postidentification, is 

not very vulnerable to scientistic proving (that is, no causality can actually be 

established), all these writings (and a million more) may be seen as types of rhetorical 

argument that may be applied in situations where the emphasis is on arriving at a

probable conclusion or no conclusion at all rather than at the absolute truth. 

Conclusions—as anything but contingent, strategic, and provisionally useful—are 

rejected by most iterations of postmodern and poststructural theory and so are actively 

resisted in postID.

Though the rhetorical theories listed above (and any theories, really) are not 

considered true in any positivistic sense, it is true that they have clearly been useful in 

advancing certain rhetorical practices and professional careers: They have not been 

proved, however; they have just been invented or invented-through-discovery, and then 

have enjoyed a certain popularity as pivots for arguments, catalysts for discussion, and 

launching pads for practice. Maybe the ideas have been argued-for so well that they 

persist, and this persistence could be, loosely, considered proof of rhetorical efficacy, sort 
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of like the approval rating of a president would indicate the efficacy and causality of her 

administrative policies (that is, not exactly, or not even likely, but maybe). Causal 

relations are very hard to demonstrate anywhere; they are impossible to demonstrate in 

rhetoric. Rhetorical theories survive, however, with more or less current relevance, as do 

administrative policies. Or, to expose this matter of in-place theory as the complicated 

affair of insistence and resistance that it is, these just-mentioned theories might well 

continue to be discussed simply because these are the ones that got published or 

publicized; that, for reasons that might have nothing to do with quality or relevance, these 

theories made it into the literature, got into print and so, that way, survive.

For instance, Carol Poster makes a case for marginalizing Aristotle’s Rhetorica in 

the discipline of rhetoric as it has been marginalized in the discipline of philosophy, that 

is, as a merely minor work (327-56). Poster operates in an historical critical mode by 

arguing that Aristotle’s Rhetorica has been taken out of context and preserved for reasons 

that may well be, from a  certain perspective,  unprincipled, and that certainly, in practice, 

have resulted in an over-masculinized rhetoric, an agonistic-dialectical and not a 

cooperative-dialogic way of communicating; and such a preservation and

(re)configuration of this ancient text has undermined and undervalued rhetoric’s 

traditionally feminine connection with pedagogy. Aristotle’s Rhetoric, Poster argues, 

should be reevaluated and reclaimed, if at all, only as what it probably was in fifth-

century Attica—a prescriptive handbook, no more or less. Poster believes that Rhetoric

has been canonized for obvious reasons—Aristotle’s text has well served dominant

(hegemonic) interests in the discipline of rhetoric. Rhetoric was lost (disregarded) for 
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many centuries before being reclaimed (resuscitated, some might say, brought back from 

the dead) to bolster certain claims and to substantiate the discipline of rhetoric with 

unbroken historical precedent (see Rereading the Sophists). But Poster argues that 

Aristotle’s Rhetorica was, and continues to be, preserved for reasons that are not 

historically relevant and that are not at all useful to feminism(s) new(er) interpretations of 

rhetorical theory. 

This example is used for a couple of reasons, one immediate—to illustrate that the 

persistence of certain theories is a complicated concern. Theories do not always survive 

because they are the best, the smartest, or the most useful for the most people. An 

element of Poster’s argument is that those of us working in rhetoric should jettison, or 

reposition a theory when it is no longer relevant. Specifically in this instance I imagine

Poster means that a theory is relevant when it is relevant to her feminist agenda or to the 

projects (political and pedagogical) of a certain kind of liberal humanism, but she is 

making a more general point as well: The old sometimes needs to be swept away or 

repositioned to clear space for the new. 

From the perspective of postID, it is not that customary, historical theories about 

ethics and ethos are necessarily wrong; it might be more accurate to say that they are 

simply not as relevant as they once were and so should be sidelined to clear space for 

new ideas. From the postID perspective, Poster has missed a significant point, however: 

Her arguments against Aristotelian discourse are themselves Aristotelian discourse and so 

are not really radical at all and continue, though through pointed resistance, to reinforce 
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the tenets of Aristotelian discourse. PostID theory does not battle hegemonic discourse, 

but attempts to disappear it.

RATIONALE FOR POSTIDENTIFICATION THEORY

There has never really been a radical rhetoric that decenters hegemonic interests 

and principles—that is, that decenters Self or Same—though there has been interest 

expressing the need for such a rhetoric. One such call comes from  an LGBT advocate, 

Suzanne Holland, a rhetorician who describes herself and outlines her problems with so-

called ethical rhetoric in a recent (2003) edition of JAC:

 As an ethicist who was trained in the discourse of “rights,” and as a lesbian 

woman whose life experience has sometimes included the denial of various rights 

that most of us daily take for granted, I became personally aware of the 

limitations of “rights language” as a satisfactory way of dealing with difference. 

Hence, I began to search for an alternative discourse, one that could more easily 

respect the “heteronomous diachrony of the other” (Peperzack). (165). 

Though motivated perhaps by different historical, social, and personal forces, my 

ambitions for postID are similar to those of Holland. She and I are both are looking for a 

system of rhetoric to move us out of oppression rhetorics and even past the languages of 

(mere) tolerance. The title of the Holland paper just cited is “Levinas and Otherwise-

than-Being (Tolerant): Homosexuality and the Discourse of Tolerance.” Holland goes on 

to say that the threat to those who are radically other comes not only from the 

conservative Christian, far right in America, but also
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[. . .] liberals have commandeered a rhetoric of tolerance to counter the rhetoric of 

family values but that tolerance, while perhaps intending a “kinder, gentler 

world,” simply contributes to domesticating the other, rather than allowing 

oneself to be confronted by the presence of radical alterity (strangeness, 

difference), that for Levinas is the beginning of ethics. (166)

Holland argues against any rhetoric of mere tolerance as a dangerous subversion of 

difference. This subversion she calls “domestication.” In other words, the threat to the 

state of real, radical difference is found in any condition under which other is merely 

tolerated—not only by ultraright conservatives but by left-leaning liberals as well—if and 

only if other is sufficiently tamed and domesticated. 

Postidentification theory extends Holland’s logic by developing (or at least 

suggesting) a sort of language that does not merely allow difference but that is 

rhetorically dependent on difference. At the end of Holland’s article, she seems saddened 

that she has not much to offer those who ask, “Well, what does she want me to do if I’m 

supposed to let go of tolerance?” (188). Holland does not have an answer, though she 

claims she used to. She used to tell people to take responsibility for other, in the way that

the philosopher and Talmudic scholar Emmanuel Levinas insists that we should take care 

of other—because other, in this world, by dint of being different from Self, stands in for 

god, the entity that is absolutely other. This treatment of other as sacrosanct is consistent 

with parables from both Old and New Testaments, the story of Lazarus, for instance, and 

the admonition of Jesus to treat the poor other begging on your doorstep as Himself. 
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But Holland now reads Levinas as nonprescriptive. The task of getting past mere 

tolerance seems virtually impossible, then, from a rhetorical standpoint at least (that is, 

without invoking god or a set of standardized universal morals). Holland follows Levinas 

insofar as her politics will allow, however, to suggest that to move beyond mere tolerance 

into something else (which she does not name) “[. . .] there are no prescriptions—only the 

disconcerting, disarming, disturbing exposure to the face of the one to whom I owe 

everything, even the condition of being a self at all” (186). Where I part company with 

Holland and other theorists and practitioners of rhetoric from the right, left, and middle is 

in the identifications she still insists on. In this case she insists on other being LGBT, that 

is, a member of a generic (if radical) category dependent on high levels of Identification 

to achieve subjectivity and rhetorical clout.

To whit, continuing the above quote: “Of course, we can refuse this ethics of 

encounter, but the face of the lesbian or gay or bisexual or transgendered other is still 

there before us—in our classrooms, in our workplaces, in our homes” (186).  One of the 

suggestions of postID theory is that in stopping definitions of alterity at “gay, lesbian, 

bisexual, transgendered,” the rhetorical power of any GLBT-type theory needs must 

remain chained to those labels and so remains, in essence, the same sort of categorical 

and categorizing rhetoric we have always had, at least since Aristotle (the Great 

Categorizer) invented rhetoric as a formal system (if indeed he did: Poster, for one, 

argues that he did not). 

But postmodernism points toward deconstructing even the most basic categories 

in large part by allowing us to dispense with an unadulterated and essentialized Truth that 
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sustains such categories. If rhetoric is dealing with relative probabilities, and not absolute 

truth, then there is no reason to base a rhetoric on the idea of absolutist categories. Still, 

the idea of Truth or right behavior, persists, not only on the political Right, but from the 

Left as well.

As just explained, Suzanne Holland uses her interpretation of the philosophy of 

Emmanuel Levinas to advance a discourse that avoids the language of mere tolerance and 

embraces the radical alterity (strangeness, difference) of other; yet her definition of other 

is obviously strategic and not absolute—in other words, Holland’s definition of other 

seems to be “queer,” which creates yet another privileged category of exclusion-by-

inclusion. This example should clarify somewhat the rationale for a theory that takes 

rhetoric beyond Identification. PostID is a rhetoric pushed toward absolute alterity 

instead of only toward what Holland, other GLBT and queer theorists, and a lot of other 

so-called radical theorists have limited alterity to be, that is, nothing more than simply 

another category, in this case a category opposing hegemony. GLBT theory, then, is just 

an(other) expansion of the current domination Big-S System of rhetoric.  So while much 

is said these days about queer theory and GLBT praxis—as much has been said before 

about other rhetorics of resistance coming from feminisms, socialisms, postcolonialisms, 

ecology writing, etc.—still no one has yet envisioned what rhetorics might be beyond 

these. 

In short, most of the rhetorics like GLBT rhetorics continue to use the same 

rhetorical techniques as the systems they intend to resist—reasoned arguments and stories 

dependent on some level of Identification to work. These rhetorics, especially in the 
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Academy, continue to be logocentric and essentially Aristotelian. At the least they require 

some form of the enthymeme that requires Identification of other with Self or Same. (In

general, though with some exceptions, I use “Self” as a singular and “Same” as the plural 

of it. I will also use Selfsame [in this context something of a neologism] to combine the 

ideas of a singular, ontologically obsessed “one” or “Self ” with the plural but not 

especially pluralistic hegemony represented by “Same.” Self, Same, and Selfsame are 

capitalized when indexed within the Selfsame/other binary to indicate that in extant 

rhetorical theory, the entity that represents or is represented by Self, Same or Selfsame is 

dominant in all extant rhetorical philosophy. “other” is consistently lower case as a 

motivated representation of the always already derivative and relatively secondary 

position of “other” in the Selfsame/other binary). Using enthymeme to argue against 

enthymeme is about as useful rhetorically as holding a gun to an NRA member’s head 

while insisting on the need for gun control: in such a case the performance of the rhetoric 

ruins the argument. The anti-argument argument will not work, in other words. Or, put 

another way, the rhetorics of resistance fail to topple the rhetorics of oppression by 

performance because they are using the same rhetorical techniques as the dominant 

rhetorics of oppression. Both are using the gun; one gun is just loaded with different 

ammo than the other.

So, what could be different? What might a rhetoric of radical alterity look like if it 

went even farther than the categories of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered? (Or before 

that of the mind-altering categories of communist, feminist, animal rights, postcolonialist 

rhetorics, etc.). How would a rhetoric of absolute alterity work? Certainly the work 
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with/in queer theory has altered perceptions of the gender category, and this latest 

destabilization of subject or self has opened some doors for rhetoricians. But who has 

ventured in? At the 2004 Rhetoric Society of America conference, there were 15 panels 

on ethos, ethics, or ethical rhetorics, and many of the panelists working with ideas about 

ethos and ethics called for a new vision of what contemporary ethos and ethics should 

and could be (RSA convention program, 2004). None of them, however, had any ideas 

about what such a newer, more complicated, and comprehensive postmodern or even 

post-postmodern ethos or ethics or rhetoric could look like. Beyond that is the current 

question of what identity is going to mean or can mean under current conditions of 

postmodernism. 

A relatively recent collection of essays addresses this question about identity in 

the twenty-first century. I quote briefly from Paula Moya’s introduction to Reclaiming 

Identity: Realist Theory and the Predicament of Postmodernism to introduce concerns 

that identity, currently, is in some especial danger: 

“Identity” remains one of the most urgent—as well as hotly disputed—topics in 

literary and cultural studies. For nearly two decades, it has been a central focus of 

debate for psychoanalytic, poststructuralist, and cultural materialist criticism in 

areas ranging from postcolonial and ethic studies to feminism and queer theory. 

Oddly enough, much of what has been written about identity during this period 

seeks to delegitimate, and in some cases eliminate, the concept itself by revealing 

its ontological, epistemological, and political dimensions. (2) 
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How the identity of the subject is impacted by postID will become clearer in the 

theory chapter that follows this introduction; but it is obvious that a rhetorical system like 

postID—an (anti) system that eliminates the categories Moya and other identity 

revisionists depend on to define self—puts old notions of identity, self, subject, and 

subjectivity in jeopardy and complicates the rhetorical, social, and philosophical 

dimensions of postidentification theory and practice. 

What will the next rhetoric look like then? How will it work? What would happen 

if instead of stopping the categorical description of a subject at gay, other descriptive 

elements like Canadian, provincial, farmer, Red Sox fan, left-handed, dyslexic, etc., were 

added ad infinitum? What if an ethics or an ethos or a rhetoric of radical alterity were 

pushed to the logical extreme? My suggestion is that people really are more like these 

virtually unending lists of descriptors than they are like the delimiting categories—gay, 

straight, black, white, male, female, etc.—most usually used to describe us. Each person, 

in other words, is a hybrid. And even this hybrid is in a constant flux as to both meaning 

and location within a complicated social nexus. So even combinations of these generic 

categories remain reductive and are instantly inaccurate and misleading: To build a 

rhetoric on an Identification that is so unstable seems like building a house on shifting 

sand or slippery slope. 

What is it, in other words, to say a person is a Canadian? Or a Black Canadian? 

Or a black, left-handed, dyslexic, midget, French-speaking Canadian (born in Guiana) 

who plays hockey? These categories are always already unstable. There is not only one 

type of Canadian or Black Canadian, etc. There are an uncountable number of “types.”
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What would happen to rhetoric if we considered each and every one of these Canadians

different from each and every other Canadian and then, extending that, considered each 

and every person a different category? I suggest that what will happen is the state or 

condition of postidentification. Rhetorically, under such conditions of absolute 

difference, each and every person will have their own rhetoric. What will that look like? 

How chaotic would it really be for every one to have some sort of personal rhetoric and 

for the efficacy of those rhetorics to be based on how different they are from every other 

individual rhetoric? 

PostID creates endless categories of what might be called mavericks. The need for 

such creatures is noted in the August 2003 edition of Harper’s Magazine in which 

essayist Edward Hoagland paints a picture of the “American Dissident” and claims that 

“dissent is essential.” This framing of a nationalist dissenter (a political and social 

maverick) as an essential element in a participatory democracy seems to valorize the 

maverick and endorse the need for the sort of productive tension M.e. examples and 

postID advocates. The maverick position is also a position of safeguard. 

In general, the creation (or recognition) of these mavericks has the effect of 

dispersing rhetorical clout to an uncountable number of subject positions which 

decentralizes rhetorical power. Why is the maverick position better? It is not better per se, 

not, anyway, more or less right-minded or true—it is simply less dangerous because 

when the maverick position becomes the naturalized one, the herd then ceases to exist,

and none are marginalized as all are “marginalized”; indeed, marginalized ceases to exist. 

Individuals are less dangerous than herds.
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One of the ambitions of postID is to spread the dominating power of a centralized 

rhetorical theory and make the world safer by disappearing that dominance by spreading 

it out to infinity. This ambition somewhat parallels Kenneth Burke’s notion that what 

might be called ironic certainty “makes no claims to Platonic representation.” That is, it 

represents no more or less than what it is, rhetoric-as-persuasive-communication, not 

rhetorical arm-twisting or the arrival at dialectical truth. This “ir onic certainty” is 

constantly qualified by competing perspectives in the same way that in postID each 

rhetoric or utterance is immediately qualified (and somewhat diffused) by another

rhetoric or utterance that is always already different (Tell 48). 

The upshot of this diffusion  is that no single voice or type of argument or 

rhetorical strategy, like Identification, can claim privilege. In this way postID might 

achieve what Wayne Booth thinks a certain type of irony is capable of achieving—“a 

way of doing justice to many critical voices without letting any of them achieve its 

destructive potential” (qtd. Tell 48). The principle tenet of postID theory is simple—the 

recognition that each subject position generates its own unique perspective must not only 

be taken into account by rhetoric (with the intention of overcoming it through 

Identification) but must be amplified and highlighted as the very hinge principle of the 

rhetoric. When this valorization of the postID position occurs, then the maverick achieves 

the privileged position, which is a sort of no-privilege privilege: Privilege, in other words, 

is actually itself deconstructed.

One interesting thing that will happen when this naturalization of the maverick is 

achieved is that the system of postID will disappear itself, because when there is no 
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group, and no group rhetoric (or group ethics), then there can be no maverick. The 

maverick, theoretically and practically, requires separation from a herd and so requires a 

herd, needs the group for definition. (In ways, then, the term maverick is unfortunate and 

misleading, but there it is). Under conditions in which every person is separated and 

distinct—a category unto herself so to speak—there will be no possibility of the maverick 

position. Thus postID has, among other qualities, the quality of disappearing itself when 

it is no longer needed. No other rhetorical system can make such a claim. All other 

rhetorical systems continue to sustain themselves well beyond their usefulness—which is 

Poster’s point about Aristotle’s continuing (and unwelcome) shaping of rhetoric. 

Besides being a way to justify interests in and advocacy for difference, postID is 

also a response prompted by direct calls for a reshaped rhetoric for the twenty-first 

century and beyond. Though postID at this point is not aimed at practical applications in 

the writing classroom, it does in some ways respond directly to calls from 

poststructuralists like Thomas Kent, Gary Olson, Nancy Blyler, etc.—theorists working 

more specifically within composition (writing instruction)—for new models, or 

paradigms, that could take rhetorical theory and practice beyond Peter Elbow et al.’s 

“process”. (see Post-Process Theory: Beyond the Writing-Process Paradigm). The new 

radical theory of postID might help to do that.  For writing instruction the implications of 

such a rhetorical theory are fairly obvious —every student’s writing will not only be 

different, but that difference will be embraced and encouraged by the pedagogy. Beyond 

that, the idea of a standard form—whether Five-Paragraph essay or The Argument—will  

be ousted; all writing will be focused on developing an individuated ethos and not on 
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learning generic rhetorical strategies (like argument, or recognizing logical fallacies, for 

instance). Under postID all writing will be ethos-centric (if not ethical in a conventional 

sense).

Alan France in an article that reads in places like an internal must-do memo to 

English Teachers insists that 

For those outside English departments, to whom we need to make our case for the 

central role of composition studies in the delivery of a liberal education, I would 

explain that the purpose of all writing assignments in the English undergraduate 

curriculum is to teach students how they can decide for themselves what is true, 

or at least what is most likely. That is the basic job of rhetoric and composition, 

teaching processes of knowing rather than a body of knowledge, and I would say 

the same of undergraduate literature courses. I would explain that this ability to 

decide what is true or most likely is especially necessary in our information—and 

image—saturated world, where everyone is exposed to a worldwide glut of things 

parading as “true.” And I would explain that as long as we value the integrity of 

individuals, we must equip them with the intellectual means to translate public 

knowledge into personal meaning—and back again. (163)

France’s sort of rhetoric seems alarmist on at least one count: Was there a time 

when the world was not dominated by truth claims? That is to say, there was a time when 

what women, slaves, children, sun, moon, sky,  and phronemos, etc., were—as 

existential entities, represented as a discrete list of essentialized characteristics, as 

categories—was well established and generally agreed upon, practically and 
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theoretically. 2,500 years ago these entities were true in more thoroughgoing, rigid, and 

inarguable (if reduced) ways than they are now: These categories are currently 

destabilized. Indeed, scientists are now even questioning the essential nature of such 

“steady” stuff as time and the speed of light (see Overby), so it seems natural to think that 

such rigid categories as “woman” or, more to the point in this discussion, “author” or 

“student-writer” would be in need of serious deconstruction; Indeed (if not in strict, 

scientistic “fact”) poststructural theory has achieved that deconstruction—it simply has 

not constructed anything new on the razed ground of rhetoric. 

PostID is a new theory of rhetoric built to occupy some of that space cleared by 

deconstructive theory. PostID could conceivably aid the imagining of what rhetoric(s) 

and readings and writings and the reader/writer event might or could be, under conditions 

of post-postmodernism, post-poststructuralism, postprocess, without insisting that postID 

and attendant hermeneutical devices like M.e. should become the dominant model or 

universal rhetorical modus operandi. 

But it is to say that if rhetoricians, novelists, essayists, communication specialists, 

political negotiators, literary critics, and the like are looking for models, or rather ethos-

to-emulate, in order to inform future composing and communication practices—in the

Academy, in belles lettres, in business, medicine, law—then the rhetoric(s) emerging 

from postidentification theory might be useful.
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CHAPTER ONE: THE PRINCIPLE TERMS AND DEFINITIONS OF 

POSTIDENTIFICATION THEORY

This chapter will lay the most basic groundwork of postidentification. 

PostID theory assumes as the elements of the entire rhetorical (ex)change: (1) Self 

(in some configuration that allows for an ethos that is potentially individuated even if 

entirely socially constructed; and this entity or discursive party might be called “I” or 

“Self,”  and in instances where it absolutely represents hegemony -as-a-group, “Same”); 

(2) other (not-I, not-self, not-Same); (3) the space or division between Self and other; (4) 

a line (of potential communication) between the two parties; (5) a symbol-in-exchange on 

that line (and that symbol-in-exchange can be argument, dialectic, third term, trope, story, 

an ethos, etc.)  

The physical demonstration I usually use to explain postID has two people each 

holding one end of a string. The people at either end of the string are the parties involved 

in the discursive event—Self and other. The string is the line of communication. On this 

string is balanced a small object, like a pen or a poem, something borrowed, blue, or 

whatever, and this object is the symbol-in-exchange that could be representing a loaded 

argument or a neutral third term or a trope or any number of rhetorical devices or appeals 

including an ethos. When the parties in the discourse are close together, this alignment 

represents some level of achieving Identification, that condition Kenneth Burke and 
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others insist makes for more effective, more persuasive rhetoric—or at least to establish 

the coziest preconditions for such. 

But when the parties are very close, the line (of communication) is slack and so it 

is hard for the symbol-in-exchange to balance on because a slack line is harder to balance 

on than a taut line.  Under postID the parties are not trying to achieve Identification but 

are remaining separated by keeping their distance.  The farther the parties are from one 

another, up to a point of course, the tauter the line is and the easier it is for the symbol-in-

exchange to balance. The rhetorical moves or strategies that are used to create and 

maintain this distance represent M.e. (M.e.). By looking for these distancing moves in 

rhetoric, M.e. becomes a way to look at discourse; looking for M.e. becomes a method of 

doing rhetorical analysis. 

Common sense insists that rhetoric does not take place in a vacuum, of course. 

The nonvacuum is usually considered something like culture and so the use of culture in 

postID needs explaining. 

PostID theory considers culture—and thus the formative pressure of culture—not 

as anything absolute, universal, and a priori but as a sort of false consciousness used only 

for strategic (not transformative or real rhetorical) purposes. This disregard for culture-as-

formative does not ignore the use of group strategies in a rhetoric or the idea that Self 

might be only a location in a complicated social nexus. In the above example, for 

instance, the pair of people holding onto the string would be doing so at a rhetoric 

conference in Austin, Texas, or a barrio in Tucson, Arizona, or a baseball field in 

Topsham, Vermont, or a lake in Gladewater, Texas, etc. 
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Yet rhetoric does or may take place (theoretically at least) in a vacuum. This is 

somewhat analogous, in form not substance, to the “ideal speech situation” of Jürgen 

Habermas. Habermas imagines a sort of idealized safe zone in that citizens might arrive 

at conclusions based on absolute rationality (see The Theory of Communicative Action). 

PostID theory rejects the “universal rationality” Habermas posits and depends his rhetoric 

upon, as just another example of a commonality (universal rationality, in this case) that 

should lead to universal identification but clearly does not. Still, Habermas does suggest 

that whenever one is engaged with rhetoric, one is, or theoretically should be, engaged

only with one singular other in a protected zone that is not necessarily actual but more 

only-possible. PostID might be conceptualized (for the moment at least) as operating in a 

microcosmic version of some (universalized and macro or metacosmic) ideal speech 

situation.

In more practical terms, saying that rhetoric should take place in a vacuum is 

analogous to saying that medical ethics only (should) take place in a vacuum which 

means that the ethics of medical practice should only take place on a clinical level, not on 

a political, cultural, or social level. In other words, postID—and all idealized rhetorical 

systems from Plato to Peperzak—ignore the real world in the same way that medical 

ethics (should) do, that is, ideally. For instance, in the ideal situation in hospital there is 

only doctor, patient, and best diagnosis, and not the insurance companies or HMOs (as 

political, cultural, or social pressures) (see Badiou’s Ethics 14- 15). In this way culture (as 

financial and cultural pressure) is disappeared from the pure clinical situation. 
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Is this possible? Anything is possible: Many doctors claim to operate under such 

ideal conditions daily by making “best diagnoses” without pandering to HMO protocols. 

But beyond wishful thinking, it is also useful to have an ideal against which to bounce or

balance a reality. Plato’s Republic has not ever been achieved anywhere, yet it remains an 

ideal that is useful to certain thinkers and doers. Richard Rorty reinforces the need for 

far-ranging vision more recently in Achieving Our Country. But Rorty’s ideals for a Left-

leaning America that valorizes the poet as much as the technician, honors liberal 

democratic principles, and exacts fair play from all, has not nearly been achieved, indeed 

is farther away now than it was several years ago.  That doesn’t mean that his book is 

worthless. I make these comparisons because even though postID is an ideal, it should 

not be immediately dismissed simply because it does not yet seem practical as a large-

scale system. Though the (alterity) aims of the theory of postidentification are different 

than the (elitist) aims of Plato’s Republic, Plato’s acceptance of the reception of his 

theory is a useful reminder that theory might be needed and ideal, but is not to become a 

program, and not necessarily practical (see Book Four of the Republic). At its extremes 

postID is a utopian vision like a medical system that is not run (over) by HMOs is a 

utopian vision. 

THE DIVISIONS OF RHETORIC IN POSTIDENTIFICATION THEORY

PostID is a rhetorical theory that is concerned with preconditions, event, and 

aftereffects of symbol-exchange in a(ny) discursive situation in which the potential for 

significant change is present. Significant change is defined as the willingness (after the 
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reception of some rhetoric) to sacrifice-to or let’s-go! This terminology emerges from the 

philosophies of posthumanists Emmanuel Levinas and Alain Badiou and means,

basically, that more than mere head-nodding is ongoing after the symbol-exchange, that 

some one in the discourse is willing (if not able) to commit significantly to a course of 

action. Any discursive event in which the potential for significant change is present is a 

real rhetorical situation or (in cases) a transformative rhetorical situation. Other 

discursive situations are parsed into the categories of phatic, reinforcement, or resistance

rhetorics.

Phatic rhetoric represents (to use Alain Badiou’s oft-used phrase) only the 

“circulation of opinion” (Ethics) or is only what Wittgenstein (in his postmodern phase) 

calls “therapy” (47). The conceptual and practical distinction drawn between phatic and 

real-rhetorical is not novel—it is in line with Alain Badiou’s notion that much of what 

might be called rhetorical is not so, not in any significant way at least (Ethics). That is to 

say that much of what is called rhetorical in dominant rhetorics is just socializing noise. 

The term phatic is, of course, borrowed from the famous Russian linguist Roman 

Jakobson (who borrowed from Malinowski).  “These [phatic] messages [are] primarily 

serving to establish, to prolong, or to discontinue communication, to check whether the 

channel works” (75). Used in Jakobson’s discourse analysis, phatic is the type of 

discourse that establishes or maintains social contact or relationships. The focus in phatic 

discourse is (merely) on opening or keeping open the channels of communication 

between parties. Phatic discourse might sound more complicated than “uh hm” or “yeah”

or “y’know”; it may be displayed by a profuse exchange of ritualized formulas, by entire 
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dialogues with the mere purport of prolonging communication. As quoted in Jakobson; 

“Dorothy Parker caught eloquent examples: ‘Well,’ the young man said. ‘Well,’ she said. 

‘Well, here we are,’ he said. ‘Here we are,’ she said, ‘Aren’t we?’ ‘I should say we were,’ 

he said, ‘Eyop! Here we are.’ ‘Well,’ she said. ‘Well,’ he said, ‘Well.’” (75).

This example might seem outrageous, but compare it to the standard hemming 

and hawing of a public senate investigative hearing or a coach talking around why his 

team lost a game or the vacant talking during a first date, and it will not seem so: Humans 

have a lot of (sophisticated) ways of saying nothing or next-to-nothing, in all contexts 

from romance to politics (especially in romance and politics). Phatic rhetoric usually 

signifies little more than a human noise that establishes contact between parties in a 

discursive situation or is a most basic sounding-of-the-depths around a speech act or

event. “How about the weather today?” in other words, is not a real question, nor is it a 

rhetorical gesture aimed at a transformative discursive event that could change something

or effect persuasion, but is rather only another way of saying, “I am here and I recognize 

that you are in my proximity, more or less at least, may we speak and how so?” “Lend me 

your ears!” comes the phatic call from Shakespeare. “Okay,” comes the phatic reply of 

the audience. Something life, or belief- altering might follow this exchange, but this 

exchange, and much of Shakespeare that is just catalytic (to use the narratologist’s term),

is not real rhetoric, because nobody is really being persuaded of anything significant (see 

Bonnycastle 157-59; Frye; Perron.)  

Phatic rhetoric is important for a lot of reasons, however—the circulation of 

opinion makes us feel less alone, less neurotic; it establishes personal boundaries and so 
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prevents counterproductive tension on occasion; it augments nonverbal communication 

like shoulder-shrugs and eye-rolling. As Wittgenstein might say, phatic rhetoric is 

“therapeutic.” Certainly it helps define what human might mean. It does not lead to any 

real change, so it’s not doing anything to make persuasion really happen. But it does help 

participants in a discourse know that lines of communication might be open. The 

necessity of phatic discourse is well established, so postID theory does not deny nor is it 

opposed to phatic discourse. Within postID there is only the effort to make a distinction 

between phatic rhetoric—as only opinion or therapy —and real rhetoric that might cause 

significant change. 

Much of what passes as persuasion in other rhetorical systems is merely phatic in 

the postID (anti) system, a fact that requires shifts in terminology. Everything that is 

rhetorical in Kenneth Burke or Aristotle or Judith Butler or rhetorics emerging from or 

caused by any dominating rhetorical systems is not necessarily rhetorical under 

conditions of postID. Within postID only symbol-exchange that has the potential to be 

transformative or to persuade some one to action is real. Theresa Enos likes to use the 

phrase “persuasion to belief” to explain what rhetoric (to her mind) does (“Golden 

Braid”). I would just extend that definition (or restrict it) by adding that one has not been 

persuaded to or into belief if one is already there or at least mostly there. In politics this 

means that getting the base assembled to vote is very different, rhetorically, from

persuading some fence-sitter to hop off on one side or the other.

This leads to a definition of reinforcement rhetorics. Of course, from some angle 

any text or communication can be framed as reinforcement rhetoric. In colloquial terms 
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reinforcement rhetorics are just speech events or acts of preaching to the choir, which

means that they are most basically only fortifying and/or clarifying already-held beliefs. 

Reinforcement rhetorics, though they may be framed as encouraging conversion, are 

always already in-group discourse informed by the assumption that values, core values at 

least, are shared throughout the community that constitutes the choir or base.

This statement is made with the understanding that what is reinforcement rhetoric 

for members of the in-group is not necessarily or naturally such for nonmembers of the 

in-group. Preaching to the choir, in other words, is only preaching to the choir when it is 

actually preaching to the choir. It is not always easy to know, of course, who is an insider 

and who an outsider of that choir—there might be a test for inclusion to in-group that can 

cheated, for instance. But in general, these reinforcement rhetorics or rhetorical 

stratagems are more exhortative (within the common cause) than persuasive (to radical 

change or conversion or persuasion in/to the cause, belief, attitude change, or action). 

To clarify and fortify that concept, I will stay with the idea of preaching to the 

choir for an example of reinforcement rhetoric. Reinforcement rhetoric (that moves then 

into an example of M.e.) takes the form of being “in the Word” or “out of the Word” in 

this excerpt from a nonfiction book about snake-handling Christians in Appalachia. 

Ethnographer Dennis Covington writes:

“I love to testify,” I said into the microphone, “but I’ve never preached before. I 

just want you to know that I submit myself to your authority, Brother Carl. You’re 

the pastor of this church, and if I step out of the Word, I want you to tell me.” He 

smiled back and nodded. He would. (230)
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Covington has (supposedly, he might be lying) submitted himself in this passage to the 

authority of both the Bible (in a certain interpretation) and of the head of the small, 

fundamentalist church in which he and his wife are visiting friends (not members per se).  

He has been invited, by the leader of this church, Brother Carl, to preach 

extemporaneously to the congregation, a group which represents the choir, as all there are 

all declared born-again Christians and of a very specific denomination and praxis of such. 

The assumption (supposedly—again, there is no way to actually ever know this), by 

Brother Carl and the rest of the congregation save for Covington’s wife perhaps, is that 

Covington will “stay in the Word.” In the beginning of his preaching he does.

“It was after they crucified Jesus,” I said, “and some of the women who had 

stayed with him through it all came down to the tomb to anoint his body with 

spices. Am I in the Word?” I looked over at Brother Carl.

“You’re in the Word,” Carl said.

“Amen,” the congregation answered. (231)

But then Covington leaves the Word. He begins to endorse a policy that allows 

women equality in society and especially in the church. Women, he thinks relatively 

heretically, should be able to preach in public. This liberal belief, in a strict, snake-

handling, church of God is of course not appreciated. Covington is feeling the spirit, 

though, with or without audience support, with or without the consubstantiation

necessary for rhetoric to work in Identification rhetorics. His message moves beyond the 

enthymeme, for his audience now will not fill in any gaps in his rhetoric; they will not, on 

the surface at least, support his heresy. His message has separated him from the choir as 
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soon as he ventures onto different ground. He makes himself a maverick, on purpose. He 

knows that his rhetoric will now separate him from those he means to convince, yet he 

moves into it consciously and directly.

I knew I was in the Word now. It was close to the feeling I’d had when I’d 

handled [rattlesnakes]. “Mary Magdalene was the first person to spread the news 

of the risen Christ!” I shouted. “She was the first evangelist, and the men didn’t 

even believe her! So when we start talking about a woman’s place, we better add 

that a woman’s place is to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ! In Him there is no 

male or female, no Greek or Jew!” I spun on Carl. “Am I in the Word?”

“No,” Carl said. “You’re not in the Word.”

“Are you telling me I’m out of the Word?”

“Yes. You’re out of the Word.” (232)

This is a very obvious instance of a rhetorical strategy beginning in reinforcement 

rhetoric (in the Word) and then, as an intentional distancing move is made to create space 

(gap, aporia) between an audience and an orator, the rhetoric shifts into M.e. (out of the 

Word). Were any in the congregation converted to Covington’s liberal notions by this 

M.e.? Probably not; not at the moment nor obviously anyway. But the important point is 

that there was no chance of any type of conversion (toward Covington’s view) in that 

little church by using reinforcement rhetoric alone. Identification, in other words, was 

useless to effect real rhetoric in that situation.

The principle theoretical problem for a postidentification rhetorical theory comes 

at this point: Was Identification achieved before Covington left the Word and went 
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maverick? Covington had spent several years doing an ethnographic study of the snake-

handling hill people of the Carolinas and Tennessee. He was a local, more or less, from 

Birmingham, Alabama. He had even risked his health to handle snakes, so he had a 

certain, stable ethos developed with the choir, or at least they (though perhaps not he) 

thought he had such a stable in-group ethos.  He had often used reinforcement rhetoric in 

his ethnographic study to help establish that familiar ethos with this population. His 

standing in that community as a friend of the church was supposedly clear to the 

congregation, and he was significantly if not fully trusted by the snake-handling 

community: He was, after all, invited to preach, which was an honor, especially for a 

nonmember of the church. 

But then he moved from reinforcement rhetoric into M.e. rhetoric. That he

stepped outside the Word while preaching was a transgression, and this distancing move 

made him a maverick by separating him from the herd. This means that his message of 

inclusion-for-women-preachers was very likely dismissed by the choir because he did 

step outside the conventional Word and into M.e. But, on the other hand and importantly, 

had Covington stayed more strictly in-the-Word he would have been doing nothing more 

than telling the choir what they already knew. That is, he would have merely been 

fortifying and clarifying their commonly held views, not changing their minds about 

anything. To move the choir in a radically different direction, Covington had to make 

himself a maverick and then take the chance that his message, emerging from his M.e., 

would be rejected. But without that risk, no significant change would have even been 

possible. But does this rhetorical action reveal itself as emerging from or caused by a 
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rhetorical system that could be called postidentification? Yes it does. Or at least, it can. 

The relevance and accuracy of the term postidentification rhetoric hinges, in this and 

many other instances, on definitions of etic and emic. (And this will partially answer the 

question: was Covington ever part of this herd to begin with and how important is that?) 

Emic and etic are terms derived from an analogy with the terms phonemic and 

phonetic and were first coined and used by the famous linguist Kenneth Pike in 1954 

(Headland 2). Later, these terms were taken up by the social anthropologist Marvin 

Harris in The Nature of Cultural Things in 1967, and have gone on to cause much 

interesting confusion in both linguistic studies and social anthropology, as well as in 

psychiatry, medicine, semiotics, philology, sociology, plant science, and other widely 

divergent fields of interest (see especially Goodenough and Berger for opposing views on 

applications of the emic/etic binary). 

The emic/etic is a binary still very open to interpretation. The central distinction 

that Pike makes between emic and etic is that the former focuses on the intrinsic cultural 

values assigned to terms by in-group members of a certain society or perhaps more 

inclusive to say, a social(ized) clique—that is analogous to the focus of phonemics. From 

this perspective the insiders, the natives of a group are the only judges of what constitutes 

the validity of an emic utterance. From the etic (analogous to the phonetic) perspective, it 

is the view of the outsider that is most important. That outsider, in cultural anthropology, 

ethnography, social linguistics, sociology, etc., is usually representing the scientific (or 

scientistic) or objective-analysis viewpoint, so scientists (including social scientists) are 

the sole judges of the etic utterances—whether something, for instance, is real rhetoric or 
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not. This is the general summary of emic/etic coming from Pike. Clifford Geertz, most

famously, complicates the idea of objective as (mis)used in anthropology and 

ethnography (see Identification for example); and this lack of any absolutely objective

position is a given these days in most human sciences, especially in spaces like social 

anthropology. 

The emic/etic binary is exceedingly controversial in every place it is used from 

plant science (is it the local name or the scientific name for a plant that is most 

important?) to cultural anthropology (is it the report of the natives or the report on the 

natives that is most important and to what ends?) to medicine (is it the report of the 

patient on her own health that is most important in diagnosis or the report of the CAT 

scan? (see Postman for this argument in Technopoly).  There is not a single definition of 

emic/etic. Suggestive (and phenomenological) definitions claim that etic is an “ideal 

behavior” as opposed to the “actual behavior” represented by the local practices 

represented as emic (Headland). Following that line of reasoning, Ducrot and Todorov 

claim that “emic interprets events according to their particular cultural function, while 

etic characterizes events only by spatio-temporal critieria” ( Encyclopedia). Another 

anthropologist, Nicole Sindzingre refers to a version of this distinction as dichotomizing 

between a writer who agrees with a theoretical perspective versus one who disagrees with 

the perspective (“Comments”). Still, despite confusions, the emic/etic division remains a 

useful heuristic. 

For current purposes, emic will be the native or insider’s view; etic the outsider’s 

view. In the Sindzingre definition, then, Covington would have remained an outside 
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observer even though he had affected many of the so-called rhetorical mannerisms and 

protocols, etc., of the in-group, the choir of snake-handlers. In other words, he never, on a 

deep-level (to borrow a term from formal linguistics; see Perlmutter), agreed with the 

(absolutely patriarchal) “theoretical perspective” of the choir he addressed and therefore

did not ever really and truly achieve Identification with that congregation.

Theoretically and practically, this definition, crude as it might be, is obviously 

useful to any rhetorical theory aiming to get beyond or over against Identification

rhetorics. That is, some explanation like emic/etic is necessary for rhetorical theory to 

ever move beyond or over against rhetorics based on Identification or consubstantiation, 

etc. And this will mean, somehow, that if any person in a (potentially) real rhetorical 

situation is not inside emic rhetoric, then no real level of Identification has occurred. It 

might be said that some specie of faux emic rhetoric has occurred, as when an undercover 

cop pretends to be a prostitute to lure “johns” into compromising situations or when 

parents try to “get hip” in order to get inside the conversations of their teenagers. Again, 

the emic/etic binary is clearly about what constitutes authentic. And how can “authentic”

be proved? I am not sure it ever can be, yet the suggestion is that, phenomenologically at 

least, most of us have experienced such faking and thought it real, and had this fake-real 

experience on both sides of the rhetorical situation. 

Historically, this Janus-act represents the difference between what Plato thought 

of as an existential ethos, that is, an ethos that is the actual character of an actual person; 

and what Aristotle contended ethos was, the “mere appearance” of good, a rhetorical 

strategy. Whether an ethos was real or faked was not provable 2,500 years ago and is not 
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provable now, but the suggestion is that a lot of what is called Identification in the 

discipline of rhetoric is, as in the case with Covington, significantly fake. How is this

known? It might not ever be known. A liberal may pose as a centrist his whole political 

career, for instance, fearing he could never be elected as a liberal. But the “real” 

tendency, the actual alignment is known when the maverick move is made: No maverick 

move could have been made in the Appalachian church had Covington been actually 

emic—it would not have been possible for him to achieve the maverick position had he 

been actually in-group with the ultraconservative snake-handlers.

Interpreting the event in the church from the perspective of M.e., there can be no 

real Identification as long as a person remains an outsider. Though Covington appears to 

have become an insider with the snake-handling Appalachians, he is not. He still holds

views profoundly different than theirs. He is college educated while most of them did not 

even have high school educations. He has a liberal marriage in which he and his wife are 

on equal political, social, and spiritual levels. None in the congregation he is preaching to 

are in such relationships; indeed they see such relationships as fundamentally flawed, 

out-of-the-Word, morally and ethically corrupt. Covington, in short, has not achieved real 

Identification; he has not become a member of that particular in-group, the choir, and this 

is evidenced by his maverick move. He began his journey into this community as an 

outsider, indeed as an ethnographer looking for data with which to construct a story. This 

(etic) location does not really change during the several years he hangs out with the 

snake-handlers.
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The above example points to some of the complications of postidentification 

rhetoric (and also perhaps at some of the potentials); another more common instance of 

strict reinforcement rhetoric is found in an article from Writer’s Digest magazine 

(December 2003) titled “Rescue a Stalled Story.” This is another example of a preaching-

to-the-choir type text, but one that never moves out of the Word. The article starts off 

with a major assumption and an enthymemetic moment in which  audience and writer are 

unified through an obvious example of the rhetorical strategy of Identification. “We’ve 

all been there [. . .]” the author of this advice article writes. I use the generic moniker “the 

author” purposefully because there is virtually no sense of any idiosyncratic voice in this 

article, which is written in standard author-evacuated form and so sounds pretty much as 

if it could have been written by anyone or even a machine. 

Where “we have all been” in this Writer’s Digest article, supposedly, is in the 

middle of a static, dead-in-the-water story and trying to write or think our way out of this 

stalled fiction. While there is some information in the form of advice in this article, the 

advice takes the form of axioms, which means the premises of that the advice are not 

thought to be in question. One such axiom is that “[. . . ] a good story, like a successful 

marriage, starts with a rush of energy and enthusiasm. But then it must settle in for the 

long haul—it must deepen, ripen into rich complexity and grow forward” (W. Henderson 

41). These two sentences are loaded with assumptions, of course—that what a “good” 

marriage is has already been decided upon: that a certain level of commitment, to story as 

well as to your marriage partner, is absolutely necessary to be ethical; that to work a 

relationship has to “grow forward.” If you follow the writing doctor’s prescription, and 
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heed this exhortation, then, at the end of your writing day “[. . .] far from hating your 

[bad] story [your spouse, following the logic], now you’ll love it” (43). Virtually all 

popular writing is like this, more or less. You don’t read articles in Yoga Journal about 

the insidious nature of yoga practice. Runner’s World never has an article that advises 

“Running Lowers I.Q. AND Sex Drive!” John Kerry did not announce from the platform 

of the 2004 Democratic National Convention, “You know, George W. Bush is correct 

about everything.”  Reinforcement rhetorics are everywhere around us. They can

however, as the snake-handlers meeting showed, shift into M.e. rhetoric, or degrade into 

phatic rhetoric, or even flip-flop into resistance rhetoric. 

Resistance rhetorics might seem different than reinforcement rhetorics in that they 

often seem to argue, not only with the substance of the argument but also against the 

form the argument takes. The problem with this type of resistance is that it obviously uses 

the master’s tools to deconstruct the master’s house. And then the same tools are used to  

(re)build simply an(other) version of the master’s house, a version that is only different in 

a partial (and often inessential) way; for instance, Selfsame might fly a rainbow flag from 

the front porch or add a guest room for queers. An example of this type of resistance was 

the Carol Poster article indexed earlier, in which Poster argues against agonistic rhetoric; 

that is, she argues against logocentric argument using lgocentric argument. The irony in 

arguing, vociferously against the agonistic master, Aristotle, by using Aristotelian logic 

and the enthymeme, is too obvious to need commentary. 

An article I often use in teaching composition is Andrea Dworkin’s “Reply to 

John Irving.” This text is useful for this dissertation in that it could pretty clearly 
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represent preaching to the choir or resistance rhetoric or even, perhaps, M.e..  Dworkin’s 

article is extremely personal, that is, it is voice-driven, not very dependent on logic, 

delivered from the gut, one might say, ethos-centric, and certainly a rant. The article, 

from John Irving, to which Dworkin is responding, is “Pornography and the New 

Puritans.” Irving’s slant is obvious from the title—he opposes censorship, of pornography 

or most anything else, as puritanical. His article is based very much on syllogistic logic,

his tone is even-tempered and patronizing—to disagree with his logic is to be stupid and 

naïve, he seems to say—but he is not ranting, indeed he invokes the rationalist, 

naturalistic writer Nathaniel Hawthorne, and constantly uses the corporate “we” 

(enthymemetically) to speak for all of “us” who don’t believe in censorship or Puritans or 

other “backwards” ideas like those. It is hard for me to imagine a piece of writing that 

much more fits the mold of neo-Aristotelian reinforcement rhetoric—it is a conventional 

argument in Aristotelian form that depends almost entirely on a reduced ethos that does 

not stand in the way of the dominating argument (that is, it is a classical argument from 

the syllogism). Of course, from Aristotle’s perspective, the logical argument should, to 

any sensible audience at least, win the day. The logical argument of Irving’s is an 

example of what Davis and Gross call a “rhetoric of oppression” because to disagree with 

it is to disagree with logic itself and so is illogical (Davis and Gross) . 

Dworkin’s reply is resistant, not only to Irving’s ideas, but to his traditional form 

of argument. She does not rely much on logic, but declares herself  “[. . .}a woman 

determined to destroy the pornography industry  [. . .]” (627). This very obviously aligns 

her and her rhetoric with resistance. But is she a maverick, rhetorically? She is not, 
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because she is overly dependent, not on logic, but on (horrific) story, a pathos that is so 

often heard (these days at least, tragically) that it has been reduced to a trope, that is, it is 

a story virtually devalued and thus is, as a trope, entirely dependent on the shared value 

system of the enthymeme for efficacy in the same way that Irving’s linking of the 

corporate “we” to “inarguable logic” is. Dworkin seeks Identification in the response, but 

she does not give her audience much to identify with except “abused woman.” This 

makes woman victim which limits the range of Dworkin’s enthymeme in ways that 

Irving does not limit his (as he appeals to all sensible people opposed to generic 

censorship, and does not restrict his appeal to some smaller group like women-victims).  

And this means that such resistance rhetoric is just, rhetorically, another version 

of the same old thing—Dworkin’s response to John Irving, heartfelt as it might be, has 

never convinced not even one of the students I work with to side with Dworkin, the self-

confessed prostitute and victim of sexual abuse, over Irving, Aristotle’s man. Most young 

people—no men—want to identify with “abused woman/prostitute.” Even abused women 

quite often resist identifying with other “abused women”. bell hooks uses film clips of 

reaction to the acquittal of O. J. Simpson in which abused women in a safe home respond 

ecstatically and positively (and perversely, according to hooks) to Simpson’s acquittal for 

the murder of his estranged wife Nicole Simpson (Cultural Criticism and 

Transformation). (Also see Larry Fisher’s famous photograph of black and white 

Augustan college students’ reactions of the trial outcome; McQuade 373).  Many 

feminists, however, are quite moved by Dworkin’s response I am sure, but not really 

moved to any place they were not already at. Most resistance rhetorics are ineffective at 
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actually converting any one from one side to the other—they are simply other versions of 

preaching to the choir and so remain dependent on Identification. In essence resistance 

rhetorics are just reinforcement rhetorics—reinforcement for resistance.

I will close this section on the parsing of rhetoric in postID, and the need for 

something like M.e. to deregulate extant rhetorics of oppression with a delectable squirt 

from Derrida:

If decision-making is relegated to a knowledge that it is content to follow 

[reinforcement rhetoric] or to develop [resistance rhetoric], then it is no more a 

responsible decision, it is the technical deployment of a cognitive apparatus, the 

simple mechanistic deployment of a theorem […] there is no responsibility 

without a dissident and inventive rupture with respect to tradition, authority, 

orthodoxy. (Donner la Mort 33)        

THE DOMINANT RHETORICAL PARADIGM

It is not possible to fight against the prevailing and dominating rhetorics case by 

case; such a fight would be against the point as well. For the purposes of current 

discussion, the dominant rhetorical paradigm is represented as Identification rhetoric, 

which will be summarized by focusing on several prominent theorists. Identification

rhetoric usually uses, as principal appeals, logic or a story. Story is a narrative in part or

whole that has common (read generic, predictable, troped) elements and most importantly 

is based on the enthymeme.
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The enthymeme came from Aristotle’s Rhetoric and has been much discussed in 

twentieth-century rhetorical studies. (See Lanigan; Miller and Bee; Anderson and 

Belknap; and many, many others for different interpretations.) Bitzer, from 1959, is as 

good as any for the locus classicus of fairly recent arguments about the enthymeme, 

though Grimaldi is credited generally with standing Aristotle on his head, or of giving 

him heart. The most reduced way to assay the enthymeme is as a syllogism with a part 

(usually the minor premise) missing. The orator leaves out the premise of the syllogism 

as an aporia, or (un)intentional gap in discourse, a space that the receptor party in the 

discourse (the audience, listener, reader, etc.) must fill in, in order for dialogue to start or 

continue.  This missing premise is filled in by the audience in a way that has been 

(mostly) predicted by the rhetor (orator, writer), but it is still not guaranteed that the 

audience will take the bait, so to speak (hence Poulakos’ “hope and modesty”—hope that 

they will, modesty that they might not). 

Under such conditions rhetoric, as persuasion, is basically reduced in Aristotelian 

and neo-Aristotelian rhetorics to a discursive act that is about making the bait as 

attractive as possible, and not much more or less. This is a minimized version of 

Aristotle’s enthymeme: There are more complicated and complicating versions. Quoting 

from James Raymond (who is analyzing Bitzer’s germinal article):

[. . .] enthymemes in Aristotle’s Rhetoric are not limited in form to the syllogism 

with an implied premise, nor are they limited to syllogisms with debatable 

premises. Their essence, according to Bitzer, is that they are made from premises 

drawn from the audience’s presuppositions: whether they are used in expressed or 
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only implied syllogisms, whether they produce certitude or mere probability, is 

irrelevant. (141) 

Raymond (and others) go on to point out that the enthymeme is “less rigid” than the 

syllogism, but none suggest that the enthymeme is not, most basically, like the syllogism 

(see Grimaldi on Aristotle and Kinneavy on Grimaldi). That generally being the given 

case, any rhetoric based on either the informal enthymeme or the formal syllogism still 

privileges ratiocentric thought, and whatever stands in the discourse as Selfsame in the 

binary Selfsame/other.  This binary needs more exploration.

Bahktin considered the central binary of human existence, Self/other. The way 

Bahktin configures it, Self is always already in the relative center of the discourse, and so 

always already in the privileged position (hence the capitalization I use on it). However 

Bahktin also maintains that 

the most important acts constituting self-consciousness are determined by a 

relationship toward another consciousness (toward a thou). To be means to be for 

another; and through the other, for oneself. I cannot manage without another; I 

cannot become myself without another. (Appendix 287, emphasis in original)

But other, in Bahktinian rhetoric (as in all the rest of the old and new rhetorics) remains a 

derivative of Self (see The Dialogic Imagination ): Therefore, Bahktin’s statement really 

(only) means that a person born and living on a desert island alone cannot have self-

consciousness, and ipso facto can have no rhetoric per se because as Buber and almost 

everybody else in the twentieth-century has pointed out, there can be no rhetoric without 

some other (see Buber’s Ich und Du). Georges Gusdorf writes in Speaking that 
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The saving grace of communication, wherein one gives by receiving or receives 

by giving, is the discovery of one’s fellow man, of one’s neighbor—that other 

self, in friendship or love, more real than myself because he is identified with the 

value discovered through meeting. Each gives the other essential hospitality in his 

better self; each recognizes the other and receives from him that same recognition 

without that human existence is impossible. (11)

This sort of desire for neighborliness seems naïve currently, and (only) wishful 

thinking. The idea persists, though, that one day we will all unite. Our rhetorical theory 

continues to reflect this stance. At a recent conference, Barbara Couture—after seeing my 

representation of M.e. in which the parties in discourse are as divided as possible and 

dealing with it—(re)expressed this wish of Gusdorf’s (and so many others) as the desire 

to see “us holding hands.” At the end of the day, this is what Identification rhetorics aim 

at—not only should people hold hands, but that they will, eventually. That people have 

never really held hands does not seem to much impact extant theory even though the 

claim continues to be made that we owe our very selfs to him (other); as Gusdorf puts it, 

the recognition from him (of I) being what amounts to “human existence.”

 Of course, the wholly individuated self supposedly alone on the desert island

might develop an(other) self, as from a paranoid schizophrenic personality; though by 

what mechanism this could occur is impossible to know. This dependence on other for 

definition of self is not proved. There is, in other words, no way to prove that one needs 

other to form a personality, because such a situation cannot be fully tested. That one 

needs other to be a self is only a (il)logical (counter)reaction to (pre)Modernist claims 
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that individuals are born with individuated spirits come from God or whatever— from 

something outside the existential human condition anyway, and indeed something even 

outside the language used to talk about such a condition. Richard Rorty and others think 

of anything outside language as nothing-to-talk- about anyway, which reflects 

Wittgensteins’s contention that we are all “flies trapped in the fly bottle,” the bottle being 

language (103). From Rorty’s perspective, if there is something outside language, there is 

no way to talk about it anyway, so it’s become nothing-to-talk- about. Kenneth Burke 

would contend that all configurations of Self are some essential ways rhetorical, and this 

is a similar claim to Rorty’s and Wittgenstein’s. This absolute rhetoricality, however, 

may or may not be the case. Slavoj Zizek thinks this “everything is rhetorical” move is 

often too easy a move to make; that is, it is: 

[ . . . a] little too easy to score points by arguing that every denial of rhetoric is 

already in itself a rhetorical gesture—true, but the problem for me is that a 

thorough assertion of rhetoricity is no less inconsistent [. . . ] .  I continue to 

believe that in every instance of proper philosophical or scientific reasoning there 

is always the Real of a line of argumentation that cannot be dismissed as an effect 

of rhetorical mechanisms. (647) 

This only means that the assertions of the nonclaims of postmodernisms are 

no more or less true than claims of their predecessors, and this needs to be noted. There is 

no proof, in other words, that the particular postmodern reaction—that Self and all Self’s 

thoughts and feelings are manufactured (Geertz 50)—is any more or less a true statement 

or belief than that of the (pre)Enlightenment models that claim Self comes from God or 
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something outside language. Monkeys raised all alone do develop severe neuroses, but 

this does not mean they don’t have personalities insofar as monkeys can have such, for 

example. Also other things—the sun and moon for instance—could stand in for other in 

the Self/other binary in the person-on-the-desert-island-always-alone scenario. This is 

just to point out that identity formation is even more a derangement than many 

poststructuralists allow.  

Bahktin’s arrangement of discourse, then, no matter how liberal(izing) it seems, 

still does not privilege other; it simply claims that without other there is no Self. This still 

keeps Self at the relative center and in the privileged position of the Self/other binary 

because the raison d’etre of other is to theoretically and practically create, substantiate, 

maintain, or sustain Self. As configured in Bahktin’s system, other serves Self and this 

set-up does not create the interdependence of Self with other, but rather (merely) 

establishes that a King (Selfsame) cannot be a King without subjects (others). 

Polyvocality might exist and pressure this (de)arrangement. Multiple voices might be

allowed or even encouraged in the discourse, but the loudest and most powerful remains 

Self. Within any rhetoric based on this dialogic principle (the term from Sargent 409), 

there is a way to talk about how the (two) voices in the dialogue work.   Bahktin’s term 

heteroglossia describes the inscription of multiple voices engaging in dialogue within the 

text as he describes discourse.

These multiple voices are important to poststructural theory. S. P. Mohanty claims 

that “the celebration of differences and heterogeneity” and “the assertion of plurality as 

opposed to reductive unities” are ideas that “have animated almost an entire generation of 
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literary and cultural critics” (3). This observation seems accurate insofar as 

poststructuralist theory has embraced categorical notions of otherness, such as queer, 

aboriginal, feminists, bisexual, transvestite,  etc. Poststructuralist theories have not, 

however, embraced an absolute radical alterity that recognizes the uniqueness of each and 

every person as represented by our actual alterity (strangeness, difference).

 We don’t realize how truly unique each of [us] is. DNA molecules can unite in an 

infinite number of ways. The number is 10 to the 2,400, 000, 000th power. That 

number is the likelihood that you’d ever find somebody just like you. If you were 

to write out that number with each zero being one inch wide, you need a strip of 

paper 37,000 miles long! (Warren 244)

Rick Warren is most enthusiastic about this radical alterity, although he sees the 

infinite number of different locations as coming from God. No secular rhetorical theorist 

has attempted a rhetoric based on the absolute uniqueness of each and every person. 

Perhaps that is why none but Emmanuel Levinas and those now working off him like 

Alain Badiou and Suzanne Holland has come close to handling the idea, rhetorically and 

critically, that every single person (or “one” as Levinas would have it) is radically 

different and strange from every other “one.” 

In practical terms, then, what Bahktin means by heteroglossia is not that there are 

two literal voices engaged back-and-forth in actual egalitarian dialogue, but rather that 

heteroglossia only defines a Self as a heteroglossic collection of voices.  Heteroglossia, 

then, is not really even a way to talk about dialogue between Self and other but is rather 

only a way to describe a very socially constructed Self. That Self is James Berlin’s 
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poststructural subject who is actually composed of numerous subject formations or social 

alignments and positions and thus is not the coherent, autonomous, unified, and 

transcendent subject posited by liberal humanism (Rhetoric).  

This establishes Bahktin’s heteroglossia as basically meaning that every writer is 

dependent on a wide variety of sources that have synthesized, intentionally or not, into 

the writer’s supposedly singular (homo-Self) voice. From the perspective of Roland 

Barthes, this would mean that the individual writer (as other, that is, as a heterogeneity) is 

always already in liege to author-function (Selfsame, hegemony, homogeneity). Self, this 

way, remains privileged in the Self/other binary in the way that the car is privileged over 

the spark plug or the distributor in the binary Car/parts-of-car. This is analogous to how 

an inalienable possessive is possessed (in linguistic terms; see Garcia; Hawkes). There

are two types of possessives, alienable and inalieanable. When something is alienably 

possessed, it may be autonomous; but when something (or some “one” in the rhetorical 

case) is possessed inalienably, then it is usually thought of, in practical as well as 

theoretical terms, as part of the larger and more important thing. Things inalienably 

possessed, in other words, are lesser parts of larger (and privileged) forms or systems or 

things. Things possessed alienably may move away from what possesses them and 

establish their own identity; things that are inalienably possessed cannot move away from 

what possesses them without losing their essential meaning. For instance, the second 

hand cannot leave the face of the wristwatch without losing its relevance, but a 

wristwatch can leave a wrist and not lose its relevance.  
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This comes to mean that in conventional rhetorics the other is dependent on the 

Self in an inalienable fashion. Cars don’t run without spark plugs and distributors, but 

still “car” remains (linguistically and rhetorically) always privileged over the parts-of-

the-car-on-which-it-is-dependent. This arrangement might lead to an appreciation or a 

tolerance of other (or of polyvocality) in the same way that there is some level of need of 

a sparkplug by the car; but this is seen as different from the ambitions of postID to 

achieve actual egalitarian rhetoric. Heteroglossia might celebrate diversity by saying we 

are diverse in ourselves, but it stops short of the ideas of postID because it remains 

dependent on some level of consensus to get other together with Self by making the other 

a derivative of or consubstantial with the Self. That is, heteroglossia might celebrate 

diversity, but it does not privilege actual diversity amongst different parties in the 

discourse. Rather it privileges diversity as a generic category (or restricted set of 

categories, or as a generic descriptor), and it explains how and why each Self is different 

(that is, as an example of the generic descriptor heteroglossia). 

Paul Taylor points out that heteroglossia still focuses on the production of 

meaning through dialogue (135). Such dependence obviously does not allow for 

production of (radically alternative) meaning through monologue. Indeed, Bahktin 

considers monologue the discourse that suppresses other. This means, logically, that other 

is never privileged to speak alone; other cannot make meaning save for when it is in 

dialogue with Self. This echoes the protest of Reynolds and Jarratt—that an autonomous, 

cohesive, and coherent Self was, rather suspiciously, disappeared by poststructuralist 

theory just as women, and other obviously marginalized voices, were about to speak on 
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their own and start defining their own selfs in a rhetorical, political, and cultural 

dimensions. 

Because who is other going to be in dialogue with? Other must be in dialogue and 

producing community knowledge with Self or Same, of course; at least other must be if 

other means to persuade for more material stuff and more clout, or “say”, rhetorically or 

politically. This obviously keeps Self in the privileged position over other. Same, as the 

hegemony, would not be the hegemony unless such was true; this is obvious. This means 

the liberation that Barthes, Foucault, and other structuralists and poststrucsturalists

applaud is actually a movement like liberating slaves, but just to make them 

sharecroppers or indentured servants. Perhaps “sharecropper” and “indentured servant” 

are historical moments that must be endured before really real egalitarian, interdependent 

rhetorics (or politics or whatever) can happen: I don’t know about that. Still, in this 

sharecropper situation, “they” (those liberated others) are still depriveleged because they 

remain others-dependent-on-Selfsame.

When other is allowed in the rhetoric game with whoever passes locally as Self 

(or Same when organized as hegemony), they might seem liberated and empowered; yet 

they remain disempowered because who is likely to win any rhetorical battle (posing as 

dialogue between Self and other), but Self? (And it is a battle, as this binary remains 

inscribed in a power struggle; see Wartenburg’s Rethinking Power.) As in so-called 

dialogues of Socrates, of course Socrates will always win the dialectical struggle; that is, 

the dominant force (the rhetoric of oppression) will always already win the dialogue 

game because that game, of so-called dialogic, is rigged from the get-go (see Jane 
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Hindman’s “Authorizing Anger” for this suggestion wonderfully developed and in a M.e.

style as well). Why? Because other (despite cheerleading from Bahktin, Foucault, Burke, 

etc.) remains in the liege of Self under all rhetorics of oppression.

Another example of this unevenness in the binary emerges from Bahktin’s notion 

of “appropriation,” which also indebts other to Self, in that other must always bend to the 

(rhetorical) will of Self in order to engage in the (so-called) dialogue promised by 

heteroglossia. In such appropriation language is lifted (not stolen exactly, but 

“appropriated”), and this theft is necessary for discourse to work. Again, this idea begs a 

question—from whom will such language most likely be stolen (appropriated), and on 

whose language will the rhetoric hinge? Again, the answer is obvious: the Selfsame one

in the dominant (privileged) position will be the one stolen-from, since the Selfsame is 

the one with the most language stuff to begin with: One does not steal from the pauper if 

one means to gain something significant, but rather one steals from the prince. 

From a posthumanistic perspective, this also means that Selfsame as the dominant 

party in discourse will be the party to allow or (merely) tolerate such language theft. This 

turns other into a victim who is dependent on the largesse of the patriarchal and dominant 

rhetorical party in the discourse. Colloquially, this is like a father allowing his kid to 

cheat at cards so the game can go on: No reasonable person would claim, in practical 

terms at least, that the kid ever really and truly has the upper hand in this patriarchal 

arrangement, or even a real chance at winning anything other than a pity game or by a 

fluke.  In other words, one must be able to apprehend and comprehend the dominant

rhetoric in order to get-with that dominant rhetoric in Bahktin’s system: The kid in the 
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card game or the other in the Selfsame/other binary in the rhetoric game cannot do that; 

nor could young women in school sports achieve any real sort of parity, not for a long 

time, even under the strict rules and regulations of Title Nine. The girls were just being 

allowed-in to satisfy a court order in many instances; this is not interdependence but 

indulgence. To ask the kid to comprehend and act within a system she has had no hand in 

creating or consciously maintaining is to ask her to pull herself up by her own bootstraps, 

literally; the rhetorical as well as existential physics of such an arrangement will not 

allow this. This is also analogous to what happens in Academe when organic intellectuals 

are trained into (domesticated as) traditional intellectuals. There is no way out of or 

around this rhetorical system of dominance by staying within the rhetorical system of 

dominance. 

The marginalized have resisted such rhetorics of dominance in written texts at 

least since Sappho (see Glen’s Rhetoric Retold ). But even in resistant feminist rhetorics,

it is the case that the resistance rhetorics resemble more than they disassemble rhetorics 

of oppression. For instance, while her rhetorical performance belies this idea, Julia 

Kristeva’s notion that persuasion is effected when a sort of intertextuality is achieved (see 

Desire in Language) parallels Bahktin’s idea of appropriation; that is, in Kristeva’s 

system other needs somehow to get-with, or even get into Selfsame in order to participate 

in the rhetorical instance, the discursive event. Kenneth Burke makes the same claim: 

“The other quite literally becomes equated with the self; Burke writes that one does not 

merely stand outside the other ‘as an observer but contains him within, being 

consubstantial with him’” (Tell 49 quoting from Grammar 517; emphasis in original). 
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Notice that Burke is not saying that Selfsame becomes, or should become, 

equated with the other, but the opposite—that other must become equated with Selfsame. 

In Burke’s configuration of Identification, other is absorbed by Selfsame. As the fetus is 

dependent on the mother, in the mother’s womb, so too is other dependent on Selfsame in 

Burkes’ system of Identification. This is not codependence—the fetus is dependent, 

wholly, on the mother; though the fetus, conceivably, can kill the mother, the mother is 

not dependent on the fetus. The mother can abort the fetus; the fetus cannot abort its 

mother. Even if this arrangement is called consubstantiation, it is an arrangement of 

dependence and tolerance, not interdependence. 

On a strategic level, why would Selfsame want to reverse the process and get 

dependent on getting into other to achieve persuasion? Selfsame would be crazy to do 

that, or else only sympathetic. Clearly, this keeps other, no matter the pretense otherwise, 

in the subaltern position and Selfsame in the Master position. Perhaps the Master is 

indulgent, perhaps not—yet the Master remains the Master. This is analogous to Roland 

Barthes idea of the reader/writer exchange as jouissance, and so would continue to 

privilege the masculine member who penetrates, and deprivileges the feminine recipient 

or victim (of penetration). Even reversing the roles and allowing the other to take (or 

borrow) the masculine position does not in any fundamental way alter the extant rhetoric-

of-domination: In role reversal, other still has to strap on a dildo to playact like Selfsame. 

Ideas like Bahktin’s—no matter how seemingly liberating—will always already 

continue to privilege the dominant party within the discourse because any rhetorical or 

critical theory or practice that absolutely requires some form of internalization of the 
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dialogue that will then and only then lead to some form of recreation of the utterances of 

the deliverer continues to privilege the deliverer party and this deliverer party is always 

already the party who sets the rules, that is, is the (relative) hegemony, Selfsame. All of 

these rhetorical systems privilege Selfsame over other. So, while Bahktinian rhetoric 

might seem on some level to be a boon for other, it is not. For instance, the monologue

that the Bahktinian system has submerged (under dialogue) was actually the chance for 

other to be solo-voiced. Obviously any sort of dialogue like Bahktin’s that continues to 

center Selfsame continues to marginalize any real other unless other can be domesticated, 

to use Suzanne Holland’s term; unless other can (largely) sound and look like Selfsame,

it cannot be heard as itself in Identification rhetorics: to reiterate an earlier point—forcing 

other into the domesticated position is just arm-twisting, not persuasion-to-belief, and so 

would seem to be more political-material than rhetorical.

Foucault politicized the Selfsame/other binary and placed it in will-to-power 

contexts (as will-to-knowledge), because, for Foucault, rhetoric is always already 

epistemic and knowledge is power (not only a means to it). For Foucault rhetoric is not a 

tool to gain or build power, but is itself power, and, following Nietzsche, all humans have 

a will-to-power so they, naturally, have a drive to get rhetoricized. This means, basically, 

that human beings are always driven by a need to have more knowledge because that

knowledge amounts to more power over other, and so discourse (rhetoric), as well as 

reason and logic, are just additional ways and means for S elfsame to continue to 

dominate other. In Foucault’s critical/rhetorical system, knowledge and “discursive 

formations” (what were known in Foucault earlier work as “epistemes”) are inseparable; 
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that is, “a framework for knowledge is constituted by a shared body of discourse or given 

discursive practices” (Foss 195). Since knowledge is power over others, then particular 

discursive formations allow only certain sorts of knowledge (power) to be created, for the 

obvious reason of protecting itself against incursion from the margins. This means that 

discursive formations control (or arrange) power from a centrist position (the hegemony). 

In other words, the Big System dominates the production of knowledge and so (naturally 

and for reasons of self-preservation) do not allow alternative productions of knowledge, 

or at least set up defenses that will dismiss such knowledge as only marginal (or 

alternative or subcultured, etc.—anyway less-than-privileged). Another way to interpret 

this is to say that the “shared body of discourse” is the hegemony (plus resistance which 

reinforces the hegemony from the other side by continuing to privilege hegemony by 

recognizing it as the central power against which resistance must be mounted) and the 

individuated other is “knowledge.” The shared-body- of-discourse (hegemony) rejects 

knowledge (other) that it does not itself produce (or cannot domesticate). Anything 

coming out of the System is part of the System, infected by the System, representing and 

sustaining the System—this is the point of Foucault’s later work: One cannot escape the 

Box in Foucault’s system. Many recent theorists have noted, this inability to get-out-of-

the-box is a debilitating notion for alternative movements—political, rhetorical or 

social—and so there is backlash against Foucault.

Postidentification theory separates itself from Foucault’s theories at several 

points. First, it is true that Foucault’s rejection of the “constitutive or foundational role of 

the subject” (200) has much debilitated author as an individuated entity capable of 
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decision-making or as anything other than a reflection or deflection of a position in a 

complex, but still entirely constraining social role (as hyperglossia, to coin a phrase): 

Foucault’s (Bahktin’s, Barthe’s) groundbreaking ideas about the social construction of 

subject (especially author) is well known, and the debilitating effects, at least 

theoretically, of Foucault’s theory on autonomous author are widespread. Certainly it is 

this divorcement of postmodern author from modernist self-as-sovereign that has led to 

the paralytic nihilism that makes a subject (especially a subject-as-writer) more or less an 

inert functionality (an affect) of author-function, which only represents some Big-S 

System now (as an effect or affect of hegemony) and does not ever really represent 

(its)self. (Theresa Enos makes a useful distinction between author and writer as she 

interprets Barthes in “Reports of the Author’s Death May Be Greatly Exaggerated.”)

  PostID is seen as a way (not The Way, mind) to rehabilitate individuated author 

by using the gaps between subjects as the definition of subject in order to rescue the 

writer from author-function; to perform this rescue, but not depend on consubstantiations 

(with outside audience, that is, with dominant Selfsame) to do so. A phenomenology that 

privileges some sort of autonomy is absolutely necessary for postidentification theory, so 

a second difference between Foucault and postID resolves on phenomenology that is 

autonomous. Or probably better to say, that postID requires not autonomy per se, but 

individuations of the experiences that constitute the phenomenological experience.  That 

means that postID does not require any belief in the absolute sovereignty of any

particular “one,” but does require the acknowledgement that that “one”—whether thought 

of as a “role” (in Foucauldian terms) or a self-as-sovereign in Enlightenment or 
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premodernistic terms (see Montaigne and Erasmus for these)—is unique. Unique does 

not require autonomy per se as it is autonomy and cannot be modified: There can be (and 

must be), for instance, many unique points in a spider’s web (the web representing the 

social nexus), but each unique point is not autonomous from the rest of the unique points 

or the entire spider’s web; indeed, the unique point is entirely interdependent on the other 

unique points in the spider’s web to be a unique point. 

The third dock of departure between postID theory and Foucault is in the 

privilege he gives “the regularity of a discursive practice” rather than giving such 

privilege to extraordinary practices. Foucault’s notion of “archeology is less concerned, 

for example, with who discovered electricity than with the discursive practices in 

existence that allowed electricity to become an object of knowledge and discourse at that 

particular time” (Foss 201). The distinctions that are made in postID theory amongst 

reinforcement, resistant, phatic, and transformative rhetorics clearly parallels the sorts of 

distinctions Foucault makes between the ordinary and extraordinary. PostID contends 

that it is in the extraordinary, however, where real persuasion occurs, insofar as 

extraordinary rhetoric can be said to be emerging from a maverick position. This does not 

disregard the “regularity of discursive practices” but simply does not privilege such. The 

“regularity of discursive practices” sustains reinforcement, resistance, and phatic 

rhetorics; but these are seen as different significantly from real or transformative rhetoric 

which offers opportunity for significant change and might be a ladder out of the Box.

It is in the matter of privileging Self over other, and the regular over the 

extraordinary that I take issue with Kenneth Burke as well. As mentioned earlier, Burke 
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was one of the most important (and arguably most maverick) theorists in the discipline of 

rhetoric who had a firmly established reputation as an “uncredentialed lone wolf striding 

free beyond the pens of disciplinarity” (D. Anderson 93). The ideas of Kenneth Burke are 

central to a lot of the scholarship in the discipline of rhetoric, but the “Kenneth Burke 

effect” makes nailing-down this self-proclaimed “rhetorician” to one particular 

theoretical plank difficult: Burke means a lot of different things to a lot of different 

people, in other words, and so might can be read in a wide variety of ways. It is not 

essential at this point in the introduction of postidentification theory to argue for or 

against very specific interpretations of Kenneth Burke (see Wolin; T. Warnock; 

Henderson; Reuckert; Brummett; “The Burkean Parlor”, and a thousand other expert sites 

for this). The following brief survey of Burke’s theory of Identification lays out only the 

basics of this particular and pivotal theory and gives some general sense that much of 

what comes out of rhetoric these days is Burkean, and all that is Burkean is based, in 

some way, on his ideas of Identification, which in turn are based on the sharing between 

audience and orator required by Aristotle’s enthymeme. 

As slippery as Burke is, and as many interpretations of his work as there are, he is 

consistent on several points—one of those is the absolute necessity for Identification as 

the necessary precondition of rhetorical exchange or as the actual rhetorical exchange 

itself: In Burkean rhetoric Identification is one of the God-terms. In the Burkean system 

god-terms—and the linguistic, theoretical, and theological contexts that surround, define, 

and are defined by them—are the elements of rhetoric and the “resources for rhetorical 

action” (Bizzell 990). In a Rhetoric of Motives, “Burke looks at the ways in which these 
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resources are used to create ‘identification’ with a group and its world view. 

Identification means to suggest more powerfully than persuasion the workings of 

rhetorical discourse in everyday language” (990, emphasis in original). Bizzell and 

Herzberg’s explanation highlights the argument among Burke scholars whether 

Identification is rhetoric, stands in for rhetoric, or is an option over/against or beside 

rhetoric-as-persuasion. However that hashes out, Burke clearly contends that 

Identification is the principal element in communication amongst humans (whom he 

famously calls the “symbol-using animals.”) Quoting from well-known Kenneth Burke 

scholar, Tilly Warnock:

Kenneth Burke again helps me make this point with his recognition that 

identification between writers and readers is necessarily prior to persuading 

people to other collective actions. He defines his task as helping people get along 

with each other [. . .]. For Burke identification is necessarily prior to persuasion. 

(“Ways In” 208)

This need to identify, however, emerges from the human condition of natural 

division. At the most obvious biological level we are different; we are divided naturally 

by our skins, so to speak. Burke further contends that humans suffer significant guilt over 

this division and thus have a natural desire to support the order, authority, and hierarchy 

inherent in unified (as opposed to divided) states or conditions. This division amongst 

“us” (into I and not-I, Selfsame/other, for instance) is the inevitable consequence of being 

human, according to Burke; but this division is wrong, according to Burke, and so we are 

trying to correct, through Identification, this division. What postID maintains is that there 
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is no proof that our divisions are not how we should be; that is, our divisions are not 

something to correct, but something to use. 

According to Burke, humans are “both joined and separate, at once a distinct 

substance and consubstantial with another.” Identification supposedly works only 

because of the division: Identification is compensatory to division, but the division stands 

in the way of the overcoming-of-our-divisions (rather obviously and tautologically) 

(Rhetoric of Motives). (Of course this does not factor in that we are divided in and of our 

own selfs, which is what Lacan points to as schizophrenia or the “split subject”; though 

Burke’s notions of interiorized audience does somewhat address the issue of this internal 

division.) 

Humans, then, are in an ambiguous state in Burke’s world—separated from one 

another, but feeling bad about that and wanting that divided state corrected. Humans 

might get together through Identification; that getting-together is “consubstantiation” and 

is what amounts, from one reading of Burke, to “persuasion,” or what stands in for 

persuasion-as-argument. Because Burke opposes argument he opposes on some levels 

what passes as rhetoric-as-argument. Burke frames the drama of the human conversation,

the human need to identify, as the condition that provides the resources for persuasion.

Those with whom we most identify will most persuade us; that is, the identification itself 

will persuade us. 

Burke’s “human” (the active subject or agent within his theory of “dramatism”; 

see Grammar) is driven by, and one might suggest even obsessed with, the need to 

achieve a state of perfection. Human animals, as Burke most famously says, are veritably 
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“rotten with perfection.” That being the case (in Burke’s notions), this human subject that 

is so rotten with and driven by perfection is readily available (amenable) to the art of 

persuasion offered by a potentially perfecting form of Identification. Nazi youth 

identified thusly with the Teutonic Ideal of Perfect Arian Race; various disciples identify

with the perfected or perfectable psychological and psychical states of Jesus, 

Mohammed, the Buddha, etc. Identification might be a force of good or of evil, then,

(relatively speaking of course). Burke was aiming toward the good, as he saw it; but the 

downside to any rhetorical theory of Identification is obvious, and scary. The social 

cohesion Burke wanted his theories-of-Identification to illuminate and promulgate is as 

often as not a dangerous thing. “Nazi” is a cohesive community and an ethical one (see 

Katz) based on consubstantiation achieved through Identification (hence my attempt to 

create a postidentification rhetoric and break the groups apart—in order to diffuse the 

power of the herd). 

Rhetoric as a social force is activated on a large scale because rhetoric is a 

technology, just as language is, at even the most basically organized level (see Goodman; 

Postman; Geertz; Pike; Harris; and revisit the Derrida quote ending the previous section). 

Technologies do not have an ethics other than the ethics of the self preservation of the 

technology (again, see Postman): Once any technology is in place, it is there until it is 

displaced by another technology which means that no technology disappears itself.

Computer technology, for just one instance, is more and more everywhere, and whether 

this is a good thing or a bad thing is no concern of computer technology any more than it 

was the interest of Guttenberg’s printing technology to be “good”; indeed, Guttenberg 
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was a devout Catholic, but his technology (via Martin Luther) dismantled the absolute 

hegemony of the Holy Roman Church, which would certainly have disheartened 

Guttenberg. The technology to make an atom bomb made an atom bomb despite some 

rhetoric saying that that was a bad idea for Humanity. In science this self-

perpetuation+perpetration is obvious: Science technology questions not whether, but only 

when and how. If sheep or kittens can be cloned then people will be cloned eventually,

too (unless a concerted effort to derail, by outlawing, such technology is enacted; this 

[out]law-making, though, cannot stop the technology from going-there if the technology 

is actually capable of going-there in the first place. Sometimes it just isn’t capable—

thankfully— as the collapse of the Artificial Intelligence project has aptly demonstrated). 

But language technologies are also like this (though less visible): Nothing has ever 

displaced what Davis and Gross have called the “rhetorics of oppression” that continue to 

be based on the enthymeme and syllogism of Aristotle and the identification of neo-

Aristotelians like Burke, George Kennedy, Richard Weaver, I. A. Richards et al. Nothing 

will displace these rhetorical technologies until something different does replace them (to 

offer a tautology of my own.) 

There is another way, slightly different to analyze the Selfsame/other binary, 

which I will just briefly mention because it generates a slightly different terminology, one 

that is not based on ethos per se, but rather is rhetoric based on the resources of “old 

arguments.” This might be another useful way to evaluate postID.  Chaim Perelman and 

Olbrechts-Tyteca have conceived of efficacious rhetoric as that in which the speaker wins 

adherence of the audience according to the strength of the “presence” of the main premise 
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of the argument (The New Rhetoric). The rhetorical efficacy of this presence (of the 

argument, not of the character-behind-the-words) is in direct proportion to the power of 

pre-existing “adherences” that can be marshaled by the current argument; that is, in the 

Perleman, Olbrects-Tyteca Big–S System, one uses old adherences to gain new 

adherences, where adherences represent something like enthymematic moments, or, more 

simply, things we already agree on, or things, like the “constatives” of Habermas, that we 

collectively assume to be true (1066-67). Michel Foucault echoes this sentiment 

(unintentionally or ironically) with his famous edict to “listen to what I say, don’t listen 

to me” (Foss 211). Those familiar with what Foucault see the difficulty in doing this, and 

usually do the exact opposite as he commanded, because his what-I-say is infamously 

shifty, especially over the course of his—too brief—career as a theorist (and this is what 

ethos rhetoric is about if you think on it—believing the who, not the what of rhetoric).

The dominant rhetorical systems one way or another, though, always use

something like extant or old argument as (or to make) new argument and in so doing it 

always insists on some arrival at Selfsame. If argument per se is not used to build 

argument, the efficacy of the rhetoric is at least dependent, as in Foucauldian system, on 

something like a universal (if historicized) discourse or discursive practice that is a “rule-

governed set of statements in that a community of human beings embodies what it thinks 

of as ‘knowledge’” (Mathews 151).  Though these rules are (often) anonymous, they are 

shared, and identifying one’s self with them or within them is absolutely essential to 

producing effective rhetoric within those dominating systems—in dominant discourse 

models, you have got to be in-System to persuade in-System, in other words.  
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Such a similarizing move is found in all dominant rhetorical theory: PostID is 

alternative to such rhetorical theory because such static theory does not allow really 

radical change. Such static theory does not have the mechanisms in place for its own 

dismantling either, so when it is no longer of use (which I suggest in many, if not all 

cases, it is) it continues on merely to perpetuate itself. Such Big-S rhetorical System is so 

overdependent on old praxis that it is entirely resistant (naturally, for its own 

preservation) to radical theory, that is, to real innovation. Current domination rhetorics 

preclude radical alternatives to real(er) rhetorics, that is, rhetorics that might offer more 

opportunity to move toward the possible from the actual, to be transformative, and I 

might add polemically, to heal a acutely wounded world and a weirder world than many

have ever imagined could be (remembering Kant’s possibility of the impossible). 

However, as long as “old” is the dominator in the old/new binary, there cannot 

ever be really radical movement in a rhetorical system. This is analogous to saying that as 

long as the same few families (or a static government, police force, etc.) own all the 

banks, no matter what radical laws or constitutions are passed and radical theor ies 

suggested and believed-in, nothing radical is going to happen in a social-economic 

system. The same point was made earlier about the technologies of science: Whether they 

are good or not is a nevermind—they perpetuate (and perpetrate) themselves until 

something replaces them. These technologies resist laws as well. So, while laws might be 

passed banning Napster or domesticating it, for instance , Napster or other iterations of 

file-sharing technology persist beyond and despite the laws. The rhetorics of oppression 

(of the enthymeme, the syllogism, and of Identification) are technologies that in the same 
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way will not stop themselves and cannot be resisted by laws  restricting them or fighting 

them. In rhetorical instances these laws would be represented by feminist, queer, 

aboriginal, postcolonial rhetorics etc.; these resistance rhetorics have done nothing to stop

rhetorics of oppression per se, anymore than politically resistant rhetorics stopped the 

technologies of the Big-S System of Science that created nuclear weaponry, napalm, etc. 

That means that such resistance rhetoric did stop the napalm and the napalming, but 

political and social rhetoric clearly did not stop the technology that made napalm and 

encouraged napalming as an activation of the technology. Rhetoric, for instance, could 

and maybe did stop American participation in the police action in Vietnam, but the 

technology of rhetoric did not stop the technology of the weaponry (of war science), and 

this is too obvious to need proving: The military-industrial complex continues to crank at 

an incredible rate and wars are created to keep it and its technology employed full time 

even after the Cold War is well over.

In truncated form then, the claim of the dominant theories of rhetoric can be 

summarized as a self-sustaining Big-S System in that the closer the other gets to the 

Selfsame in the discourse, the more likely it is that efficacious rhetoric will happen, that 

is, that someone will change their mind or behavior, belief or whatever and get on the bus 

with everybody else. But in that extant system, and within the Selfsame/other binary, 

Selfsame will continue to be in the dominant position. Liberal humanist ideas about 

deconstructing this binary, in rhetorical dimensions, have not actually offered an(y) 

alternative to this binary, but only asked the superior member of the binary (Selfsame) to
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respect or at least tolerate the “inferior” member of the binary (other), by law if necessary 

as in the nonuse of sexist language in official documents and the workplace.  

This continues to mean that the only way for other to win anything in the tug-of-

war in the binary is to become more like Selfsame; and, more importantly, the tug-of-

war, as the dominant metaphor of discourse, persists and obtains. The more like Selfsame 

other can be made (recognized, that is, forced) to be; (the more domesticated other can 

become, to use Holland’s term), the more likely rhetoric-as-persuasion (arm-twisting) 

will work in dominant rhetorics. In a contemporary colloquial instance, this means that as 

long as (what might pass as) the Gay community can convince the straight—and 

politically, socially, and rhetorically dominant hegemony—that the Gay community is 

committed to the same standard, American middle-class morals (for the most part at 

least) then, and only then, can the straight hegemony (on both the political Right and

Left) allow the Gay community (as subaltern) to speak (or have a full set of legal and 

civil rights). 

This is obviously analogous to the move Suzanne Holland described as 

“domesticating.” That is to say that in all dominant rhetorics that stress Identification as 

the absolutely essential precondition for effective rhetoric, other is always already 

domesticated through this process of Identification. The straight, in other words, is never 

required or forced to identify with the queer in the Straight/queer binary. What Holland

and other marginalized rhetorical voices (from a variety of directions, even the Far Right) 

argue is that they don’t want to achieve Identification! That’s because Identification is 

always already emanating only from the Selfsame, which means that the rhetorical power 
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in discourse is always already emanating from the discursive party in the superior 

position in the Selfsame/other binary (and this will always already be the Selfsame

position). So, how is that really helping other? It is not helping radically-other at all 

unless radically-other agrees to play by Selfsame’s rules, play Selfsame’s game, and 

identify with Selfsame. In all systems that are fundamentally grounded in Identification, 

other is always already underprivileged. In composition pedagogy this means that 

audience is always already privileged over author.

That this is the case in what passes as (neo-Aristotelian) Burkean rhetoric is 

crystal clear (see T. Warnock), and clearly this case just maintains status quo (and keeps

Composition pedagogy static for all the noise otherwise), because a(ny) system where 

disagreement must, eventually, be rendered (into) somehow-like-Selfsame (to work, to be 

rhetorical), continues the disenfranchisement of real difference (though it might embrace 

difference-as-some-sort- of-same as a strategy). In this light even the protest or so-called 

subversive rhetorics (of feminisms, postcolonialisms, queer theory—of Said, Butler, 

Spivak, Gates, Jr. et al.) pale (get bleached-out) as real difference, because they remain 

based on consubstantiation—just as the dominating rhetorics are— just on (and for) the 

other side. By paling real difference to something generic and domesticated, dominant

rhetorical strategies continue to support and sustain rhetorics of oppression by keeping 

the rhetorical strategies of dominance central.  

So how do the alternative rhetoric(s) emerging from a theory of postidentification

work, and to what degrees can they work?  How does an alternative rhetoric decenter the 

domination rhetoric or diffuse its power? By the scatter gun approach firstly. When there 
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are a finite but uncountable number of rhetorics emerging from postID, there is one 

rhetoric for every person in the history of the world and this diffuses the power of a 

centralized rhetoric. PostID, then, obviously assumes multiple literacies and thus accepts 

the multiplicity of various and varied local, relativistic, historical practices of rhetoric as 

being as important to the definition of rhetoric as is developed rhetorical theory (see 

Thomas Miller’s “Reinventing Rhetorical Traditions” for this argument). That means, in 

practical terms, that a cookbook or a guide to trout fishing in America or virtually any 

utterance that passes as discourse can be as important to the practice and theory of 

rhetoric as Aristotle’s Rhetoric. This decentralizes the authority of something like 

Aristotle’s Rhetoric and destabilizes the tenets—like the enthymeme and the syllogism—

on which that rhetorical system is built. An example of allowing local talk as rhetoric

would be allowing the Dennis Covington’s preaching to the snake handlers as an example 

of M.e. or reinforcement rhetoric; local, common practice should be allowed as 

exampling rhetorical theory even though the theoretical aspects of that discourse might be 

unexamined. When this happens, rhetorics of oppression are naturally somewhat 

undermined, and this is common knowledge in the discipline of rhetoric.

Secondly, the rhetorics of postID work to undermine hegemonic rhetorics by 

working against Identification, because the agreement and similarity Identification insists 

on only leads to reinforcement rhetorics (when one agrees with the other party) or 

resistance rhetoric (when one disagrees) or phatic rhetoric (when one is just marking 

rhetorical time or space). 
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More specifically, postID works rhetorically because of the cognizance -tension 

factor.  PostID is about recognizing, valorizing, and using differences—and using the 

spaces-between—not about insisting on, valorizing, and using so-called similarities. This 

is basically just a decision; there is no right or wrong in choosing difference over 

Identification. The choice to focus on how people are different and building a rhetorical 

theory based on such a focus is just that—a choice. As John Crowe Ransom wrote to 

Kenneth Burke in 1941: “You are finding identities, and I am finding distinctions” (qtd. 

in Tell 41). Dominant rhetorics choose and have always chosen mostly to valorize 

similarities, and for obvious reasons—the people (men) in charge of valorizing a 

particular strategy chose their own; naturally, they would choose to develop a self-

sustaining Big-S system of rhetoric that required agreement and Identification (with 

themselves) in order to work—in other words, within dominant rhetorics that depend on 

Identification, if one disagrees, or if one is or if one produces something that is dissimilar

to the dominant rhetoric, if one refuses to Identify then one is not just disagreeable or 

dissimilar, but one is (also and more importantly) wrong (and unpersuasive) under the 

conditions of rhetorics of oppression. For instance, in Burkean rhetoric if a symbol-user 

fails to produce a third term with another symbol-user, the one who fails to identify fails

altogether. (And identification, as Tilly Warnock points out, is absolutely necessary in 

Burkean rhetoric as the precondition for creating that “third term.”) In current codified 

rhetorical system(s), different is wrong until it can be made to be (or forced to seem 

relative-to) the code of the Selfsame. If the queer, in other words (and using Suzanne 

Holland’s terms), cannot be(come) domesticated this is the failure of the queer, not the 
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failure of the system. This is clearly political, not rhetorical. It also does not even allow, 

much less encourage or require, what Derrida called the rupture in the fabric of authority 

that is necessary for real change to occur.

In contrast, within postID those very differences are valorized and used (not 

subjugated or discarded), because differences cause cognitive dissonance while 

similarities obviously do not. Cognitive dissonance is useful because the tension created 

by differences might lead to transformative rhetorics and not just the reinforcement or 

resistance rhetorics that must emerge from the dominant theories, the rhetorics of 

oppression that are dependent on stable notions of a valorized and always elevated 

Selfsame.

Cognitive dissonance is desired and necessary for really efficacious rhetoric 

because dissonance between parties increases tension—the more different Self same and 

other are recognized or made to be, the more dissonance between them. The more 

different and divided the parties Selfsame and other are, the more tension there is 

between Selfsame and other. To return to Dennis Covington in the snake-handling church

as an example: The tension definitely increased in that space as Covington’s rhetoric 

moved from being “in the Word” to being “out of the Word.” As he describes the scene:

I looked back at the congregation. No help there. I was confused. I’d never heard 

the place so quiet. Anna Perfrey sat with her feet crossed at the ankles, her hands 

folded in her lap as though she hadn’t heard a word. Some of the men were 

looking at the floor. Others were stretched out with their arms on the back of the 

pew. They seemed suddenly curious about the ceiling. Only the teenage girls were 
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animated, heads bent toward one another, whispering furiously, but without a 

sound. 

“Well, if I’m out of the Word,” I said, “I’d better stop preaching.” My 

heart was beating fast, and I could feel the blood in my cheeks. (233)

The tension in that small church is palpable in this passage. And though my 

earlier claim was that no conversions—from conservative to liberal interpretations of the 

Word—were likely in this rhetorical event, it is clear that the younger members of the 

choir—the teenage girls who had not likely ever heard such a (mis)reading (that would 

allow women to preach in public)—might be well on their way to at least thinking about 

significant change. And it is equally clear that the potential for this (relatively) radical 

change in these girls could not have been affected by more preaching to the choir, by 

more reinforcement rhetoric. It is also clear that Covington’s rhetoric is not (merely) 

resistance rhetoric—he is not a heathen, not a political radical. He is a born-again 

Christian and even one who handles snakes; but he has left the herd, gone his own way in 

this passage, set himself apart from the herd and established himself as a maverick. 

This separation, this distancing move, causes tension. But this tension is not a bad 

thing, not potentially and rhetorically at least, because tension, in the sense that it is used 

in postidentification rhetoric, means a balancing of forces or elements in opposition. As 

Convington squares off with Brother Carl, his M.e. gives him some power. Brother Carl 

becomes more defined—as his own self—in this confrontation as well, as does 

Covington. For the moment that Covington, as the other, has the microphone , then there 

is some balancing of forces in that small chapel. 
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This might be a counterintuitive conceptualization of tension, as tension is often 

thought of as a sort of subdued violence or the promise or intimation of such, something 

to be reduced if not altogether avoided (see Tanen’s The Argument Culture). But as

framed in and by postID theory, tension aims at balancing forces in rhetorical situations 

that are, in conventional configurations, always already unbalanced; that is, in the 

Selfsame/other binary, as described by Bahktin and as often used by Foucault and others 

(but in a different, much more categorical way than I use it here), Self (as member of 

dominating group, Same) is always already in the privileged position and other (as a 

member of marginalized group) always already in the derivative and inferior position. 

This is like a rigged game of tug-a-war in which Selfsame always already beats other 

because the rules of the game handicap other as a matter of course—for instance, 

whoever is in the other position has to stand on one leg in the tug-of-war. PostID theory

aims to deconstruct this game and achieve balance in rhetoric. In the snake-handlers 

church, this would mean that Brother Carl and his choir would need to acknowledge that 

their own message (which in significant ways socially, politically, and theologically

made them other in relation to the society around them) was power only when it was over 

against Covington’s message (of more liberal interpretations). The sameness, within their 

choir was not what most defined them and individuated them, but rather it was their 

difference over against the larger society that most defined them—they should accept that 

their own maverick position is what defines them and so accept Covington’s maverick 

position. Covington’s maverick message served the purposes, then, of defining his self

(as a snake-handling born-again, but one different from the rest) and of defining the 
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community from which he was departing (as a maverick). It would then remain for 

Brother Carl to find a way to distinguish his self from all other snake-handling born-

agains for M.e. to reach fruition in that particular discursive event.  In other words, it 

remains for the choir to accept that their rhetorical power comes from the distinctions 

made between themselves, as snake-handlers, and the rest of the world and apply it on an 

individual level so that they each might achieve subjectivity as individuals and not 

depend on the category of their group to define them. 

But in this scene there is at least a space created when Covington departs the 

Word and goes maverick; that much can be said without much doubt. And therein that 

space which is both the act and the result of the stretching-out of the void between the 

Selfsame and the other is a momentary balancing of the typically unbalanced that results 

in cognizance-as-observation and then shifts to cognizance-as-authority. This space in the 

rhetorical dimension might be thought of as stasis.

In classical rhetoric stasis theory is a way to analyze an argument. In the most 

reductive sense, it is a series of questions that, when asked and answered sequentially, 

will achieve some conclusion to a contested point. Stasis was invented by the Greeks, as 

Hermagoras compiled the first set of questions for conflict resolution—of fact 

(stochasmos), of definition (horos), of quality or degree (poiotes), and of jurisdiction 

(metalepsis) (Fragments). Aristotle refined these as four leading questions: “Did 

something happen? If so, was harm done? If so, was it great harm? If so, was the great 

harm justified?” Roman rhetoricians, like Cicero, used stasis to give form (and substance) 

to rhetoric that was often more decorative than substantive. The author of Rhetorica Ad 
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Herrenium, according to Otto Dieter, considered stasis the “constitutio,” or primary organ 

of rhetorical action (345-46). Stasis theory became a fixture in the Roman courts of law

for obvious reasons: It provides a template within which conventional argument might 

proceed, and it establishes boundaries to argument, and gives it direction. 

There are more organic ways to conceive of stasis, however, that do not reduce 

the theory to the role of a heuristic device, or a (blunt) rhetorical instrument, or a 

prescription for systematic argument within law courts. The etymology of stasis is cloudy 

and complicated, but stasis probably comes from the Greek, though the word we use 

arrives from the Latin, in that it meant “standstill” or “conflict.” Plato, in Cratylus, 

explains stasis as the negative of the word for “to go.” Perhaps stasis meant then, “to 

stand,” or “to not-go.” Hipostasis was, in ancient Greek, a horse stall, the place where 

animals—noted and valued for their motion—rested, stood, were still. 

It is stasis as some sort of (rhetorical) standing still, or as static location (in which

some nothing actively happens) that is used in postidentification theory. Stasis theory is 

useful in describing M.e. in the sense that Dieter explains it; as “a temporary standing 

between contradictories or contrary statements, or a thing temporarily ‘divided’ between 

contrary willed and hence contrarily thinking, speaking, and acting agents” (348). When 

a M.e. is operating, this standing-between could be represented by adding lines in 

Self/other binary: In a conventional binary there is only one line, but in M.e. there are 

more than one—the more lines, the more separation—Selfsame//////other. 

Also, stasis theory, as laid out by Dieter, focuses on the differences, not the

similarities, between parties engaged in rhetorical activity. The agents in Dieter’s stasis 
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(as Self/other, writer/reader, speaker/spoken-to, etc.) are “divided,” and “think, speak and 

act” contrarily. This is a thoroughgoing description of constituent difference.  Indeed, it is 

the contrariness of these agents that allows, or causes, stasis. Logically then, more 

contrariness causes more stasis; and more division equals more standing still. That 

standing-still, that division (perhaps not caused but) recognized in that moment of 

standing-still (within the context of the Self/////other binary) can be rhetorically useful, as 

“cognizance” (discussed below).  

Additionally what Derrida might mean when he writes of writing that creates 

“traces”—intimations of what words mean, shadows of word- meanings that somehow 

lurk in the spaces around words but are not them or in them—he is conceiving a form of 

stasis theory (see “Difference,” in Between; and “Ellipsis,” in Writing and Difference). 

Emmanuel Levinas postulates that there is space between “the saying and the said” 

(Entre Nous). This idea parallels the idea of distance (the remove) amongst Saussure’s 

“signifiers” and “signifieds” (Course). Edmund Burke’s conception of the “horror of the 

sublime” creates a chasm between “Self” and “the world” (Philosophical Enquiry). All of 

these “spaces-between,” metaphysical as they might seem, still are to be exploited for 

rhetorical purposes (are rhetorical resources to use Kenneth Burke’s term). It is these 

spaces-between that invite the conceptualization of postID as a sort of stasis theory, and 

M.e. as the obvious manifestation of that theory, a theory that could represent much about 

divided and divisive human communication (the human condition). 

Certainly, postidentification theory will explain a great deal if we are, as Levinas 

claims, wholly separate and idiosyncratic entities, with each and every Self (I) having 
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nothing, really, in common with an(y) other (not-I) (Otherwise than Being). It is in that 

space-between that Self (I) perceives other (not-I), and, the theory of postID suggests that 

the more distance between the parties the more different other is from Self; the more 

different Self and other are, the larger Edmund Burke’s “chasm,” between Self and other, 

and the larger the chasm, and the more terror it produces. Terror produces fear and 

respect; fear and respect creates Derrida’s “inventive rupture with respect to tradition, 

authority, orthodoxy” (Donner la Mort). Levinas makes this fear and respect for other 

analogous to the fear and respect religious rhetoric inspires from us toward or for God. In 

the Levinas system then, other stands in for God and gets the same sort of fear and 

respect G_d would (or should, ideally) (Entre Nous).   

From a more secularized view, it is seen that this particular rhetorical authority (of 

other) stems from the ability, the privilege to make the decision to observe and in the 

actual or rhetorical observing-act. This empowering observing-act will be seen as 

analogous to the empowered and dominating “male gaze” introduced in a germinal 1975 

article by feminist film theorist and critic Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative 

Cinema.”

The idea that this dominating (and pleasuring) “gaze” is exclusively male is well 

challenged by E. Ann Kaplan and others who argue that the gaze is not necessarily only 

male, but it can be adopted by anyone in certain circumstances, that is, the gaze is more 

generic and generally applicable than Mulvey thinks it is (“Looking”). This more generic 

(“imperial”) version will be adopted for use in postID. This gaze, this “observation,” in 

postID is authority, or rather is the means to authority (through achieving subjectivity), 
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which amounts to the same thing. In postID other is in the privileged position in the 

binary Self/other by reason of this authority. 

Thus, cognizance is both observation-of-something and/or authority-over-

something. When one observes something—as when one gazes at “dummies” behind the 

glass of a diorama at a museum—one gains authority over it (them). PostID theory,

though, sort of reverses the direction of “the gaze.” In M.e. the other, as that which is 

framed in the binary and that which is thought of as being behind the glass of the 

diorama, is actually in the best position to make that observation that might lead to, or is, 

power, because it is the party in the discourse that has caused the dissonance that effected 

the tension that is observed through cognizance. 

A textual example of this idea is found in Jean Paul Sartre’s essay on John Dos 

Passos (“John Dos Passos and 1919”). This essay challenges the (realists’) notion that 

reading a novel is like looking into (the reflection of) a mirror, by suggesting that reading 

a novel is actually more like “jumping into the mirror, [where] you suddenly find 

yourself on the other side of the glass, among people and objects that have a familiar look 

[but actually] merely look familiar” (94). That perspective, from inside the mirror and 

behind the glass (inside the diorama), is best to create tension (or Derrida’s “rupture”) 

because it makes the familiar not actually familiar, but only “looking” familiar; it makes 

the familiar strange, in other words, which is something that is often done in postmodern 

(deconstructing) theory and (radical) pedagogy to create tension and stir thought (for 

instance, see W. J. T. Mitchell on defamiliarizing visual rhetorics by pretending 

blindness). That phrase “merely look familiar” is also essential to postID theory because 
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nothing is actually absolutely familiar and that absolute difference is what defines people 

and so is the essential condition against which so-called culture is formed. These 

familiarities (similarities) we (mis)use are merely strategic, most usually to support 

hegemony as is well evidenced. Baldly said; People pretend to be similar to other people 

for strategic reasons; they are not really very similar.

To illustrate further what I mean by this I will argue a bit with Jurgen Habermas 

at this point. Central to his (pure rationalist) rhetorical theory is the division of speech 

acts into categories of constatives, regulatives, and avowals. A “constative” in the 

Habermas system is one of the inflexible, universal (mutatis mutandis) “truth claims” that 

express the unmistakable validity of such a claim, for example, “the grass is green” 

(Communication 52). These constatives are used as a basis for agreement in the 

Habermas system; but under conditions of postID, the “constative” is not a given and so 

must then be negotiated. That means that even though we might can agree, strategically 

and in passing, on stuff like “that location on the color spectrum is ‘green,’” I (as an 

individuated some “one”) cannot possibly ever know what any other “one” sees as green,

and that’s that—difference par excellence. This absolute and incontrovertible difference 

amongst all people was one of the many concerns of “Frankie” in Carson McCullers’ The 

Member of the Wedding. It is a transformative moment in the young girl’s life when she 

realizes that there is no way to verify that the “green” she sees is the “green” any other 

one sees. Frankie realizes her position in the world, her I-view, is absolutely unique.

That is to say then, that in postID other has authority over Self in large part

because of the tension that other is responsible for in the first place—by being other. One 
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more dramatae personae example: Nobody created much more generative and artistic 

tension on the stage than Miles Davis, and he often turned his back completely on his 

audience (see Shephard’s “Miles Davis” in Newfield’s American Rebels). In this “Miles 

Davis case,” it was the player,  the actor on the stage, the other, the maverick that caused 

that tension more so than the (Selfsame) audience (hegemony). In the postID 

arrangement, the Miles Davis (maverick) position is the strong one because it is the one 

that is making decisions, acting more than reacting, instigating (and innovating) more 

than merely maintaining. This example should help explain where the efficacy of 

separation—especially, but not exclusively in the fine arts—is often effected because the 

other, the one who is different, the maverick causes the tension: This is a commonplace 

in Fine Arts. 

Cognizance, then, is defined as the recognition of that difference. Whoever makes 

the difference (the maverick) controls the rhetoric, in other words. Miles Davis controls 

the crowd (by using his difference) more than the crowd (the hegemony) controls Miles 

Davis—at least in certain instances. Miles Davis was an effective, moving performer 

because he recognized the power his difference gave him. The crowd respected that

difference. It was not the technique of Davis that set him apart—it is widely 

acknowledged that Miles Davis was not the absolute virtuoso of the horn—it was the 

Miles Davis “thing,” his specialness that made him different, that made him so moving 

and powerful even as he disregarded and even denigrated his (mostly white, hegemonic) 

audience. 
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WIthin the power dynamics of postID recognize that it is the recognition of the 

division with-in the rhetorical (ex)change, by other (by the maverick); and the recognition 

that this most essential division is caused by the otherness- of-the -other”(the 

maverickness of the maverick) and not the-sameness-of-the-Selfsame that gives other the 

upper hand in rhetorical situations. The mechanism works like this: As other makes the 

recognition of the importance, the absolute magnitude of this essential difference 

(between other and self) and recognizes that it is other (It-self, that is, the maverick and 

not the Self, the herd, the hegemony) that is responsible for the division that establishes 

this essential difference, other  transmogrifies into Self and that way achieves 

subjectivity, moves from being object (of the “imperial” gaze of the dominating herd) to 

being subject (maverick who gazes at herd) even if he gazes at the herd from the back of 

his head as Miles Davis often did to great rhetorical effect. 

Logically, the more distant other is from the Selfsame, the farther the maverick 

gets from the herd, the stranger the other becomes and the stronger it becomes. Following 

the logic of Emmanuel Levinas into this divorcement, the more alien (stranger) the 

maverick is, the more like God (the ultimate alien-Other) is this maverick, and thus the 

more worthy of fear and trembling, worship-of, sacrifice-to. This idea, based on the 

theology of philosopher Emmanuel Levinas, will be discussed more later, but basically 

the idea is that the greater the void between Self and other, the more profound the horror 

created when Self recognizes the great distance between (each) Self and (every) other, 

and so the more potential there is for significant change. Why?  Because the horror of the 

void between humans—that void that only the maverick ever makes us completely 
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realize—compels acknowledgment and response (action), demands respect (not simply 

tolerance), causes even fear and trembling. 

In short form, what this means for postID theory is that the efficacy of something 

like M.e. (as a rhetorical strategy, intentional or otherwise) is decided by other. In the

rhetorical tug of war, now the other, the maverick, has the upper hand always already 

over the Self, because in postID stranger is stronger, different is better (on two legs) than 

Same (on one leg). Why is the stranger necessarily stronger, different better? For several 

reasons—difference is how subjectivity is achieved; an unlimited number of individuated 

I’s is less dangerous than the herd; Derrida’s “rupture of authority,” and so the potential 

for significant change, is best achieved from or because of the maverick position. This 

does not mean that the maverick is more “right” or closer to “the truth.” 

 Who is the maverick, though?  In general the maverick is whoever is in the 

rhetorical situation that is not Self or Same or Selfsame. Self usually (that is to say, 

politically) means Same (that is, hegemony), so Self in postID usually means the party in 

the discursive event that is more same-y, and that would be taken to mean, generally, 

more like the herd. The herd, of course, is different from place to place and time to time. 

At the Rainbow Coalition Convention, for instance, the straight, Republican, anti-Gay 

marriage guy would be the maverick and so would be in the best position to effect real 

change, as opposed to mere phatic or resistance or reinforcement rhetoric. All the GLBTs 

at the Rainbow convention would basically just be agreeing with one another, so the 

straight guy would be the dissenting, the maverick voice and the only one likely to make 

significant change at the convention, because most of the official rhetoric of the Gay 
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choir meeting would be mere reinforcement rhetoric which causes only  mere recognition.

(Michael Moore is maverick at the NRA convention, but not at Cannes.) 

Rhetorically, what does that mean? Mere-recognition is a condition in which a 

certain appeal or argument or trope (de-valued story) has merely been indexed by the 

deliverer and receptor parties in some rhetorical situation and is essentially understood; 

and this is arhetorical discourse because no persuasion per se is ongoing. In other words, 

mere recognition is the I-get-it response, which serves as a passing theory on which some 

partial and temporary, and generally political or social agreement can be achieved in 

passing. This sort of exchange occurs, for instance, when a trope is recognized by an in-

group member/receptor party or rejected by an out-group party. “Gay marriage!” for 

instance, if delivered at the Republican National Convention will receive predictable 

negative response—mild booing, head-shaking—without any need for rhetoric per se. 

“Gay marriage!” at the Rainbow Coalition Convention will receive wild applause. And 

both these discursive but arhetorical instances of discourse would represent what Badiou 

would call, merely, circulation of an opinion (50-51). Debate or some opportunity for 

significant (ex)change is not invited by such a trope delivered in entirely predictable 

(a)rhetorical environs. Because there is no risk (of moving from actual to possible) in 

such situations, there is no real rhetoric.

CONCEPTUAL AND PRACTICAL LIMITS OF M.E.

There are limits to postidentification theory as to all theories. Most of the limits

will be obvious, so this survey will be brief. One such obvious but important limit is a 
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sort of code shift (linguistic usually, but not always) beyond which discourse may be (but 

is not necessarily) impossible. A physical analogy would be an ace in a game of tennis. 

When an ace is served, the ball is hit too hard by the server to be apprehended by the 

receiver, and so can only be retrieved retrospectively as it were, too late, once the game 

(or point at least) is over. This ace condition (of complete incomprehensibility) is to be 

avoided—if only aces are served, at least by only one (dominant) player, then there is not 

much of a game going on—sort of like a human playing tennis against a squirrel—the 

human is going to win. So that means that all potentially effective rhetorical exchanges 

would require certain consistent constraints: The aim of postID rhetorics (as evidenced by 

M.e. in texts) is not incomprehensibility, but to produce maximum division in rhetorical 

exchanges. This is because the more division  there is, the more tension there is, and so 

the more likely the rhetoric (coming from a M.e.) will affect significant change, not 

(merely) phatic, reinforcement, or resistant pseudo-change. 

Remembering the earlier-used metaphor of the parties with a string between them; 

when the parties in the discursive situation are farther apart, the line (of communication) 

between them is tauter, and the tauter the line the easier for the symbol-in-exchange to 

balance on. Of course at some point the line will be stretched beyond its inherent capacity 

to stretch and beyond that point the line snaps. This breakage represents the ace 

condition.

There must be some standard limits on a rhetorical strategy like M.e. in order for 

it to avoid total incomprehensibility. Probably some sort of logic that can be followed by 

both parties in the exchange would be needed, for instance, though this logic need not be 
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standard, certainly not formal. For example, Christopher Cherniak has an idea that 

humans don’t need any sort of perfect (syllogistic) logic to sustain civilized life, or a 

useful conversation, but only a “minimal rationality,” that is, a reasonable way to deal 

with the contradictory positions humans encounter daily (Minimal Rationality). In 

significant ways this echoes what Stephen Toulmin says when he suggests that there is a 

difference between “practical logic,” which is all we need to survive, and “formal logic,” 

which is what logicians need to sustain their careers (The Uses of Argument). 

On the logic level, then, only minimal rationality (or some constraint like it, such as 

Toulmin’s well-known “practical logic”) would be necessary for a rhetorical strategy like 

M.e. to keep from being gibberish or, as Toulmin and others would call it, “absurd.” (Of 

course, there is no logical reason not to proceed, in rhetoric or elsewhere, to absurd 

nonlimits; only tradition and convention dictate such formulaic restraint, not logic per se.) 

These minimal “requirements” are in line with what Donald Davidson (and later Thomas 

Kent) use as “passing theories,” that serve as temporary points of “agreement” (best 

guesses, actually) at what is being said (see Davidson). These passing theories are only 

rules-of-thumb that stand in for large and absolute Big-T theory (in Neopragmatism and 

in postID theory).

On an emotional, psychic level, a minimal iteration of human-ness would be 

necessary to prevent M.e. from being, only, insanity, or entirely nihilistic. This human-

ness would need to be essentially and practically nonsuicidal and nonhomicidal. These 

requirements do not mean that M.e. might not stem from forms of insanity (see Ecce 

Homo), or express nihilism (see Mein Kampf); but it does mean that, within iterations of 
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psychological pathology, some semblance of nonhomicidal, nonsuicidal consciousness 

could be either witnessed or imagined.  In other words, the theory of postidentification

assumes that people won’t just start driving on the wrong side of the road just to be 

different and become mavericks. Mental illness as a pathology is not excluded from 

postID, however, because within the theory and practice of postID, it does not really care

how you got to be what you are. Still, it is acknowledged that Foucault’s insightful 

critique of “madness” (as a condition that is nonpathological), complicates this issue (see 

Madness and Civilization).

Also minimal semantic and syntactic requirements must be met in order for M.e.

to work. It might, however, be obvious already that there is less need for these minima l 

requirements in a postID rhetorical system than in more conventional discourse, because 

difference is valorized in postID. So, for instance, creative grammar is good in M.e. and 

not bad, because creative grammar can distinguish an ethos in a text. This means that 

good grammar (a standard grammar) would not necessarily be required for real rhetoric 

to happen toward significant change under conditions of postidentification. In fact, the 

case may be the opposite. In postID nonstandard grammar, Grammar B, or a hybrid 

grammar coming from a hybrid language like Spanglish might work better to distinguish 

individuals, to make people maverick, so then nonstandard grammar might just turn into 

standard grammar. For example, if Ebonics (see Labov) were valorized, then people who 

spoke so-called standard English would be marginalized. 

This reversal is obviously a problem if “good” just turns into “bad” and “bad” to 

“good” because the categories, though reversed, remain the same. In this case the 
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domination rhetoric, in principle, remains undisturbed; the (oppressive) superstructure of 

identification(s) (or counter identifications) remains stable. In postidentification this 

hegemonizing is prevented, not by valorizing “the difference” or a “particular

difference” as a categorical difference, but by only valorizing what might best be 

described as real or idiosyncratic difference. The distinction between real and fake 

difference is everywhere around us—think of all the teenagers who flock to Abercrombie 

and Fitch to buy their “unique” outfits. And think of the shock experienced when one of 

these hegemonic “different” teen rebels sees a quadriplegic or a man in a dress. In postID

when a thing ceases to be real difference, for whatever reason, it ceases to be valorized, 

unless it is now valorized as uncommon commonness or something like that.

Even though postID valorizes radical difference, some attention to rhetorical

conventions must be met, but these conventions might be very loose. (And remember that 

a lot that is called rhetorical in other rhetorical systems is in the postID [anti]system 

actually only phatic, reinforcement or resistance rhetoric.) For instance, the Icelandic 

musical group, Sigur Ros, have invented an idiosyncratic language for one of their

collection of songs (hear “( )”), and I would not, at this point, rule out this neologistic 

effort as an example of M.e., even though it might be decidedly more connotative than 

denotative. 

Certainly, much poetry (maybe all rhetorical poetry that moves toward significant 

change), represents manifestations of M.e., and at the end of the day might be all I am 

going on about; Harold Bloom maintains that discourse is all poetry of one sort or 

another anyway, and maybe that is a useful thought. Bloom maintains that literature is 
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produced through “anxiety-driven revisionary strife between writers by one text’s 

creative swerves from another” (Spikes 58; and see Bloom’s Map of Misreading); and 

criticism is nothing more or less than prose poetry. Of course one person’s poetry might

be (an)other one’s science (see Tell on the Ransom and Burke exchange). This suggestion 

is meant to clarify that postID is not about everybody writing poetry, writing hypertexts, 

or writing personal. These are all ideas about writing that are passé theoretically. Rather 

postID is about valorizing (as a rhetorical strategy) the individuated ethos that everybody 

already always has anyway: That is, some people sound like scientists, and that is okay in 

postID. Poetry takes a lot of different forms (as does anti-poetry like science-writing). 
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CHAPTER TWO: POSTIDENTIFICATION IN PRAXIS

This chapter will elaborate on the terms, limits, and mechanisms of 

postidentification rhetoric and M.e. as introduced in the preceding chapter. As the theory 

and practice of postID and M.e. take shape, they will also intersect with extant praxis, so

there is continuing synthesis in this section. 

All theory is dependent on a certain set of assumptions.  Postidentification

assumes an acknowledgement of ethos as an element in rhetorical exchange and also 

assumes that the rhetorical appeal of ethos comes from some location like a self.

Naturally, in postmodernism any such theoretical dependence on self is tricky because 

self, as a practical and as a theoretical entity, is destabilized in postmodernism. Besides 

this, not all rhetorical theorists and practitioners believe that ethos is alive and well or 

ever was or ever could be. Indeed, really big hitters in poststructuralist theory—Barthes, 

Foucault, Derrida, Fish—consider the authorial self to be not dead but always already 

nonexistent. As Carol Poster and other feminist scholars have pointed out in their 

critiques of poststructural theory, however, the author, suspiciously, was disappeared just 

as marginalized voices were beginning to gain power enough to assume the authorial 

position. Part of the aim of postID rhetoric and M.e. is to re-empower individuated selfs

to write with power (to echo Elbow), but not to reanimate the dead author by abolishing 

social construction and returning to modernistic notions of the-author-as-sovereign. 

In a conventional poststructural configuration, author or author-function is 

entirely about reflection or deflection of location(s) in a social nexus, and not about Walt 
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Whitman writing Leaves of Grass. That means that for M.e. as a rhetorical strategy to 

work (work toward significant change, at least) a subject—in this case the referent, “Walt 

Whitman”—may or may not be thought of as representing a socially constructed entity or 

referent: “Walt Whitman” may be a location in a complicated social nexus or a child of 

god, and it won’t make any difference within the theory of postID. And either way or 

any way that Walt Whitman is constructed won’t effect the mechanisms of M.e. as long 

as Walt Whitman is individuated, that is, is a specific location or person that is unique. It 

doesn’t matter whether the referent—the poet, Walt Whitman in this instance—is socially 

constructed or not, as long as Walt Whitman is absolutely and actually unique. It is the 

“multiplicity” (to use Nietzsche’s term), the absolute heterogeneity of that self (Walt 

Whitman) that makes it unique. It does not matter to the theory of postID or practice of 

M.e. if this multiplicity is achieved by absolute social construction or by God or by 

accident (head trauma), genetics or however. It is only essential that self –and thus the 

ethos that emerges from that self—are considered unique. That is all that must be granted 

for a rhetorical strategy like M.e. to work toward significant change.

That uniqueness granted, still the idea of ethos is questionable.  From the 

conventional poststructuralist perspective, ethos never was anything to discuss at all

(except to dismiss it at great and learned length), because it never really was more than a 

Romantic notion, that is, as the idea of auctoritas. Auctoritas means “authority” basically,

and in Romantic and Enlightenment, as well as in Platonic and Roman notions, this 

authority comes from the genetic pool. Auctoritas is something you are born with; it is an 

existential quality that is a writer’s ethos; it might be thought of as his god-given talent. 
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In belles lettres auctoritas implies the authority, influence, and prestige of an individual,

and individuated author. Poststructural critical theory has evacuated the lone author out 

of his high and ivory tower. (I use “his” on purpose, as auctoritas was usually a male 

quality). This evacuation has been bad news for some people—mainly creative writers, if 

they paid any attention to theory—and good news for others—mainly social-

constructionists and poststructural theorists who, for various reasons, would rather define 

“author” as a location in a complicated social nexus of interdependent and often 

competitive and conflicted elements, than as a person writing a poem.

When Foucault convinced many theorists (if not many novelists and poets) that 

the text has the “right to kill” its author, this permission, in uncertain but fatalistic terms, 

spelled doom for the notion of auctoritas, cut off the air supply in the ivory tower, and 

suffocated the isolated author ensconced there. Without the sole author there can be no 

authorial ethos, and if the author is dead, then so to is authorial ethos. Is there ethos? This 

is an old debate.  When Walter Ong argues that Western thought is inherently 

phonocentric, he is siding with Plato/Socrates that the written word is but a shadowy 

simulacrum of the something real that produced it anyway. If Ong is right, in other 

words, there is no real ethos in texts, but ethos can only be the in spoken word 

(“Literacy”). The dialogue in Phaedrus, as James Baumlin points out, “suggests that 

written texts do not have ethos” (xxiv). Of course whether ethos can be in texts or not 

depends on how ethos is defined. If ethos is a rhetorical strategy—something symbol-

users consciously do—then it does exist in texts. If ethos is an existential condition—that 

is, if it is something we are—then it might not be. However, whether ethos is “true” or 
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not is probably less important than whether ethos is an idea or practice that is useful, and, 

if so, to whom and toward what ends? Currently, the usefulness of ethos seems to depend 

on whether the intersections of rhetoric, writers, readers, texts—in all their 

manifestations—generate or support what might be called ethical rhetoric(s). There 

needs to be a distinction drawn between ethical rhetoric and ethos rhetorics. 

Ethos rhetorics found in texts, like M.e. , depend on the reader having an idea 

about the “person behind the words” (to use Roger Cherry’s phrase). For M.e., or any 

ethos rhetoric to work, the idea the specific reader has abou t the person behind the words 

in a specific text could help move that reader toward making significant change by 

moving, one might say, through that text. In this way ethos rhetorics are personal and 

specific, specific, that is, to a particular situation. Ethical rhetorics, on the other hand, are 

concerned with encouraging or sustaining right conduct for groups, that is, they are the 

rhetorics that serve a larger system of ethics. 

For French philosopher Alain Badiou, ethics remains principally the concern of 

philosophy and “organizes practical existence around representation of the Good” (xxvi). 

Badiou wants to avoid absolute truth, but still keep philosophy in the realm of the 

“representation of Good.” He does this by remov ing ethics from the general and generic 

categories of “Man or Human, Right or Law, the Other [. . .]” and then re-placing ethics

where he thinks it actually is, in particular, specific situations (16-17). In Badiou’s 

system, there is good in a specific situation, but there is no absolute Good in general. 

Indeed, for Badiou, there is no “in general” in general but only the specific situation and 

what might be good (or evil) in it. By claiming that ethics is always already emerging 
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from, and only from, these specific situations, Badiou develops a philosophy that does 

not endorse a theory or practice of a liberal humanism that demands a universal policy of 

standardized behavior. Badiou’s system tries to avoid the sort of humanism that covers

philosophical and political concerns with a blanket policy of already arrived-at right 

conduct, an idea of right conduct that, naturally,  emerges from and in turn sustains an 

iteration of liberal humanism that is strictly Eurocentric or American. In short, Badiou 

claims that there is no such thing as ethics-in-general, and so there cannot be any global 

policy of ethics; there is only an ethics of particulars. 

Badiou’s claim is obviously relevant to the claims of postID rhetoric and M.e.. If 

there can be no ethics in general, then it stands to reason that there can be no ethical 

rhetoric in general; if there is no ethical rhetoric in general then there is no rhetoric (that 

works) in general. If that is the case (and it may or may not be) then M.e. makes sense 

because postID rhetorical strategies, like M.e., do not depend on universal principles of 

normed group behaviors that are consistent and absolute—the current buzzword is 

inalienable. M.e. represents an instance of acute particularism that parallels Badiou’s idea 

of an ethics of situations, of particulars not generalities. M.e. works against blanket

rhetorical strategies in the same way that Badiou’s philosophy works against blanket 

ethical strategies which sustain, and more to the point, insist on a certain way-of-acting.

The way-of-acting Badiou criticizes is what he describes as a liberal humanism 

that is “conservatism with a good conscience.” According to Badiou, this specie of ethics

is supposedly well intentioned, but it is also, and more importantly, reductive, leveling, 

and intrinsically conservative. One reason that such a blanket-policy ethics conserves the 
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status quo is, I suggest, because such an ethics is not radical in any rhetorical sense and 

so does not allow for, much less encourage, innovation, that is, significant change. In 

other words, there is no rhetorical mechanism in the absolute liberal humanism Badiou 

argues against to allow a conversation about how such a humanism might ever be 

different “in any given case” (to use Aristotle’s phrase). There is no “in any given case” 

for the liberal humanism Badiou criticizes, no room for particulars only generalizings. In 

the liberal humanism that Badiou argues against, there is only the single liberal 

humanism case, which is the (only) case of inalienable, blanket rights that does not allow, 

much less assist, alternative interpretations or real differences. 

Such a humanism preserves the status quo almost intact, because it tends only to

amplify, exaggerate or elevate certain (liberal humanistic) elements of that status quo

while it fails (categorically, by categorizing) to actually make new (non)categories. Such 

a humanism, Badiou maintains, denies the real rights of other by arbitrarily and 

categorically turning other into “victim.” By grouping other people as necessarily of this 

or that margin, those people on the margin are turned into victims—who, it might be said, 

are then easier to manage. This marginalizing and managing move—and this move is 

rhetorical as well as political—reduces them (others) to members of generic categories 

that can be more easily managed and marginalized because they have been sympathized 

(in the case of a certain form of liberal humanism) and ostracized (in facisms). Badiou’s 

“sympathy” is analogous to what Suzanne Holland calls “domestication.” 

This domesticating and homogenizing of other, whether it leads to foreign aid or 

to local genocide, remains merely a way to discover (through invention, I would argue)
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certain so-called homogenous similarities in humans. Such domestication (of queers in 

Holland’s case) assumes that all humans are more or less the same. This keeps the 

hegemony in place and well fortified by keeping other in a weakened (read, derivative) 

position and Selfsame in the daddy-position. As Peter Hallward interprets Badiou, this 

ethical (neoliberal humanistic) ideology “conceives of ‘man’ as a fundamentally passive, 

fragile and mortal entity—as a potential victim to be protected (most often, as a 

‘marginalized’, ‘excluded’ or ‘Third World’ victim, to be protected by a dutiful, efficient, 

and invariably Western benefactor/exploiter),” (Ethics xiii, emphasis in original). In this 

marginalization the dominant form of liberal humanism, according to Badiou, only 

appreciates as valid what might be called strategic similarities, while ignoring the fact 

that, in Badoiu’s words “differences are [only] what there is” (27). Those differences 

come from each some-one, not from groups—groups are about sameness, individuals 

about differences. Groups are about power, individuals are about influence. (Groups use 

models to enforce ethical behavior; individuals rely on emulation; see Couture.)

Badiou suggests that conventional thinking has the dependence in the relationship 

of Selfsame/other backwards. Instead of other being derivative of Same, Badiou contends 

that Selfsame does not really exist naturally but must be constructed: Other is the party in 

the binary that actually exists naturally. Our differences, in other words, are what we 

have in common, not our similarities, which at best, are only strategic. Badiou puts it like 

this:  “Philosophically, if the other doesn’t matter it is indeed because the difficulty lies 

on the side of the Same. The Same, in effect, is not what is (i.e. the infinite multiplicity of 

differences) but what comes to be” (27, emphasis in original).  Postidentification theory, 
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then, returns the individual to the center of rhetorical discourse (without retrogressing to 

Modernistic models of self-as-sovereign). PostID represents a condition (rhetorical, 

political, social, and otherwise) in which the strategic similarities Badiou’s criticizes are 

seen as merely that—strategic—not natural.

Badioiu claims that we are only pretending to be Same in order to exert the power 

of homogeneity: There is nothing really very same about us. Power is a function of the 

group. Grouping and developing an ethics by valorizing a set of principles for right 

behavior is certainly a strategic advantage for those who wish to consolidate political, 

personal, financial power, to be sure whether that means Italian fascists, second-raft 

Buddhists, softball players, Rwandan refugees, etc.; but ethics (the group rule) does not 

allow for moves (in)to significant change. Ethos does. PostID simply accepts the 

(poststructural) “fact” that we are all as different as we can be, are essentially and 

exclusively defined (as Selfs) by those differences, and so, no matter what we might 

pretend in order to exert group-power over the marginalized (by dominating them or by 

turning them into victims) or vice versa, our actual ethos rhetorics must emerge from our 

idiosyncratic locations. They cannot emerge from an ethics or group-norming 

mechanism. There is no group rhetoric that is not emerging from some-one’s unique 

location; this is why so many political and religious (that is, control) movements are 

really cult movements—Hitler, Stalin, Napoleon, Alexander, Confucius, Buddha, Jesus, 

Mohammed. 

Though the ideas of the control movement might come from a variety of (other) 

sources and though traditional schema might arrange them, still the movements work (the 
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rhetoric of the movements work) as the singular some-one synthesizes the several ideas 

into one ethos, an ethos that is a unique location in the social nexus that generated and/or 

allowed it and sustains it. This singular some-one might be later seen to be naturalized as 

(or as a defining part of a) collective (consensus) or not. However this some-one is 

labeled, these unique locations become valorized as natural and so now seem to be an

already in-place, preexistent ethics that comes before the ethos that emerges from it. The 

inalienable right to democracy as espoused by Thomas Jefferson would example this, as 

would the absolute inviolability of the Union emerging from the ethos of Lincoln or the 

Final Solution from Hitler. 

M.e., then, does not in any way deny the social construction of individuals: it 

simply redefines social construction, that force of the collective, as a force of uncountable 

“I” s as opposed to a monolithic culture collective. There is a society that does (or can 

absolutely) form or pressure-into-form the self, but this society is (remembering 

Schopenhauer) still creating an infinite variety of worlds, ea ch person in their own.  This 

is the case, because no matter how we might appear on the surface, we are all entirely 

different; we each, then, generate a different, a maverick ethos, and this state or condition 

generates finite but countless rhetorics. Our sameness is the ruse, in other words, is the 

central untruth of all extant rhetorics. Enthymemetic rhetorics stress what is the same or 

potentially same about us, which, in fact, is of little actual consequence in real, 

transformative discursive events: Saying “we are all human” has never stopped a 

massacre either. This is Badiou’s point—there is very little that is actually the same about 

us. 
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For instance, while my sister and I might share the same biological father, she and 

I do not have the same daddy. This means that when my sister indexes “our father,” she 

and I agree that we are speaking of a biological referent called “Ben McKenzie,” but we 

are not, in practical rhetorical terms, speaking of the same person. We are fortunate, she 

and I, in that we agree on that—that her dad is not my dad though he is the father, the sire 

of both of us. This is not just a semantic but a very practical and rhetorical distinction that 

helps us avoid, in this particular instance at least, the ruse of sameness and helps us avoid 

speaking of Ben McKenzie as if he were an entirely stable entity about whose right 

definition we disagree.

Ethics in general is a ruse when it is seen as something larger than an ethos 

naturalized and made into a general set of principles about what is right (and so, wrong) 

conduct for the whole group—and by extension become the standard against which

resistance groups create rhetorics of resistance. Those who are not “white,” in other 

words, are “nonwhite,” in domination rhetorics, i.e., resistant to white; “homosexuals” 

are “not heterosexuals,” “women” are not “men,” etc. (And these are obviously just 

rhetorical examples of what are called marked and unmarked cases in linguistics.) 

Ethics, then, in reality cannot ever dominate ethos because we cannot be the same. 

For ethics to dominate ethos (as a real rhetorical and not political or strong-arm strategy), 

we would have to be able to achieve sameness, and, in fact we cannot.  People (or 

persons, rather) are essentially, if not entirely and thoroughgoingly, different, topical or 

superficial similarities aligned as political, social, and economic strategies 

notwithstanding. In the terms of Kenneth Burke, we might be said each to be a different 
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“terministic screen,” all including and excluding different things (or by different 

measures) into our interiors through those all different screens.  Badiou puts it like this: 

“There are as many differences, say, between a Chinese peasant and a Norwegian 

professional as between myself and anybody at all, including myself” (26). Badiou is 

saying that even these “I” s are unstable, constantly changing. The self you were just 

disappeared and is replaced by another. The stream is never the same not only because 

the stream is in constant flux but also because the “I” dipping foot in the stream is in 

constant flux. Again—as Badiou would have it—this proves that difference, not 

sameness, is actually the rule, not the exception. Each instance of human existence is 

singular. And so, “[. . .] rather than reduce it [ethics] to an aspect of pity for victims, it 

should become the enduring maxim of singular processes. Rather than make of it merely 

the province of conservatism with a good conscience, it should concern the destiny of 

truths, in the plural” (42). Each “singular process” is an instance of rhetorical exchange 

from M.e.. 

As a sidebar: In composition pedagogy this articulation of ethics as an ethos-

entirely-particularized is consonant with Thomas Kent’s idea that “no codifiable or 

generalizable writing process exists or could exist (1).” Without any writing process,

writing becomes (or is) an interpretive act more like hermeneutic guesswork than 

decoding. This guesswork is dependent on what Davidson calls “passing theories” and 

amounts to reading-writing as making best guesses about what is being said (“Nice 

Derangement”). Each person is, necessarily, going to make at least slightly different 

guesses in each and every instance of discourse. This should make it clear that each 
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person, as she is making these (necessarily and inevitably) different guesses at what is 

being said is creating her own unique rhetoric. Following the logic of Tom Miller, then—

that it should be the regular practices of regular people that determine what rhetoric is, 

not highbrow theory—it becomes obvious that rhetoric is infinitely and inevitably 

maverick (“Reinventing”). (See Meskell’s Embodied Lives on formations of ancient 

Mayan and Egyptian rhetoric, for instance.) 

This will be the case even with interior dialogue, and you can understand why if 

you remember that self is destabilized to such an extent that the self arguing with self 

(whether fully interiorized or not) has already changed; indeed, both selfs have changed

(remembering that selfs are multiplied singulars, selves, a plural construction, and Victor 

Vitanza’s “selphs” another case altogether). If you write a lot, you understand this point 

anecdotally and through long and sometimes painful experience: When you revisit a 

piece you have written, to rework or just reread it, there is always some small sense that 

no matter how familiar it is, it has been written, at least partially, by a stranger. If this 

were not the case, you could never bear to reread your own work; indeed, it would be 

absolutely unnecessary and unprofitable to do so because it would be so absolutely and 

entirely predictable. 

In pragmatic terms, then, what is the use of this concern, research, and speculation 

around and about ethos? Clearly, postmodern notions that deconstruct the pre-Modernist

and Modernist models (and now models emerging from neo-preModernists like Zizek 

and to some degree Badiou) of self-as-sovereign, have rendered problematic a rhetorical 

appeal that depends on “the character of the writer,” and many writers, writing teachers, 
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and communication theorists are concerned about this death-of-author as it seems to 

render writers and writing—in any conventional sense, at least—not only difficult (even 

impossible) but entirely fruitless.

Theresa Enos has pointed out pithily that writing about the death of the author 

seems, naturally, a curious paradox, and so perhaps we protest too much (“Reports”).

This paradox prompts me to wonder what can be done to give (or return) substantial 

semblance of agency to author/writer, without returning to pre-Modernist and 

Enlightenment models of self-as-sovereign, soulful ideas about identity formation that 

just won’t fly in the current postmodern condition, not in theory at least. What gives the

writer back this agency, is the recognition of the condition of postidentification and the 

practice of M.e..  PostID is not, however, a return to Enlightenment models of self-as-

sovereign as if this condition of sovereignty is caused by God or something external to 

the human. PostID theory does not make the essentializing claims of Modernity. It could

do so, of course; but these types of claims are difficult to sustain under current 

postmodern conditions and are unnecessary to the theory of postID because, to reiterate, 

it simply does not matter to the operation of postID how a person gets to be an 

individuated person—by the pressures of society, the grace of god, or the effects of 

nature—it simply matters that each person is regarded as representing a condition of 

absolute uniqueness. (Unique is now so overused that it is in need of constant modifying 

companion.) 

Also, perhaps more importantly from a practical perspective, a poststructural 

rhetorical praxis that kills the author (as a person), and precludes ethos and the 
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development from an ethos of an ethical rhetoric, also denies the phenomenology of 

experience, and can be, following the thought of T. Enos, existentially “paralyzing.” That 

means that if we deny ethos, then persons disappear. Poststructural theory has 

disappeared author, as a person, from texts—this is well established. This can be a very 

jarring thought because phenomenology—our existential experience—convinces us that 

there is an ethos and that every person has one because people, in some way, do seem to 

exist. These other “people” might not be human, according to Emanual Levinas, but they 

do exist phenomenologically: If what passes as these people in our lives did not have 

ethoi, then, we would not have any opinions about these people and in fact we do have 

opinions about almost everybody we see, including a lot of people we don’t even know in 

a strict sense (i.e., celebrities, Jesus).

Practical sense also tells us that regularly if not inevitably one or more of these 

ethoi are chosen, real politicked, valorized, assembled, and codified into (generic) sets of 

principles for right conduct that become what is known and practiced by and/or forced on 

a group (often, perhaps usually, with unfortunate results, especially for those

marginalized as mavericks) as ethics.  This is what would have happened in the fable 

“The Emperor’s New Clothes” if the little maverick boy had not spoken up—everybody 

in the kingdom would soon have been dressed-as-naked as a singular ethos was elevated, 

politically, socially, and rhetorically to a system of ethics. 

How is our phenomenological experience un-denied then? How is an individual 

writer empowered in postmodern climes that have killed off author-as-person? 
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Theresa Enos suggests that it is the distinctions between the terms author and 

writer that give opportunity to keep some old-fashioned notion of author alive and 

kicking in the current socially constructed ethical/rhetorical climate. To substantiate her 

claim, Enos observes that “[. . .] both rhetoric and poststructuralist theory emphasize 

process, not fixity” (“Reports” 341). This evaluation is correct, at least insofar as it is true 

generally that the self that defines each ethos is always in flux, represents process, and 

resists absolutely, actual fixity (though not always the fiction of fixity). Of course, in fact, 

there is no fixity so to say that fixity is not stressed is a rather vacant claim in 

poststructural theory. Enos goes on to index Barthes’ idea that “[. . .] the author performs 

a function, the writer an activity” (“Authors” 186), a thought that clearly parallels 

Saussure’s differences between langue and parole, the larger system (langue) inside of 

that actual use (parole) occurs, or is made (Course on General Linguistics). 

This may or may not be a useful distinction. When author-function is the larger 

system, then writer is considered an utterance (or iteration) within that system and 

derived from or is a derivative of that larger system. Obviously, this is not useful for the 

resuscitation of our dispossessed and dead author because author (actually what Enos is 

naming “writer”) in this arrangement is always already in the derivative (subaltern or 

slave) position. This means, in practical and theoretical terms, that author-writer must 

wait on permission from author-function (Master position) to speak. This also means that 

author-writer must be directed and dictated-to by the larger system, that is, author-

function. What is author-writer being dictated toward? The author-writer is being directed 

or forced toward right conduct, which typically would be a standard (based on group 
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norms) way of writing, of speaking or even, at extremes, of being. That means that 

author-writer is forced by author-function into anything from formulaic, materialistic 

protocols (MLA format) to denying existential attributes (don’t write like a queer). What 

this means in simplest terms is that the larger system will always be privileged over the 

smaller member-of-the-system and any resistance to the rules of right conduct of the 

larger system will be considered alternative at best, wrong at worst. 

So the distinction between writer and author (author-writer vs. author-function) is 

not all that helpful in reanimating the dead writer, not if the ethos of that author-writer is 

thought of as vestiges, or echoes or reverberations of a process that is formed by the 

group and precedes ethos. An ethos that is vestiges of an ethics is not much of an ethos, 

but is actually only a sort of pretense. An anecdotal example would be of kids playing 

“Doctor” or whatever: the parents of the kids will allow the kids to dress up in adult

clothes and pretend to be doctors, maybe even do some examinations; but the parents 

(hegemony) are not actually going to let the kids (other) do any real surgery or 

prescribing of medicine. In the same way, then, if the individual writing self (ethos) is a 

derivative of the larger system of author-function (ethics), the individuated author-writer

is not really helped, because the individuated author-writer is still slave to the (Master) 

system of author-function that defines, accepts, rejects author-writer only as author-writer 

is relative to author-function. The worth, in other words, of author-writer is dependent on 

how close the ethos of author-writer can approximate the ethics of author-function: The 

closer other gets to being Same the better for other. Parents still rule. Of course, this 

makes sense when adults are dealing with children. It does not make sense when adults 
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are treating other adults like children. (Edward Said exposed this infantilizationalizing of 

colonial other in Orientalism.) 

Sameness (relative to the ethics of the group), then, remains the standard against 

which that difference is defined and this obviously keeps sameness (hegemonic 

homogeneity) in the catbird seat. When the “activity” (writing, for instance) is only 

derived from or only emerges from the “function” (author-function, for instance), then 

author-writer (or ethos) becomes only an effect or affect of larger group pressures. Under 

these conditions, heterogeneous author-writer is not reanimated, helped, given new or 

returned old life. Remembering Derrida, author-writer (or individuated subject in general) 

cannot be reanimated when it is merely the evidence of a homogenous process of the 

larger system. In this set-up, author-writer is only the process of an author-function. If 

author-function is t he larger, stronger, and principal element in rhetoric, then author-

writer is still degraded as only an activity. In such cases individuated author is not helped 

by an ethos that is only reverberations of an already in-place system; this is a faux ethos, 

an excrement or echo of an ethics. If ethics precedes author-writer, then author-writer is 

not empowered at all, but is, simply and reductively, just another manifestation of author-

function. Following the logic of Barthes in this, that means that the power would remain 

with the system and not the individual.  From the postidentification perspective, this 

slavery to the system is probably not liberating to author-writer. This condition might not 

amount to the abject slavery of author-writer to the mastering of author- function, but it 

still amounts to something close to indentured servitude.
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WHO IS THE SUBJECT IN POSTIDENTIFICATION RHETORIC? 

Working from Kant’s thoroughgoing skepticism about the human capacity to 

“know thyself” (Critique of Pure Reason ) and about the ability to comprehend the 

motivations of that self as actions or objects separated from contingent factors 

surrounding and defining that self, Foucault, Derrida, Lacan, and Deleuze (drawing also 

from Nietzsche, Freud, and Marx) spearheaded reconsideration (and theoretical 

reconfiguration) of the nature of the subject in the late twentieth century, redefining it as 

something significantly different from self-as-sovereign. 

Driven by philosophical, political and therapeutic concerns, these thinkers 

question the subject’s ability to declare itself self-evidently independent of the 

external conditions of its own possibility, such as the language in that it expresses 

clear and distinct ideas, the body whose deceptions it fears, and the historical or 

cultural conditions in that it perceives reason or tyranny. (Hengehold 1)

Foucault, Derrida et al. are more or less correct in saying that it is difficult to 

separate the subject from “the external conditions of it own possibility.” On a practical 

level, this means only that it is impossible to separate a(ny) self from the language that 

describes and defines that self. This consubstantiation of self with language- that-

describes-self is for many current theorists a commonplace as it is in postID theory. 

Within the theoretical framework of postID, that means that it doesn’t matter where or 

how a self got to be or gets to be a self, it only matters that the location (or emanation or 

whatever) that is or is called self is, in practical and theoretical terms, a multiplicity of 
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social, psychological, etc., stuff, including rhetorical resources, that is absolutely (if not 

thoroughgoingly) unique. That means that, within the conceptual and practical framework 

of postID, it does not matter if a self is entirely a social construction or sprung fully 

formed from the forehead of Zeus; the important thing is that each self, despite some 

obvious similarities (this self has a face, and that self has a face), is essentially different 

from every other self (this self’s face is essentially if not completely different from that 

self’s face). PostID is not interested in the mechanisms that make each self so 

individuated except insofar as it is true that each self is not any other self and so is itself; 

rather the main focus in postID is on those defining differences, or rather the main focus 

in postID is on those differences that are actually defining each I from each other not-I.

Certain similarities might be granted in postID: For instance, humans as symbol-users is 

granted on the whole. But in postID, as opposed to Burkean rhetorics of Identification, 

this is the starting point more than the end point. 

The interpretations of Kenneth Burke vary (to great degrees sometimes), and it is 

not the point of postID theory to prove or disprove what is the real or right interpretation 

of Burke. In short, however, it will be maintained that Burke agreed to difference as the 

thing that necessitates rhetoric in the first place. No reasonable rhetorical theorist really 

disagrees with this, so it is a commonplace and no point of discovery or of real 

contention. How could it be otherwise? If we agree, if we are the same, then there is no 

need for persuasion from or toward anything—this is common sense, not an important 

moment of rhetorical eureka. From that point of admitting differences, Burke maintains 

that it is important to move toward finding similarities or commonalities that either are 
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rhetoric or lead to rhetoric or else lead to the discovery or creation of the “third term” 

known as the dialectical. (Which of these is Burke’s real intention is not known and not 

important for the postID thesis.) PostID obviously differs on a fundamental level from 

such rhetorics of Identification in that postID proposes once the differences are 

acknowledged they are used, not seen as hurdles to overcome, but as ambitions. Why? In 

order for significant change to occur and for true subjectivity to be achieved, because true 

subjectivity is achieved by the differences, not similarities, amongst all “I”s. 

Regarding the formation of that subject, I, and ethos-of-an-I, the antique 

suggestion is that there are two principal ways to look at ethos: (1) as real virtue in the 

real person and (2) as ethos in the (or in some) appearance of virtue. This is probably an 

unnecessary reminder of the difference between Platonic and Aristotelian ethos. But 

current theories of social-construction complicate the former insofar as a real person is 

involved, insofar as that real person is thought of as self-as-sovereign. That does not 

mean that self cannot be discussed or used, it just means that self is assumed more 

complicated than Modernist notions. PostID aims at establishing a least a provisional idea 

of self as located between the extremes of self-as-absolutely-sovereign and self-as-

absolutely-constructed.  

While choosing the role of subject and outlining its dimensions in such an 

editorial fashion might seem somehow unfair, it is not necessary for subject to be 

completely understood for postID to be discussed. Such a complete (and ontological) 

understanding of self can likely never occur anyway: From this point on, in intelligent 

conversation anyway, self will be problematic. 
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That doesn’t mean that discussion of postidentification is not shadowed by issues 

of identity politics. The importance of identity politics are acknowledged, especially as 

regards the specific concerns of GLBT, Native American, queer, and other recognizably 

marginalized groups within the US at the beginning of the twenty-first century.  

Postidentification, pushed to its logical limits, would obviously eliminate such categories 

as anything but passing theories used for strategic purposes. PostID theory breaks down 

group, and this deconstruction will undermine much of the current work in identity 

politics; the dissolution of identity politics, sociolinguistics as social science, and similar 

fields of study and interest are beyond the scope of this introduction to postID theory and 

will have to wait to be more thoroughly developed in later work. Still, there has to be 

some way to frame self for this limited discussion.

The most useful way to assay self for current purposes is to follow the suggestion 

of Walter Alcorn and think of “Self-Structure as a Rhetorical Device [. . .]” (see article of 

same name). This theory suggests that self is neither as complicated nor profound as the 

real person nor as simple and reductive as a rhetorical device. This might be a useful 

place to put self for the purposes of postID, somewhere between pure rhetoric and pure 

character, that is, as an ethos between the poles of strategy and morality and so between 

total antisubjectivity and total subjectivity. 

As a reminder of the historical antecedents of this polarization, though, there is 

some waffling from Cicero, the Romans (and later those who followed the Empire’s 

rhetorical tactics through the Renaissance and into Modernism) generally stood with 

Plato and believed that ethos was the actual character of an historical figure (person). 
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This alignment of rhetorical elements would put (good) character somehow behind the 

force of the effective argument, as a precondition for efficacious rhetoric— Quintilian’s 

“good man, speaking well,” for instance. A person had to actually be good to talk good in 

Rome (or convince his peers that he was good, that is, was ethical, that is, followed 

protocols). Generally Aristotle thought that ethos could work whether it was sincere 

(authentic) or not. Somewhat between Plato’s purist vision of a necessarily morally 

directed ethos and the extreme of  Aristotle’s ethos, as oft-quoted from Rhetorica, as 

(merely) the “appearance of goodness,” Alcorn’s theory moves a person’s character from 

behind the rhetoric into the rhetoric and then claims that it is not ideas that persuade but 

ethos itself. 

For Alcorn, character is not behind the force of an argument but rather is the force 

of the argument; a person, therefore, is what she strives and learns to be. That is, as a 

person repeatedly plays a role, she becomes that person embodied in that role. The self

then (in Alcorn’s configuration) is (only) a coherent behavioral role acquired through 

repeated performances but with a relatively stable self-structure given shape by historical 

processes. This configuration of self would seem to allow for some individual agency. 

This agency in one instance would be exhibited by/in choosing to play certain roles—and 

choosing and using certain rhetorical resources of an (pre)established author-function—

or resisting such—in order to construct and maintain and promulgate such subject roles 

(as author-writer, for instance). This arrangement allows subject agency while still 

accommodating antisubjectivist positions that self is (all) socially constructed and merely 

a location or site in a complicated social nexus.
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A NEW DEFINTION OF SELF

Part of what has been lost in the shift from (pre)Modernist to postmodernist 

worlds, is a notion (if not the practice) of self-as-sovereign.  PostID might allow a 

stronger semblance of self to reemerge as a useful element in rhetorical exchange. This 

reanimation of self cannot occur with old ideas about commonalties and getting together.

To achieve the new, enlivened, and individuated self in a postmodernist condition that 

denies the individuated aspects of a self, self must be more than a cluster of customs and 

a costume, more than a rhetorical device of writing, more than what might be called a 

location in the social nexus. This “more” is accomplished through difference and 

divisiveness. 

If self is defined and regulated only by difference or division one from another, 

the more difference or division between self and other, the more likelihood that some 

identifiable and viable self will emerge, on both sides of the binary Self/other; such 

individuation is recognized as M.e. in a text. Considering this difference as useful in or as 

an efficacious rhetorical strategy is a posthumanist position (which makes 

postidentification a posthumanist theory). Quoting Alan France: 

William Spanos uses “posthumanist” to describe a rhetorical or critical theory that 

“discloses the aporia—the absence of presence (or center) this second-order 

humanist logic (problematic) would conceal . . . difference . . .” a difference “that 

is in fact the condition of the possibility of structure.” (189-90) 
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Identification and postidentification are different along two axes—as a process 

and as a structure.  There are two important points to be made at this juncture: (1) that 

this posthumanistic “difference” Spanos posits conflicts with the (neoAristotelian) idea of 

Identification because Identification, at some point, must be based on sameness not 

difference; and (2) that this difference also is or represents “the possibility of structure.” 

In postID theory, difference and identification form an important binary in which 

difference and identification are mutually exclusive. This conflict directly affects 

rhetorical strategy, which is the process (or practice, if that is clearer) of rhetorical theory.

In other words, whether the focus within a rhetorical system is on difference or 

identification will obviously and directly affect the on-the-ground or in-the-text strategies 

one uses to cause efficacious rhetoric. Where the focus is on differences (as in postID), 

the only rhetorical strategy will be to develop an idiosyncratic ethos that might influence 

(an)other to emulate it: There are no tropes and figures, enthymemes, syllogisms, or 

standard models (including standardized story models like “The Dead Grandmother”) in 

a system based on differences (again, see Couture for the difference between emulation 

and modeling). In an Identification rhetoric based on similarities, rhetorical strategies—

whether as tropes (Burke’s Master tropes and minor ones as well), figures, heroic or 

standardized pathos, or logical agonistic argument— will be based on group- normed 

models, will emerge from a system of group-normed ethics, or represent some use of 

logic (which is Aristotelian or neoAristotelean and based on the syllogism and/or 

enthymeme). 
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In Identification, rhetorical strategies are ready-made as “interests” and rhetoric is 

concerned with a joining of those interests. In simplest terms Identification, then, is the 

“joining of interests” (Day qtd. in Kirk) of one party in rhetorical discourse to another 

party. Seen as such, Identification is a “process whereby separate entities are brought 

together” (Kirk 414, emphasis in original). When Socrates advises Callicles that in order 

to achieve great power in the state one must align himself with the interests and attitudes 

of that state, this is what is meant—one takes action to act like Same in order to win 

power. Socrates was advising facetiously, of course, as it was not his ambition to win 

power, or encourage such, but rather his aim was to effect significant change (by finding 

the truth through the dialectic). It is the ambition of postID as well to effect significant 

change, to encourage influence and not seek power, conversion and not preaching to the 

choir: This rupture in authority is caused by highlighting and valorizing differences, not 

by seeking identifications. 

Identification is also Kenneth Burke’s term to describe “commonalities” which 

should be sought (as a process of linguistic exchange) between parties so that one party is 

not defeated by the other party in discourse, but rather common ground is found on which 

to find and name a neutral third term which will describe the state of the conflict between 

the parties (Grammar of Motives). The parties are actively seeking similarities in Burke’s 

system in order to achieve common ground. However, it might well be imagined that in 

severe conflicts (of interests) the conflicting parties in a rhetorical discourse might have 

to go back a long way to find these similarities on which to establish common ground—

indeed as Burke famously said, they might need to go back all the way to the axiom that 
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“we are all human.” Following the logic of Emmanuel Levinas, postID theory does not 

accept that axiom, “we are all human.” Levinas maintains that it is impossible to know 

whether some other (entity) is a human or not: One can only know that one (“I”) is a 

human. That humanistic axiom is the most basic structural component of Identification 

rhetorical theory (and of humanism). Once that axiom is deconstructed, the theory of 

Identification collapses (which, rhetorically, parallels the philosophical move from 

humanism to posthumanism).  Besides this problem for Identification, whenever 

commonalities must be sought, what is defined as commonalities will emanate from the 

dominant party in the discourse that continues the deprivileging of the secondary or 

derivative party. As mentioned earlier, Burke maintained that in consubstantiation the 

other is actually contained within the self. This arrangement denies other of selfhood in 

and of itself. The ontological issues raised by this consubstantiation are discussed later, 

but as Suzanne Holland points out, Selfsame is never required to be “domesticated;” only 

other is. As a neo-Aristotelian, Burke created a system (a new rhetoric) that still relatively 

centers Selfsame, at the expense of marginalized other.

Burke’s Identification, as John Kirk maintains, might also be seen as the structure 

of rhetoric in general (414). This means that Identification is not only about getting 

separated entities together, but also about representing the superstructure of the entire 

system of rhetoric. And this structure is hierarchical. So while Burkean rhetoric does, by 

a certain reading, try to avoid argument by moving the parties in discursive event toward

the creation of a neutral third term, it maintains the binary of Selfsame/other and only 

triangulates from the binary. As long as that binary remains, and consubstantiation is 
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about the absorption of other into Selfsame, then a hierarchical structure remains, and this 

is a structure in which Selfsame remains relatively dominant. Identification, then, is not, 

and cannot be radical, can cause no real rupture in the fabric of authority because as Kirk 

shows, it is hierarchical; Burkean Identification, therefore, remains “an extension of 

Aristotelian rhetoric rather than a conflicting theory” (Fogarty 56). This is not an 

indictment per se of Burkean rhetoric; it might be said that postID is an extension of 

Burkean rhetoric, though I think it is a conflicting theory because Burke was an admitted 

neo-Aristotelian, and a humanist, while I am an anti-Aristotelian and a posthumanist.

However Burke is interpreted, in Identification rhetorics the more thoroughly 

other is identified with Selfsame, the less other-ly (strange, different) the other seems and 

so the more likely Selfsame is to listen to and act on, in a positive way toward an 

intended goal, what the other says (that is, be sympathetic, or take pity). It is obvious that 

in this situation, other, theoretically and practically, is always already forced to identify 

with and submit (it’s self) to the standard established and maintained by Selfsame and not 

vice versa. One reason for this, according to Suzanne Holland, is to make other less 

terrifying (less strange and different) by domesticating other . Thus, any way Burke or 

Aristotle or any other rhetoric of Identification is read, the effect of this Identification 

strategy, and the problems with it, remain the same.  

An additional problem with this idea of Identification is that “identity” is 

currently too slippery to use in this fashion, that is, as common ground on which

agreement might proceed. In other words, Self as a constative has disintegrated: Self, or 

even Selfsame as a larger hegemonic entity, is no longer a dependable constative in 
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human discourse (in the postmodern world at least, constatives or givens are still very 

dependable in Modernistic worlds like political campaigns and composition classrooms.)

In the relatively new light of queer theory, however, what queer means is so entirely 

problematic, so open to various and varied interpretations, 

[. . . ] names or describes identities and practices that foreground the instability 

inherent in the supposedly stable relationship between anatomical sex, gender, 

and sexual desire. [That it is such a destabilizer makes] such identities and 

practices have the potential to expose the widely held belief that sex, gender, and 

sexuality have a causal or necessary relationship to each other as an ideological 

fiction that works to stabilize heterosexuality. For this reason, queer studies is 

especially interested in nonnormative forms of identity, or forms in that sex, 

gender and sexuality do not line up in the socially prescribed way. (Corber iii) 

In a condition of such destabilization, when even gender and anatomical 

categorizations are fuzzy, a concept like commonality is not as useful as it once was as

the foundation for effective rhetorical exchange (as it once was when boys were boys and 

girls were girls, and by extension a lot of other ideas—about mother, nation, egalitarian, 

religious, human, etc. –i.e., how all persons, ideals, and ideas are the same—were 

uncloudy if not exactly clear). Identification—as practice if not entirely as theory—is 

useless when identities cannot be solidly established and maintained long enough to be 

called stable. Donald Davidson’s notions of “passing theories” show that human 

communication is fragile and ephemeral, more guesswork than anything else; and yet 

Aristotelian and neo-Aristotelian rhetorical systems continue to based on ideas like a 
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commonality such as “we are all human.” The absolute divisions of postID make more 

sense under current, destabilized conditions. 

Thus an alternative theory would claim something like this: Because “woman” or 

“man” or “homosexual” is not woman, man, or homosexual anymore (in an essentialist 

sense), I am only one-who-utters -I, and so the idiosyncratic differences amongst us are

really the only commonalities anyway. What this means is all that remains after the 

destabilization to differentiate us one from (an)other one is our idiosyncratic differences, 

not categorical differences that have lost their collective punch rhetorically. PostID 

theory suggests that when these idiosyncratic differences are exaggerated, or at least 

noticed and highlighted, if not actually cultivated and crafted, it is often to transformative 

(disruptive) rhetorical effect. This M.e. act or event ruptures authority in Derridian terms,

and this rending of fabric of authority creates aporia (gaps) through which significant 

change might happen (or be witnessed). While it may often be true that disruption does 

not necessarily lead to transformation or significant change, it is usually true that real 

transformation seldom happens without or outside of disruption. When a life is radically 

altered, usually some disruption is going on. A child dies, a father protests against the 

authority of God.  Derrida himself represents such a disruption of authority and a 

concomitant opportunity for radical theoretical and social transformation. The same 

might be said of Emmanuel Levinas.
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LEVINAS AND THE ABSOLUTE NECESSITY OF “OTHER”

The (anti) philosophy of Emmanuel Levinas has lately gotten some attention in 

rhetoric circles as was demonstrated by the Suzanne Holland paper indexed in the 

rationale section earlier. Levinas will be useful to any study of posthumanist rhetorics, 

especially any that will be thought of as postidentification.

In ways postidentification theory is self-centered in that it claims each and every 

self is autonomous and unique. But postID is not self-obsessed, quite the opposite. The 

moral philosophy of Emmanuel Levinas shows us not only a way to construct a rhetoric 

that is self-centered (that is not community or herd-centered, not based on identification 

with any herd) but also keeps it from being so self-serving and selfish, that it is, naturally 

and inevitably, (self)destructive. This is accomplished by reconfiguring the 

Selfsame/other binary.  

In Identification rhetorics other stands for other-human being, a definition that for 

obvious reasons insists on a certain theory and practice of ethical rhetoric. But Levinas 

does not grant this, does not allow that other means other human. In the philosophy of 

Levinas, other means totally other, even unto other thing (see Entre Nous) . Other is alien,

wholly separate, and in important ways sacrosanct; inviolate, because unknowable. Other 

cannot, by its very nature, be known or comprehended. Identification assumes that such 

comprehension is not only possible but probable on a regular basis. This is a major point 

of separation between Identification and postidentification rhetorics because there is no 

real possibility of identification in a rhetorical system that considers all others for 

practical and theoretical purposes to be unknowable.
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Other, then, is foreign territory that cannot be broached, and so that must be 

entirely respected (perhaps going further, even to say feared). This conceptualization of 

other-as-other-thing offers unique opportunities rhetorically. Indeed, such a 

reconfiguration of other is what allows the formation of a postidentification rhetoric. But 

how ethical is a postidentification rhetoric that, in a strict sense , devaluates community

by making every self an autonomous entity? Every other is a self too and, as 

Schopenhauer claimed, in a world of her own. This makes postID part of posthumanistix, 

and also opens the theory to charges that it is (merely) self-serving and not at all other-

serving, and therefore is not ethical.  

However, “ethics lies at the heart of Levinas’ philosophy” (Mathews 160). This 

can happen because Levinas’ concept of other-as-alien allows other to stand in for G_d 

(God being the thing that is most alien in the Levinas system) and then be sacrificed-to 

(Entre Nous). This use of Levinas’ other-as-God allows postID and rhetorical strategeries 

like M.e. to be ethical in the humanistic dimensions. It is questionable, however, if 

Levinas’ system is based on an obligation to other that parallels a religious obligation to 

G_d, that the notions of Levinas even fall into the category of philosophy. Perhaps 

Levinas is more a theologian, and his philosophy actually part of the death-of-philosophy 

movement that has dominated the discipline for several decades and strongly influenced 

such “philosophers” as Richard Rorty, Alain Badiou, Jacques Derrida, and Donna 

Harraway. 

However he is framed and named, Levinas recognizes as the principle failure of 

conventional Western philosophy its total preoccupation with a metaphysics based on 
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ontology—that is, on the study of the essence of Being qua Being—rather than on ethics. 

This focused insistence on ontologically based metaphysics—as both the root of formal 

philosophy and the primary building block of subject and subject positions—has had, 

according to Levinas, the overall effect of reducing other to same. This reiterates the 

earlier points made against a Burkean rhetoric that requires consubstantiation—of other 

into Selfsame. This reduction of other to same is also analogous to what Holland called 

domestication. This reduction, absorption, or domestication means that any philosophy—

and by logical and linguistic extension any rhetoric—that is based on the search for the 

meaning of  being-as-being creates a rhetoric or philosophy of oppression because under 

such conditions other is always already a derivative of, and thus inferior rhetorically and 

politically to, Selfsame. 

This is because an ontological focus or obsession muddles other into a neutral 

object of the consciousness of Selfsame (I). This is because ontology is a “reduction of 

the other to the same by interposition of a middle and neutral term that ensures the 

comprehension of being” (Totality and Infinity 43). This neutral or middle term might be 

thought of as Kenneth Burke’s “third term” or  “dialectical,” a rhetorical point that is 

triangulated between the binary of the members of the discursive event, that is, is 

somewhere between Same and other. This comprehension and this neutral or middle term 

must emanate from the subject position called “I” (Selfsame) in any ontologically based 

philosophy that is focused on the formation of that “I” because I is always already in the 

dominant position.  The object (other) is neutralized into a mere object of the 

consciousness of “I,” and usually is a relatively impotent object. This obviously keeps 
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Selfsame (I) in the driver’s seat and forces other (not-I) into the shotgun seat at best, or 

worse into the backseat, or worse into the airless trunk, or worst under the careless 

spinning tires of the vehicle of the dominant rhetoric of Selfsame. 

Eric Mathews explains this domination of other by Same like this: “Metaphysics 

based on ontology seeks a ‘transcendence’ that is nothing more than a ‘totality,’ a 

systematic and objective comprehension of the whole of being, such that all apparent 

differences are resolved in the system” (160). This means the aphorism “we are all 

human” is the sort of leveling maxim that is meant to disappear any real difference in 

deference to what is already always dominant within the rhetorical system. By resolving 

the differences (with or usually without deference to other) the system then acts as 

patriarch that obliterates any real differences between Selfsame and other (I and not-I) 

This is obviously not for the benefit of other, but rather for the benefit of both Selfsame 

and what Mathews refers to above as “the system.” And then, the preservation of the 

system is called (and practiced as) ethics.

  Conversely, ethics for Levinas is the 

[. . .] calling into question of my [one’s] spontaneity by the presence of the Other. 

The strangeness of the Other, his irreducibility to the I, to my thoughts and my 

possessions, is precisely accomplished as a calling into question of my 

spontaneity, as ethics. Metaphysics, transcendence, the welcoming of the other by 

the same, of the Other by me, is concretely produced as the calling into question 

of the same by the other, that is as the ethics that accomplishes the critical essence 

of knowledge. (Totality and Infinity 43)
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This means that in rhetorical or social contexts in which ethics are the 

superstructure of the discursive event, other has a chance to achieve subjectivity and 

rhetorical power (for want of a better term) because ethics, as Levinas uses it, is not a set 

of normative rules but a way to rupture authority. This rupture is caused by calling into 

question the “spontaneity” of the one in the discourse called I, because in this social (and 

I will say, rhetorical) arrangement, as Levinas frames it, ethics is not set of general 

principles for right behavior like the Ten Commandments but is rather a “calling into 

question”; and what is being called into question is the status quo. What is responsible for 

this disruption of the status quo? It will not be the Selfame, that is, the hegemony; but 

rather it is the other that is the party in the discursive event not only responsible for the 

disruption but also the only one capable of it. That means that Levinasian ethics is more a 

heuristic device than a set of normative principles, and this means that the herd, then, is 

not always already in charge, but other is, potentially at least, in charge.  Furthermore, 

these ethics according to Levinas come, not from inside a self qua self, but rather from 

what might pass as a self-as-not-other. In other words, subjectivity in this arrangement is 

acquired or achieved by recognitions that I-is-not-other, not that I-is-I. This parallels 

Saussure’s idea that a word or term only has meaning as being-what-it-is-not, rather than 

being-what-it-is. That is, a sheep is not a sheep because it is a sheep (or mouton or 

whatever like that), but rather because it is not a dog, bird, tree, Miles Davis, etc. In 

postID rhetoric, each self is individuated in the same way—that is, each self is (its)self 

because it is not any other self, not because it is itself. The indebtedness then of self to 

not-self is obvious, absolute, and thoroughgoing. The suggestion of postidentification 
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theory is that this recognition of how the very subjectivity of our selfs is achieved (not by 

being-being-as-being, but rather by being-being-by-not-being-other) is a resource that the 

discipline of rhetoric has never tapped, nor even touched upon much except perhaps for 

Victor Vitanza’s noble and weird attempts that are duly noted as M.e., and as the locus 

classicus of postidentification theory.

Put another way, and returning to the ideas of Levinas: 

Communication does not abolish the distinction between persons, but affirms 

their difference: in engaging in discourse with another person, I am, after all, 

aware of that person as having his or her own thoughts, distinct from mine, 

thoughts that may thereby disturb my egoistic world. (Mathews 161)

Where does the power or efficacy come from, then, in the basic binary of human 

existence? It has long been thought to emanate from I or self (or politically, even 

pedagogically from Same—that is, the standard, the authority, the collective custom, the 

folkways turned into mores, etc). But Levinas argues that: “[. . .] the ethical relationship 

that subtends discourse is not a species of consciousness whose ray emanates from I; it 

puts I in question. This putting in question emanates from other” (Totality and Infinity

46). It is this “putting-in-question” of the I that causes the rupture of authority that 

Derrida spoke of as being the only real opportunity for a real (radicalizing) rhetoric of 

transformation, as the only opportunity for significant change to occur.  

The fascinating and destabilizing (anti)philosophy of Emmanuel Levinas will 

undoubtedly attract more attention from those of us operating in the discipline of rhetoric 

in the immediate future. The notions of Levinas are used by the theory of 
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postidentification to establish the absolute separation of all selfs from all other selfs, a 

move which in some ways makes every one potentially both a self and (an)other. The 

liberating and egalitarianizing opportunities for such a radical (anti)philosophy indicate 

themselves. Such a (anti)philosophy would destruct group and scatter the herd. M.e. is 

poised to represent the rhetorical dimension of such a (anti)philosophy. 
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CHAPTER THREE: POST ID AND M.E. FROM PRELITERATE ERA TO 

ARISTOTLE

In postidentification theory the dominant rhetorical appeal is ethos, as 

representing and represented by the idiosyncratic character of the individuated author-

writer. Logos and pathos, triangulation of neutral third terms, etc. might still be used in 

postID rhetorics, but only insofar as they help to establish and support an ethos that

remains the basic resource-of-persuasion in postID praxis. Mainly, this chapter will use a 

particular kind of ethos that emerges from postID, M.e., as a hermeneutic strategy 

through which to interpret some historical moments in the history of rhetoric. This 

analysis will also continue to contrast postidentification to extant rhetorical theory and 

practice, from the preliterate (Homeric) era through Aristotle (fifth-century Attica). The 

histories are meant principally to give shape to the ideas of postID and put M.e. to work, 

not to provide the field of rhetoric with a much-needed survey of ethos through the ages.  

All definitions of ethos are problematic, and in various ways insufficient in 

themselves. As Kenneth Burke said, every terministic screen defines as much by what it 

leaves out as by what it brackets (Language). That the following definitions of ethos are 

insufficient is sufficient rationale for addition to them. Reductive concepts of ethos are 

not especially helpful in pushing forward ethical theory (though simplified definitions 

may be useful in practice). The slipperiness of ethos obviously problematizes a 

hermeneutic like M.e. and the postidentification theory from which it emerges but 
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definitional context needs to be established against which postID and M.e. can achieve 

critical dimension.  

POSTIDENTIFICATION IN THE PRELITERATE ERA

One of the things that will be established in this section is that ethos was once a 

dominant rhetorical appeal, which will suggest that, logically and historically, ethos could 

be a dominant rhetorical appeal again. 

There was a significant shift in conceptualizations of ethos only made possible by 

the technology of writing-reading.  That shift was more pivotal than has been imagined 

for moving rhetorical strategizing away from ethos as the dominant rhetorical appeal (and 

toward logos). Shifting back to ethos might be a useful idea if self needs to reclaim more 

agency under conditions of acute poststructuralism; so it makes sense to examine a 

version of ethos that came before Aristotelian logos and even before that, when the 

relativism of the Sophists influenced and often dominated discourse. 

In a well-known argument, Walter Ong contends that writing is artificial but 

necessary for the evolution of consciousness itself (“Literacy and Orality, “Word as 

Sound”). Until humans could write, they could not hold on to ideas long enough to revisit 

and reexamine them, argue them out and develop both systemic rhetoric and dialectical 

philosophy (or science as Aristotle framed it). Because people could not think in 

conceptual terms but only in formulaic terms, thinking (to use the word commonly) was 

not epistemic, not on an individual level at least, but only a matter of memorization and 

elaboration: It was decoration really. Thoughts or ideas were handed down from 
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generation to generation and were framed and fanned by tradition, not by 

conceptualization or metadiscourse. Argument, most probably, at least in the way it is 

currently conceptualized and practiced, was probably not possible in preliterate times. In 

preliterate Greece following form was persuasive, not following form was not persuasive.

Some of the binaries Ong establishes between orality and reading-writing 

example a shift in the appreciation of ethos from the time of Homer until Aristotle. Under 

Ong’s heading of Orality are such attributes as formulaic, atomic-associational, judges-

kinship, simplistic binaries, clichés, “trying to be with it,” natural-preconceptual (small 

“r”) rhetoric, poets, ethos and “identification through ethos.”  Notably, ethos and stuff 

derived from ethos are omitted from the “reading-writing” side of the list. There we find 

analytic, linear-causal, law-democracy-committee, logo- ratiocentric, extended arguments, 

“complications that scorn formulae,” “getting the argument,” intensive analysis, 

theoretical (big “R”) Rhetoric, no poets (not in Plato’s Republic at least) (45-58). 

An assumption could be that ethos got lost at this transition from orality to 

literacy, though that transition was not immediate or neat (see Connors). The 

psychodynamic dimensions of orality, in pure preliterate form or in residual form within 

writing cultures, structures both thought processes and expression for humans dominated 

by orality. These psychodynamics would seem to make ethos dominant during times 

marked oral, and (then only surviving) in residual forms in later writing-reading eras. 

Those residual forms persisted as ethos, what might usefully be thought of these days as 

ethos-in-texts, (voice or persona) as opposed to ethos-as-a-person. (See the Elbow-edited 
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Landmark Essays on Voice and Writing for distinctions among voice, persona, character,

etc.) 

However, for Ong at least, the beginnings of literacy more or less mark the ends 

of ethos as any sort of dominant factor in rhetorical exchange (in literate cultures at least; 

oral cultures have persisted).  This means that current reading and writing technology is 

logocentric, not ethos-centric, and thus argument dominates rhetorical exchange (at least 

in typographic texts). As a quick example of the dominance in rhetorical theory of logos: 

The rhetorical system of Jürgen Habermas is entirely dependent on universal norms of 

rationality, universal norms that are assumed but not self-evident (Theory). 

And it is not proved that either logocentric argument or ethos is the more effective 

rhetorical strategy. That argument has persisted as the central rhetorical strategy does not 

prove causation: That is, this shift Ong posits, from eras of oral-ethos to those of literacy-

logos, was not necessarily away from a less effective way of rhetoric (ethos), to a more 

effective way (argument). The evolution of rhetoric, as with evolutions generally, is not 

necessarily and always toward the better, toward the more and most immediately useful, 

but instead does (or can) happen for a variety of reasons, and in a variety of directions 

that are not necessarily or inherently ordered; some of these directions are probably 

inexplicable. (Analogously in biology, anti-Darwinianism points toward a postmodern 

biology in which evolution is not necessarily a constant upward climb, but is more 

random and maybe not even or ever toward the stronger or more efficient [see Salthe].) In 

the case of logos-as-argument, however, hegemonic interests stemming from Aristotle’s 

Lyceum are clearly maintained by such logos-dominance. Jarratt, Reynolds, Poster, and 
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other historical revisionists working from, and for, feminist positions in rhetoric,

regularly and accurately point this out: From many feminist perspectives the dominance

of logocentric texts (outside of, but especially inside the Academy) merely serve 

hegemonic interests and are not necessarily more persuasive per se. 

This does not mean that I am arguing against logic in writing. I am not. I am 

pointing out that ethos could very well have once dominated human discourse and could 

again. There is, in other words, a logical, historical precedent for an ethos-rhetoric like 

M.e.. Only the technology of reading-writing has insisted on the shift from ethos to logos. 

A further suggestion is that it is entirely conceivable (and not that far out or far 

off) that new technologies—virtual reality machinery for instance—could render 

logocentric argument obsolete as well (see Harraway for cyborgian presages). There is no 

necessary permanence to logocentric argument, and the fact that it dominates 

conventional discourse (if indeed it does, and I will suggest that it does not at all times, 

not even in academic writings) is not proof that it always will.  In a context of a “text” 

like virtual reality, in other words, persuasion might shift to something closer to the 

physical than the mental—and what feels good on a physiological level might come to 

dominate in an existential, not theoretical dimension. Extra-ordinary performing 

rhetorics—that is, rhetorics that cause actual physical shifts in bowels, tissues, pulse, 

blood pressure, etc.—might well dominate discourse of the future, which will then move 

rhetoric (back) to(ward) Nietzsche’s concepts of what preliterate, Dionysian rhetorics

were like and how they worked—on a throbbing, gut level (The Birth of Tragedy; also 

see Lenson.) These suggestions only mean to create space for M.e. by suggesting the 
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impermanence of Identification rhetorics, which depend on the syllogism and the 

enthymeme to work.  

There are also suggestions that theories of rhetoric were activated and implicit if 

not speculated-on and explicit in preliterate times, and it would be a noticeable hole in 

this historical survey to ignore these altogether. Andrew Karp among others makes the 

suggestion that ancient rhetoric would find its real roots in Homer, if the discipline cared 

to look back past the Big Three; he suggests that there is a sketchy but implicit theory  of 

rhetoric in the Iliad and the Odyssey. It is beyond the scope of this current work to argue 

the merits of this particular claim (also see Kirby and Wilkerson). Though George 

Kennedy points out that later antiquity (and later revisions and reinterpretations) found 

formal rhetoric everywhere in Homer, that does not amount to having had a formalized 

system of rhetoric in place in preliterate times (Classical Rhetoric). 

There are rhetorical strategies clearly at play in Homer—and these can be 

retrospectively discovered and presented later as theorized—and persuasion is obviously 

an important part of the stories (and of all human existence), but there is no very good 

reason to think that these discursive ploys within Homer (or the markings on Mayan and 

Egyptian temples or whatever preliterate material semiotics; see Meskell) were but 

indicators of habitual actions, traditional exchanges that were socialized but not 

conceptualized, (merely) anecdotal, traditional and in a sense, senseless. Clearly, 

rhetoric(s) can be working, and persuasion is ongoing where a conceptualized Big-S 

System of rhetoric does not exist. Whether Homer was interpreted in antiquity as a 

rhetorical theorist or not is inessential to the suggestions of postID theory. 
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Either way, the ethos of his heroes were givens to the audience who anticipated in 

Homer’s epic poems no surprises or ruptures in theatrical/poetical discourse but only 

looked for the predictable responses of rote roles. According to Amelie Oksenberg Rorty, 

these heroes, then, amounted to little more than “roles” with entirely predictable and 

prescribed, dictated movements, outcomes, morals, and choices, (“Literary” 312), which 

is why Encomium of Helen (ca. BCE 414?) is remarkable, as it represents a massive 

reinterpretation of a dictated figure (of speech). The figure of speech is “Helen of Troy” 

and the suggestive Gorgian (re)interpretation of this staid and entirely static trope (Helen 

the Whore) could have, if thoroughly understood, blown the minds of the fifth-century 

Greek audience. The disruptive nature of such a Helen emerges as the Gorgian Helen 

steps out of her prescribed role as the cheating wife who simply, and reductively, does 

what she does because that is what she does as a matter of inevitable natural course. Such 

an interpretation also destabilizes other characters because once Helen is in a rhetorical 

context, all the characters might find themselves in a rhetorical environment and thus 

vulnerable to the persuasive power of the word. Once their prison of predictable is 

cracked open, Homeric characters might escape their absolutist, predicted fate. In short, if 

Helen was persuaded to belief by rhetoric, then so to could others be (Encomium). 

Generally, however, such reductive roles in preliterate times only amounted to 

repeated actions without attendant motivations, not motivations anyway that were 

conceived of and appreciated in any deeply psychological sense (Oksenberg 316). These 

actions were random in a way—whims of gods, deus ex machina en extremis—but when 

accumulated and costumed, these roles—as Helen, Paris, Achilles, Odysseus—amounted 
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to characters with stable and predictable modus operandi, and mindsets, and with 

predictable discourse. Because these characters were entirely predictable and operating 

under the simple, if cruel, restraints of traditions of kinship (not logos) and beauty-ethos 

(that is, ethos entirely sexual and thus arhetorical), these characters were entirely shallow 

psychologically and were not meant to be otherwise (320). 

What this means to Homeric-ethos is that the ethos of Achilles and Odysseus et

al. is never in question; it is already always assumed preformed by the contemporary 

audience, as part of the culture at large—that is, these characters are at-large characters 

without sense of personal agency and potential for self-actualization, and so, despite their 

heroism, they are heroic by simply doing what it is that they do, what they are supposed 

to do, in automatic fashion if not immediately, and in entirely prescribed ways. Within 

the Homeric discourse, only the ethos of the poet is in question and that not likely much. 

By extension then, Oksenberg-Rorty argues, the social-civic body (the demus, later the 

polis), adopted similar ideas about themselves; that is, they thought of themselves, and 

their peers, superiors, inferiors, their gods, etc., as “characters” with very limited agency 

and a pretty complete lack of conceptualizing abilities. Aristotle took these (limited and 

limiting) ideas into his Rhetoric. Oksenberg-Rorty’s ideas about self—self as an 

observably changing concept and practice—puts a different spin, then, on the ancient 

Greek notions of character as it was shaped for and by ethos of the era. Wherein 

characters are shallow, for instance, so also will be ethos. “Character” is reflected in the 

zeitgeist, or created by it, and this is an idea to carry forward as it directly affects ethos 

over the ages. 
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This sketch of characters from preliterate times is meant to suggest that as such 

configurations are useful for times past, M.e. is a good match for current zeitgeist. M.e. is 

useful, that is, to counter a tendency that pushes the self too much toward what James 

Berlin describes as a social construction that is fractured and conflicted by numerous 

subject formations or positions (Rhetoric and Reality). This move away from the subject 

of the rhetorical act as the “unified, coherent, autonomous, transcendent subject” (Flax 

624) has, in ways and to some degrees, disabled the author-writer by overprivileging the 

reader (by forcing the writer into what Theresa Enos calls the “tyranny of the reader”) or 

else by overprivileging the social nexus that has constructed and provides maintenance 

for the author-function.  This privileging of the reader and the social nexus (over the 

writer and the self) has disabled marginalized voices or turned them into victims.

POSTIDENTIFICATION AND THE (NEO)SOPHISTS

Robert Connors’ essay “Greek Tradition and the Transition from Orality” gives 

some explanation for Plato’s Socrates’ contempt for the Sophists, and the “three phases” 

Connors uses will serve as some template for this section of the history discussion. As 

this intersection marks an important point in the discussion of the (d)evolution of ethos, it 

will serve to elaborate the transitions and suggest why Plato’s Socrates held the Sophists 

in such utter disregard—much for what he perceived as the bad morals of their mere 

Sophistry—and  point to this disregard as being emblematic of one central division in the 

ethos category—that as being the binary ethos-as-actual/ethos-as-lie(guise). 
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Connors is working off Eric Havelock’s ideas on the fons et origio of Greek 

rhetoric, ideas that will be mentioned below (and see Havelock’s Communication Arts in 

the Ancient World and Origins). Connors goes on to articulate the transitions by 

identifying three phases in the transition from spoken to written culture in Greece. The 

first phase was prehistoric and runs through Homer, preceding 700 BCE This phase was 

absolutely oral and was passive, communally oriented, formulaic, noncritical, 

preconceptual. This phase might also be seen as “Dionysian” in Nietzschean terms, a 

time dominated by a more or less thoughtless mob (The Birth of Tragedy). 

Added to Connors’ list could be the descriptors from Walter Ong’s binaries as 

mentioned earlier—describing a discourse dominated by Orality, which is atomic, 

associational, simplistic, and cliché-driven with listeners striving to “be with it,” that is, 

trying to identify themselves with the group, rather than actually “getting it,” that is, 

understanding the argument, parataxic (collage) not hypotaxic (straight line). Poets 

dominate the discourse in this extended era, and “judges” idiosyncratically rule relatively 

small areas that are populated mostly by their kith and kin. Ritual rules: Mob mentality 

rules. The most important element of this phase is the “noncriticalness,” the passivity that 

allows such ritualistic, noncritical acceptance, by the mob, of whatever is dished out to 

them (by the sophistic rhetoricians especially). 

The second phase is a transitional one, as Greek culture begins to assimilate 

literacy. During this phase writing-reading are still specialized, professional skills that 

only certain craftsmen have and use. Hypotaxis emerges and hierarchical thinking begins 

to dominate discourse in this era. Acknowledgement and full appreciation of this phase is 
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important in that it shows literacy to have been gradual in establishing itself; so vestiges 

of oral culture (such as parataxis) continued for a long time in Greece; indeed, these 

vestiges of orality continue in Greece and elsewhere.

Havelock explains the transition and the attendant changes in technology and 

rising potential for conceptualization: 

The alphabet converted the Greek spoken tongue into an artifact, thereby 

separating it from the speaker and making it into a ‘language,’ that is, an object 

available for inspection, reflection, analysis [. . .]. It could be rearranged, 

reordered, and rethought to produce forms of statements and types of discourse 

not previously available because not easily memorizable [. . .]. The syntax of 

Greek began to adapt to an increasing opportunity offered to state propositions in 

place of describing events. (7-8)   

Conceptually, this alphabetic-historic moment marked the difference between 

parataxis and hypotaxis. In parataxis ideas are simply juxtaposed, one beside the other in 

no particular order, and images are concrete and sensory, ritualistic, axiomatic, and 

proverbial (Bizzell 20). This explains the sort of randomness of much of the travels and 

travails of Odysseus et al., as one event happens and then another, without the sense that 

there is causal relation between these events, but only a beginning of a sort and a 

predetermined end. Havelock’s ideas reiterate the binaries of Walter Ong discussed 

earlier and these binaries suggest that under conditions of parataxis audience are left free 

to make whatever connections they might make. (Film often works this way, with images 

and music jumbled together or linked thematically but not sequentially.) Hypotaxis, 
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conversely, subordinates one idea to another, in what came to be known as logical

hierarchies. This new organizational principle, Havelock suggests, was made possible

only by typo-chirographic technology: In other words, the potential for conceptualization 

was made possible by the alphabet-as-artifact. 

These ideas intersect with postID in obvious ways; it is easier for a wide variety 

of people to assemble or reveal an idiosyncratic “self” (that is construct a M.e.) when 

more rhetorical strategies (resources) are available. That is, the more tools in the toolbox 

(or the more rhetorical resources to hand) the more likely it is that each and every “I” will 

be able to articulate her own M.e.. When logic (or generic narrative structure or formulae, 

etc.) is the only tool or the only acceptable tool (or resource) of rhetoric (and this is often, 

though not exclusively, the case within Academe), then this will limit productions of 

ethoi and obviously reduce opportunities for ethos rhetorics to develop. 

This means that logic per se is not excluded from a postidentification rhetoric, but 

neither is what might pass as (ill)logic or paralogic. Key to making any postidentification 

ethos rhetoric work is that such rhetoric(s) should not come to be dominated by any 

particular rhetorical resource—logos is the most obvious culprit for dominance, but any 

resource can be so.

During the fourth century BCE the shift was happening from primarily oral to 

primarily literate. That this movement was a gradual transition is important because it is 

the noncritical behavior of a culture dominated by orality (argues Connors) that most 

repelled Plato from Sophists like Pericles and Gorgias. Connors suggests that these 

Sophistic orators were “spellbinders” in a more literal sense than might be imagined. That 
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is, in an environment dominated by Orality, the orator could achieve cult-like status, and 

discourse could amount to something like a drug-induced hallucination of persuasion; or 

be reduced, as in the case with Helen of Troy, to something like beauty-ethos, or as with

Achilles to a hero-ethos—an ethotic status that amounts to hero simply doing in an 

uncritical fashion what a generic “hero” is supposed to do; that is, to do only what is 

prescribed by tradition and in-place formulae. Beauty-ethos and Hero-ethos clearly 

restrict innovation and are entirely dependent on the conventions of the status quo. That’s 

the problem with these as rhetorical strategies.

For Plato’s Socrates this dependence on “spellbinding” meant that the message, of 

transcendent truth, would be obfuscated if not obliterated by (hallucinatory) rhetoric, that 

is, by a sophistry that stressed provisionalities, not absolutes. Havelock argues that Plato-

Socrates represents a new critical mode of thought that is individualistic, not mob or 

ritual dominated, a way of thinking (and of acting) that emerges from a truly analytical 

sort of consciousness. This type of thinking and acting was not really encountered before 

in recorded history. This individuated consciousness would somewhat parallel 

Nietzsche’s later idea about the distinctiveness of the individual man, “Apollo,” as versus 

the amoeboid qualities of the “Dionysian herd” (Birth of Tragedy). 

What this shift from amoeboid mentality (or “Blob-Think,” as my students to 

prefer to label it) to individuated consciousness means to ethos is that the ethos shifts 

from a quality of a “role” (to use Oksenberg-Rorty’s term) that is produced by a group 

and handed down (as a location in a social nexus, as tradition, or as formatted formulae), 

to an ethos that is the quality of an individuated individual (known as the phronemos in 
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Greece and later becoming Quintilian’s “good man”). At this point, in fifth-century 

Greece, basically all the arguments about ethos currently being batted about are in play. 

To sum up: Ethos in preliterate times was group-decided- upon, was an effect of 

the mob, not an individual decision, and so represented more a location within a social 

nexus than it did a distinct and distinguishable self. This presages the twentieth-century 

“death of the author”; it also presages the opposition of the self-as-sovereign of 

Modernity, to the idea of self-as-a-social-construction launched by poststructural (theory) 

phases of postmodernism, a theory and practice that in many ways parallels sophism.

The Sophists are most generally understood as being a small collection of 

professional rhetoric teachers who lived and worked in fourth- and fifth-century Greece, 

but who were not native Athenians—Protagoras, Gorgias, Prodicus, Antiphon, Hippias, 

Critias, and Thrasymachus usually. But, as Edward Schiappa points out, Polus, Isocrates, 

Euthydymus, Phaelimyass, Callicles, and even (the great anti-Sophist) Socrates and 

others not on the Diels-Kranz “List of Seven” were thought of or labeled “Sophists,” 

which might have been as generic a term as “sage” or “philosopher” or “thinker” (68). 

That these “Sophists” have become a site on which these deconstructive reconstructions 

have (relatively) recently happened is also something of a surprise because very little of 

what they ever wrote survived, maybe fifteen or twenty pages all told. 

Still, postmodern critical analytics allows for the reading of spaces and aporias

more so than historical or New Critical modes ever did. (This idea of “spaces-that- can-

be-read” is obviously important to postID.) Susan Jarratt’s Rereading the Sophists

borrows deconstructive techniques from the poststructuralism of Kristeva, Derrida, 
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Foucault, Lacan, Barthes et al. and reminds that because the Sophists were professional 

teachers and mostly foreign (to Greece or Athens) born, they brought to their praxis of 

rhetoric a flexibility that befit their for-profit pedagogy and their experiences as travelers 

in a wider world than only Attica. The cultural contingency Plato’s Socrates decried in 

the Phaedrus was what the Sophists taught. Sophistic rhetoric was accommodating, not 

stiff-necked; it was flexible to fit local ways and mores, not aimed at a transcendent truth

or Platonic ideals (forms). Sophists taught elastic rhetoric(s) that were flexible to fit the 

ways and means of a particular, specific, and local, not universal, audience—and for a 

certain time and with a careful attendance to customs, beliefs, and laws that would affect 

the predispositions of an audience. The Sophists advanced theories of kairos (timeliness), 

to prepon (fitness for the occasion), and to dynaton (the possible), and these ideas made 

rhetoric local, contingent, and provisional (Poulakous 56). 

Plato’s Socrates argues that this sophistry obfuscates the real work of discourse, 

which is to deliver “knowledge” (episteme).  “If a speech is to be good, must not the 

mind of the speaker know the truth about the matters of that he is to speak?” (Phaedrus

131). That is to say that the speaker is to know the truth before he speaks, not create the 

meaning in or through the speech. In this set-up ethos is all about the character of a real 

person, one who knows the “truth” before he speaks, not one who is trying to think (make 

knowledge) as he speaks or make knowledge with others in dialogue; knowledge is only 

made in the heuristic of dialectic for Plato-Socrates, doxa emerges from rhetoric and that 

means that episteme is potentially transformative and doxa probably not in the Platonic 

system. 
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As briefly mentioned earlier, part of the historiographic project of Nedra 

Reynolds and Susan Jarratt is to reconfigure classical rhetoric in such a way as to reunite 

ethos (the doxa of the Sophists) with ethics (episteme of the philosophers), a rift Socrates 

caused. In classical Greece doxa was “appearance,” and the same “appearance” or 

“appearance-of” that will interest Aristotle later as he develops his theories about the role 

of ethos in the Rhetoric. Episteme is “knowledge,” thought by Socrates to be arrivable-at 

only through the dialectical interactions (which are always a superior/inferior 

arrangement; see Jane Hindman especially), not dialogic interactions (which are actually 

egalitarian, or at least potentially so in a Burkean sense). Reynolds and Jarratt take the 

sophistic configuration of self to make the public and private elements coterminal, and 

continuous, which is a move they find useful for an activated and gendered rhetoric, an 

idea that is in line with the aims of postidentification rhetoric to (re)establish some 

stronger sense of individuation amongst socially constructed selfs.  For these feminist 

configurations of self or subject, rhetoric must be “an acknowledgement of difference 

rather than an attempt to create an impression of similarity” (“Splitting Image” 54). 

This is obviously a key statement for postID rhetoric(s). The acknowledgment of 

this difference in postID, however, is absolute. And this is where postID departs from 

feminist, postcolonialist, queer rhetorics, etc.—that is, in the radicalness of division. In 

postID no “one” pretends any “impressions of [real] similarity” with any other “ones,” 

not even the strategic impressions of similarity useful in certain configurations of identity 

politics. PostID is about extending or exaggerating or acutely and attentively recognizing 

extant differences, not about feigning similarities for (insincere, faux or even well-
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intentioned strategic) rhetorical purposes. As Donna Haraway puts it, “splitting, not 

being, is the privileged image for feminist epistemologies” (“Situated” 586). These splits

are not deceptions that are lies or deceits in the philosophical sense, not falsehoods in that 

sense, but rather are useful guises (constructed fictions) in the rhetorical sense. These 

(neo)sophistic guises do not deny episteme but rather serve to reflect the complicated 

social and socially constructed and different (a la different-as-other) positions, locations, 

sites (as the other) that are relative to doxa-considered-as-opinion, that is, relative, not 

“true” in an absolutist philosophical sense (Jarratt 56-57).  

These are all ideas that are reduxed in the twentieth century, and they are also 

ideas which make, or would seem to make, ethos more of a rhetorical strategy than an 

actual characteristic of an actual person—from the (neo)sophistic point of view, they are. 

That these ideas were lost or overridden by the absolutist notions of Plato (and later 

obscured  by limited or downright incorrect readings of Aristotle)  is a commonplace and 

one that Jarratt blames on both Plato and then the neoclassicists even unto the modern 

neoclassicists like James Kinneavy ( A Theory of Discourse), Edward P. J. Corbett 

(Classical Rhetoric for the Modern Student), and George Kennedy (Classical Rhetoric 

and its Christian and Secular Tradition), who by various strategies and publications have 

disappeared or severely marginalized the Sophists and misread Aristotle as pushing for 

strict logos-dominated argument. Kennedy, Jarratt notes, even creates in his much-used 

text (Classical Rhetoric) a privileged category, “Philosophical Rhetoric” from which the 

Sophists, naturally, are barred.  
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In so dismissing the importance of what generally (if not historically accurately) 

passes as the “Sophists,” the hegemonic (principally classical, neoAristotelian) interests 

have disregarded the potentials in the more flexible and provisional types of rhetoric(s) 

suggested by what is left of the Sophists’ writings and from secondary sources that

mention them, though often not favorably (Phaedrus, Gorgias, Against the Sophists). 

Among these “lost” “Sophistic rhetorical strategies,” Jarratt includes “two pre-logical 

language techne, antithesis and parataxis,” which can lead to “inderterminacies,” which

are then “resolved through the self-conscious use of probable arguments.” Jarratt claims 

that this valorization of “probability,” indeterminate rhetorics, opposition to absolute 

closure, etc., sets the stage for less dialectical moments in rhetorical exchange and more 

dialogic moments, and for multiple or even open causality. 

This notion of “open causality” can be used to support any idea that ethos is a 

persuasive element in rhetorical exchange—in opposition to logocentric argument which

reaches closure by a specific cause, that is. This case would then, indirectly at least, 

support the distancing, or novelizing or individuated-voicing moves of a M.e. at work 

within a postID rhetoric, principally because that closure, by means of logocentric 

argument at least, is not the only way to achieve what amounts to persuasion in rhetoric.

(In narrative or pathos-rhetorics, what stands in for logic per se is something like the 

moral-of-the-story, so the case is extended into narrative dimensions).  Such persuasion 

may be achieved, under conditions of open causality, by any number of rhetorical devices 

or approaches, including ethos. PostID in general and M.e. specifically would tend very 

much toward open-endedness, principally because in any ethos rhetoric the “self” (textual 
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or otherwise) on which that ethos is based or from which it emerges is (as pointed out 

earlier by Badiou) entirely shifty, not stable-in-meaning. This means that self is not the 

constant that logic (as a hypotaxical string of propositions or a static alphabet-artifact) is. 

On the whole, this simply makes M.e. a very flexible rhetorical tool—it only needs to 

exhibit sufficient difference-from-else to “work” (which means only to move toward 

significant change).   

Neo-Sophists like Jarratt urge a reconsideration of the Sophists and a concomitant 

move to reconstruct a sophistic rhetoric that will in significant ways counter Aristotelian 

rhetoric (as typically configured) and Platonic antirhetoric. John Poulakas even attempts a 

full-scale definition of “Sophistic rhetoric.” It will serve the purposes of postID

suggestions to quote Poulakas at length:

“[. . .] I have suggested a ‘Sophistic definition of rhetoric founded on and 

consistent with the notions of rhetoric as art, style as personal expression, the 

timely, the appropriate, and the possible. This definition posits that man is driven 

primarily by his desire to be other, the wish to move from the sphere of actuality 

to that of possibility. Moreover, it points out that as man becomes what he is not 

he encounters situations in which he often responds with language. It also 

suggests that if man’s responses are to be effective, they must take into account 

the temporal and formal structure of the situations he addresses. As such, they 

must be guided by his sense of time and propriety, and must be formulated in 

ways consonant with himself. Finally, this definition stresses that the whole 

enterprise of symbolic expression falls within the region of art. (65) 
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Before delving into these ideas of Poulakas, it needs mentioning that countering 

John Poulakas and other neo-sophistic reconsiderations of sophistic rhetoric, Edward 

Schiappa argues that any historically based definition of “Sophistic rhetoric” “derived 

from fifth-century Greece is improbable,” and goes on to argue that “ahistorical 

definitions are misleading, unhelpful or superfluous.” He continues by claiming that the 

notion of a cohesive “Sophistic rhetoric” is “expendable” and argues for more 

straightforward definitions that are not claiming, because they do not need to claim, 

historical antecedents which (supposedly but don’t actually) establish or maintain 

unbroken lines of historical-rhetorical lineage as “proof” of their theoretical legitimacy or 

general usefulness or current relevance (“Toward a Sophistic Definition”). 

Schiappa encourages avoiding such camouflaging action and suggests that “if we 

want to empower certain contemporary discourses with identifying labels, then let us use 

labels that are more straightforward: feminist rhetoric, oppositional discourse, and 

cultural critique are three examples” (78). PostID and M.e. are examples of these 

straightforward (if opaque) new definitions that are not dependent on historical roots for 

sustenance, although such roots might be shown planted.  In other words, PostID is not a 

revisionistic rhetoric. And this survey is simply to allow opportunity for compare and 

contrast work. So then, whether Sophistic rhetoric is the “oasis” the neo-Sophists claim it 

is, or the “mirage” Schiappa posits, is of no particular interest to postID. But several of 

the ideas that emerge from these reconsiderations are.  

Poulakos asserts that 
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[. . .] because the Rhetorician concerns himself with the particular and the 

pragmatic, his way is not the way of an abstract absolutism created in the spirit of 

a priori truths; rather it is that of a relativism of concrete rhetorical situations to 

which situationally derived truths are the only opportune and appropriate 

response. (62) 

This is not newsworthy to relativistic rhetoricians, a group that would include anyone 

who thinks of rhetoric as being, partly and significantly at least, socially epistemic, that 

is, as capable of actually generating knowledge, not just disseminating it. 

Though there is (retro)movement toward certain iterations and uses of 

essentialism as strategic, still absolutists could not be said to dominate or even greatly 

influence the discipline of rhetoric currently; certainly, few in what amounts currently to 

the discipline of rhetoric would (publicly) label themselves absolutists or positivists.

Still, a claim like Alan France’s, that the central concern of the English class ought to be 

arriving at rhetorical ways and means to ascertain “what is right” are suspiciously close to 

absolutist claims. And I will not argue that the main idea of rhetoric is pragmatic, but will 

say that, clearly, the main idea of rhetoric(s) is pragmatic and only so; but rhetoric is a 

body of theory as well, a body of theory that may or may not have absolute and 

existential-material applications (this, of course, just depends on what one calls

existential and application—“theorizing” could be an existential application, in other 

words, though “theorizing” might not be included under a heading like “pragmatics”). 

 Central to the Poulakos definition of a sophistic rhetoric is the admission, into 

this epistemic rhetorical mix if you will, of what he calls “the possible” (the sophistic 
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idea of to dynaton). This is a key idea for M.e. as a specific rhetorical practice because of 

the drive of postidentification theory in general to accomplish what is being called 

significant change, which is a move (rhetorical, political, personal, etc.) that could be 

seen a entirely analogous to the Poulakos move from the actual to the possible. Rhetoric 

can accomplish significant change (according to Poulakos) because “the rhetorician 

concerns himself with the possible because he refuses to keep people in their actual 

situation” (63). If one had to stay in one’s current situation, in other words—if one could 

not (even conceivably) change (rhetorical, political, or personal positions, etc.)—then 

rhetoric would fail, or there would be no need for it in the first place. As Poulakas frames 

it, rhetoric is—that is, it exists or serves a purpose—because people do not want to 

remain as they are and because there is the possibility (however improbable) that they

won’t have to. Because people want change, there is rhetoric.  

“The starting point for the articulation of the possible is the ontological 

assumption that the main driving forces in man’s life are his desires, especially the desire 

to be other and to be elsewhere” (Poulakos 62). But that depends on what “to be other” 

means. I don’t think this means that “Mckenzie” wants to be “Aristotle.” What this more 

likely means is that this shift (from “Me” to “other”) is relevant when “ones” (I’s) are in 

situations (rhetorical, political, social, economic, psychological, spiritual etc.) in which

they are not or do not feel as if they are individuated as their-own-selves, but are rather 

(generically) categorized as selves-much-like-any-other (meaning, basically, selves-like-

Selfsame). This I would point to as the primary failure of any configuration of humanism 

that categorizes (selfs) en extremis or inappropriately or in an untimely way.  PostID 
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rhetoric not only allows the possibility of defining self as individuated, postID requires it, 

or rather acknowledges this divided state as already always present and, thus, depends 

upon it as the natural hinge pin of rhetoric. As Badiou points out, we are always already 

in states of “otherness” (even from our own selfs). PostID is, then, on one level, only 

about producing or revealing texts which highlight these always-already conditions of 

extant absolute alterity (by revealing the M.e. extant).

There is one more “Sophistic” idea of Poulakos’ that works well within postID, 

and that is his reconsideration of Heraclitus’ conviction that “shock” could work wonders 

on an audience (See Greek Text; Kahn; also Sharpling on the presence of enargeia as 

provoking the physical). Poulakos suggests that a “special dimension of the possible, 

then, is afforded by the novel, the unusual, that prior to that we have no awareness, the 

unprecedented” (64). This special dimension, in effect serves as an obvious indicator of 

difference or divisiveness in discourse. (My point is that every one is “unprecedented” 

and, therefore, novel and, therefore, in and of herself, a “special dimension of the 

possible.” Every one represents a novel entity that does not need [Plato’s or Derrida’s or 

Badious’s] elitist [perspective of] philosophy to validate it as unique, rhetorically or 

otherwise. PostID is really egalitarian. In postID, then, other need not be “in” Selfsame to

be or to be acknowledged or acknowledgeable-because-relevant-to-Selfsame. Other 

always already is. Other need not be relevant-to-same, at all. Each one is other. Welcome 

[back] to Uniqueville). 

Poulakos quotes Aristotle: that people are “admirers of things that are not a part of 

their experience” and are “drawn to them because they raise their curiosity and carry an 
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element of surprise” (64).  The M.e. (entity) in postID might represent such a thing, a 

thing “not part of their experience,” in rhetorical (ex)change. In postID, because different 

is better then obviously rhetorical strategies that are novel and shocking might often be 

more effective than writings that merely repeat old and standard rhetorical patterns—(at 

the least this is a supportable claim for M.e. and is relatively easily proved).

But on a grander scale when the “novel” Poulakos posits comes to mean every-

single-self (and not just something-obviously-weird), then “the possible” (to dynaton) 

really enters another dimension and becomes the very driving force of rhetoric. When this 

individuating ethos (M.e.) goes into finite but uncountable “I’s,” it represents the extreme 

of radical alterity, that state of being absolutely other, of being defined by difference (not 

similarity) suggested (but not actualized) by GLBT critical theory; M.e. becomes the 

“wholly otherness” suggested by Levinasian social, theological, and phenomenological 

theory. From M.e., then, in the Levinasian face-to-face encounter, each “face” is unique, 

and cannot be otherwise, because it cannot be but other.   

POSTIDENTIFICATION AND PLATO-SOCRATES

The difference usually noted between Platonic and Aristotelian “ethos” is that 

Plato believed ethos was the actual manifestation of an actual good (or evil) in an actual 

person. That is, in Platonic configurations of ethos a man (specifically too, a man) must 

be good to speak well. “Ethos is created in Plato and is invented in Aristotle” (Cronin 

30). Good ethos = good person (man), for Plato, but Aristotle suggested that while it was 

best to be good (in order to speak well), it was not really necessary. Aristotle famously 
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maintained that the (mere) appearance of good was sufficient, in many cases, to effect 

persuasion. So, ethos-as-actual vs. ethos-as-feigned would be the common binary 

emerging from the Triumvirate of Philosophy. I will introduce another one in this section.    

A lot of people would agree with Edwin Black who thinks that “Plato is difficult 

to understand. He is complicated, variegated, audacious, and sometimes paradoxical” 

(361). That being the general case, this history section does not mean to step too deeply 

into the quagmire of what is and isn’t The Real Platonic Rhetorical Theory; but some 

ideas emerging from Plato are useful to the discussions of M.e.. 

For instance, this difficulty in interpreting Plato could arise, as James Boyd White 

maintains, because Plato’s “Socrates” is usually misread. White thinks “Socrates” should 

be read as a literary construction, not as an historical person or philosopher. Or rather that 

this “philosophic text” (Crito in this particular case of analysis for White, but it could be 

any Plato writing) be read, “not as a string of propositions but as ‘literature’” (7). 

Conversely, it might make sense to read “Aristotle” as a string of propositions because 

Aristotle invented a certain (historically significant perhaps) iteration of what passes as 

“logos” (in rhetoric) and logic (or formal logic) in more scientific areas of inquiry; 

Aristotelian rhetoric is driven consistently if not exclusively by an appeal like logos, but 

to read Plato’s Socrates in the same logocentric way is misleading, according to White. 

This is because Plato, after all, was the “writer” and Aristotle the “scientist” (see Durant’s 

Story of Philosophy for this common distinction).  In simplified form—writers create 

“art” and scientists discover “proofs.” There are, of course, artistic and inartistic proofs in 

Aristotelian rhetoric, and these may be “discovered,” but it makes sense that these still 
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are “proofs” and not something else and that Aristotelian rhetoric is dominated by these 

“proofs,” which remain “proofs” whether discovered-inartistic or created- artistic. 

Perhaps it is better to follow White’s reasoning and reading and suggest for the 

sake of M.e. at least, that “literature”—at its best anyway—is informed by philosophy, 

and is not simply a string of propositions; rather is a more complicated and total, holistic 

and far richer experience than a “proposition,” is, in short but most significantly, an 

“experience.” So then the binary directing the difference between Platonic and 

Aristotelian rhetorics becomes something like an “experience” vs. a “proof.”  And this 

binary of “experience/proof” (or vice versa depending on the privileged position) is an 

alternative to the more conventional division between Plato and Aristotle as along the 

(binaric) lines of “actual good” vs. “appearance of good.” 

Experience/proof could be an informing binary of M.e., with experience in the 

privileged position and proof being always already derivative of the “experience”; that is, 

proof is effected only through the experience and not through syllogism or dialectical 

persuasions (except insofar as these are manifestations or elaborations of an ethos). 

Because in ethos-rhetorics persuasion is “caused”—not by a straightforward ratiocentric 

argument or a story that can be delivered by anyone, but by the “complex” known as a 

specific person—persuasion in ethos-rhetorics comes through the experiences created by 

“texts.” These “texts” are complicated and holistically experienced in the way that 

persons are complicated and often paradoxical, not simple or straightforward in the way 

that argument and tropes are. James Boyd White describes Socrates in Crito as being 

such a social/philosophical/existential “complex.” The “Socrates” in Crito is an ethos-
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site, if you will, which White has discovered (or probably more accurate to say, has 

invented).  

As another example of what this sort of reading might mean in literature with 

respect to kairos and to prepon: From recent hard-boiled detective fiction, Rob Reuland’s 

Hollowpoint: “If they were more different, they might get along better. This is Brooklyn, 

and we know how to digest difference, although it may go down like lumpy Cream of 

Wheat. It’s sameness we abhor; in sameness we probe for schism” (185). This is an 

interesting fictional moment to investigate because a Burkean should argue that there is 

“identification” ongoing in Reuland’s passage and that that identification would be 

recognized as embedded in and informing the statement “This is Brooklyn.” It is “true” 

that at some point, in most discursive systems, some sameness must be acknowledged, 

such as the minimum linguistic requirements, etc., earlier described. At least such 

minimal sameness is necessary if ethos is restricted to denotative systems that for logical 

reasons it need not be.  Music or nonrepresentational art could be or become rhetoric—

though generally the discipline of rhetoric does not talk about nontalking stuff (as being 

“rhetoric”). 

What should probably be observed in the excerpt from Hollowpoint is that it is the 

difference that is stressed as bearing the potential to disarm the parties in what will be a 

contentious and fruitless entry into an instance of monologue vs. monologue posing as 

dialogue. Sameness, in this particular instance, is the problem. Difference is the solution. 

This passage is used because the rhetorical uses of difference are seldom so directly 

stated as this, though difference is often used for, or as, effective rhetoric.
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Much of (fascistic) “Plato” might be antithetical to postID. For instance Plato-

Socrates’ antidemocratic principles might counter the ambitions of postID even though 

postID is run by something like antidemocratic (posthumanist) principles itself, though in 

other ways than Platonic: PostID, for instance, is not necessarily elitist and does not 

produce a meritocracy—no M.e. is superior to any other M.e. Opposing Plato, postID

counters the Platonic contention that “freedom of expression [is] inimical to the best 

interests of the community” (Black qtd. in Kaufman 111): Freedom of expression in 

postID is absolute insofar as one’s freedom of expression expresses some individuated 

and idiosyncratic location and not an ethics of herd.  Plato believed in an absolutist notion 

of what Truth is and who, very specifically, should be handling it, while I think, along 

with Badiou and other poststructuralists, that truth is relative, that each one will have 

some version of truth for her self, and that this will create what Badiou calls “multiple 

truths.” (This, of course, is not a novel position.) While Plato meant to abolish poetry and 

ban poets from the ideal community, postID valorizes them to the extent that the “poet” 

represents some real difference. For instance, much of Pop music lyrics, as contemporary 

public poetry, would not work as defining a M.e.  because Pop is corporate music, a 

product of the military industrial complex, the “music industry,” and not any musician 

per se, and so is “same-y” and not at all different or unique.  The (non)epistemic 

capabilities of rhetoric(s) that Plato decried are reversed in postID and in much current 

rhetorical theory that considers rhetoric epistemological, not merely decorative. 

Still, a certain reading of “Socrates,” as a literary invention that (helps) create a 

rhetorical “experience” more like the involved experience of reading literature (getting 
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with it, or with the author) than that of hearing and understanding an argument (getting 

“it” when “it” is the “point”) is good for postID, because such a configuration of 

something like “Socrates as a Literature experience” is more ethos-driven than otherwise, 

and logocentric argument then is absorbed as (only) a strategy, a rhetorical resource one 

might use to construct an ethos. 

PostID is about creating “experiences,” those one encounters with individuated 

selfs. Another of the ways of thinking about this is to consider each self (each one ) a 

novel, for instance. Novels use logic, but are not driven only by logic in the same way 

that people (“persons,” “I”) use logic but are not logical per se (see Sosa); “Is”, in fact are 

driven by ethos (or are an ethos) which uses logic, and each one is in a category of its 

own as a novel is—particular, heterogeneous, an unique experience in the sense that 

White describes his coming upon Socrates as an experience, as opposed to coming to 

Socrates as a string of propositions that would be true or false. Ethoi, like people, are not 

actually true or false, not in the way logic might be said to be. 

This might make more sense with particulars: The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, for 

instance, is defined as The Adventures of Tom Sawyer category, but not defined as the 

“Mark Twain” category exactly (anymore than an “I” is defined as its parents) or the 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn category (any more than an “I” is defined by its siblings) 

or in the “boys’ adventure” genre (anymore than an “I” is defined by the Great State O’ 

Texas) . Because of what Wayne Booth calls a “chaotic diversity among things called 

novels” (The Rhetoric of Fiction 36), novel as a genre becomes a rather futile attempt to 

herd myriad diversity (novel means novel) into a single, dogmatic corral (trying that 
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would be crazy as a housecat roundup). The idea of a type or a set of generalized and 

generalizing principles seems suspect when dealing with novels, even though critics have 

often tried to strictly define such by confining the novel to a specific location.  

Occasionally, someone like Northrop Frye attempts a pluralistic classification of 

genres and warns us against imposing the standards of one kind of fiction on 

works of another kind. [See Anatomy.] But such attempts are rare, and even when 

they are made they leave us with a problem [. . .]: How can we apply to any one 

novel the standards appropriate to any one defined type without a divine decree 

authorizing us to consider this novel as of this type? (37, emphasis in original) 

So to say that something is “a novel,” as if that explained everything (as if it were 

saying it is the novel) or even something, is essentially the same sort of virtually vacant 

claim as saying that something is “human.” Because there are so many “types” (of novel, 

of human) there is really no type at all.    

Conceivably, one of the reasons Plato has persisted with such continuing force 

(despite his politics) is that both the (novel) ethos of “Socrates” and Plato’s own writerly 

(novel) ethos continue to be attractive on some level—and not, for the very most part 

currently because of the politics probably (that is, not because of the Platonic “points”). 

“Socrates,” as an historical figure and figure of speech, persists because his ethos is 

respected and revered but no longer his logic or politics; as J. B. White explains it, 

Socrates “dies in order to establish the value and coherence and meaning of a certain type 

of conversation, in which we still participate and from which we still benefit” (35).  

Though we may not agree with his antidemocratic, and elitist sentiments, we admire the 
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ethos of “Socrates.” Partly because he is a martyr no doubt, which is what Kirkegaard 

claimed as the very best way to convince any one of anything, that is, martyr yourself to 

your argument; and partly because Socrates represents a departure in thought—none we 

know of before him thought in the way he did about what he did—he probably invented 

metadiscourse as we know it. This “Socrates” conversation continues to inform writers 

like Alan France who look for rhetorical ways and means to get to “what is most right” 

and those of us who just want to get at what is most different and radical (looking for 

theose Derridean “ruptures in authority”). 

All this complicatedness leads to difficulty in ascertaining what, precisely, is 

Plato’s view of rhetoric. From the perspective of White’s interpretation of Crito, Plato’s 

view would include “rhetoric as performance” in addition to and even often overriding 

“rhetoric as a ‘string of propositions’” (38).  But I am not sure that Plato intended such: I 

think Socrates’ antirhetoric about rhetoric has the ring of authentic conviction and of 

stringed-together propositions, so I don’t believe that Plato ever intended his “Socrates” 

to be what White likes to read him as, a literary creation. I like White’s reading though, 

whether it is historically relevant or not. PostID is not (that is, I am not) looking for 

historical antecedents as “proofs” anyway, just interesting and supportive (and reflective) 

ideas from history.   

In general, Plato did not seem to care for the practice and theory of rhetoric. 

Certainly he held the Sophists in pretty utter disregard, and there is ample evidence of 

that all over Gorgias and Phaedrus. I won’t plunge more into the incredible depths of 

Plato, but will accept as a commonplace the conception of Plato as not liking rhetoric. 
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Furthermore, Plato did not think ethos existed, or could exist in written texts; ethos could 

exist only in actual persons in Platonic thinking (see Baumlin). That Plato rejected the 

possibility of ethos in writings is ironic of course because his famous opposition to 

written discourse comes to us through the technology of writing and wouldn’t have 

probably arrived otherwise.    

Another idea to take from Plato, and place over against postID , is found in an 

exchange between “Socrates” and “Callicles.” (I will drop the scare quotes with the 

understanding that I am not dealing with these as historical figures, but as literary, and 

rhetorical constructions, both created by Plato who is herein considered an historical 

figure.) This part of the conversation circles around how men may attain great power. 

Hence if one of the young men in the city should reflect: In what way can I have 

great power, and no one may do me wrong?—this, it would seem, is the path he 

must take, to accustom himself from his earliest youth to be delighted and moved 

by the same things as his master, and contrive to be as like the other as possible. 

Is it not so? (Gorgias 102)

 Of course, Callicles answers, like any good politician, power broker, or Sophist 

disciple, “yes.” One of the principles of “Sophistic rhetoric” (again, if such a thing

existed as a coherent collection of thought and practice) is that language and persuasions 

within and through language are culture -based, contingent, local, a matter of consensus, 

and not absolute, universal, and permanent. Of course, Socrates opposes this notion, 

which he frames as a shallow idea that leads to perjuries and falsehoods of all types and 

stripes even beyond mere cookery and flattery and into witchcraft and worse. “Rhetoric,” 
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Socrates criticizes, “is a producer of persuasion for belief, not for instruction in the matter 

of right and wrong” (66). He believes that “if a speech be good [. . .] the mind of the 

speaker [must] know the truth about the matters of that he speaks” (131). As regards 

ethos then, only the man who knows the Truth (arrived at through the dialectical) should 

ever open his mouth to persuade anyone toward anything. In this configuration rhetoric is 

not epistemic, cannot arrive at episteme (knowledge), but can only mangle words around 

doxa, that is, twist words around “mere opinion” or “appearance.” Rhetoric, in the 

Platonic system, is but a discourse delivery system (and a poor one from Plato’s 

perspective)—at its best only obfuscative, at its worst pernicious and entirely misleading, 

in short, lying. 

In Plato proper philosophical thought takes place in the brain in some sort of 

shorthand that is not exactly “language,” and then this thought is delivered through 

language: Thought precedes language in the Platonic system. One arrives at the Truth by 

dialectically searching for and being able to recognize the “forms” and not everybody can 

do this because not everybody is “right.” Talk of “forms” these days seems nostalgic and 

naïve at best and fascist at worst and is of course rejected by poststructuralist theory. 

Socrates, however, is useful to postID because he obviously represents a maverick 

position. “Socrates,” in saying what he says to Callicles (and Crito and everybody else), 

goes to great lengths to put distance between himself and his audiences. He is convincing, 

and so remains to this day to a lot of readers, even ones who would abhor his politics if 

they understood them because he was different. He was divisive, intentionally it would 
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seem. His dialogues have remained popular, because the Socrates we find, still, in them 

(as an ethos-in-a-typographic-text) is an iconoclast, an outsider, a maverick.

Although I have indicated that I did not need historical antecedents to “prove” 

Maverick ethoi have existed from the beginnings of rhetoric (and thus that postID has 

always been a potential theory) (see 156), in the Gorgias the principles of postID are 

clearly illustrated in this brief but freighted exchange between Callicles and Socrates. The 

exchange seems to establish what has long been the dominant informing idea of 

“identification rhetorics”: That to be persuasive one must be essentially like those one 

means to persuade even if this means, at the most basic level, only to be essentially 

“human,” which means, fundamentally, to be a human-like-me (see Kenneth Burke; and 

Levinas for the counter to “we are all human”). 

This means that to be effective rhetorically, one must identify with a(n)other to 

persuade (or actually vice versa, as “other” always must identify with “one,” that is, with 

Selfsame). But Socrates, as a holistic performance, consistently and completely 

contradicts this principle of Identification. He does this by, in, and through his most 

basic, resistant nature, his M.e.. And he is aware of this. His irony is palpable in the 

following passage. And, through (a countering) performance of “Socrates” himself, this 

passage establishes that to move toward “significant change,” one is better off opposing 

the mob, as Socrates does. Socrates warns: 

But if you suppose that anyone in the world can transmit to you such an art as will 

cause you to have great power in this state without conforming to its government 

either for better or for worse, in my opinion you are ill-advised, Callicles; for you 
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must be no mere imitator, but essentially like them, if you mean to achieve any 

genuine sort of friendship with Demus the Athenian people, ay [. . .] .” (Gorgias

102)

 In other words, those with whom we are most closely (authentically) aligned—in 

thought, deed, practice, and principle—are those who will allow us “great power.” In

discourse (rhetorically) great power allows us to be persuasive (supposedly) but this 

power is really only an “allowance” (or tolerance) by those already in power, it is not 

transformative. If an orator knows the forms and fashions of local politics and rhetoric, in 

other words, the audience will allow the admission and respect the preestablished 

efficacy of the enthymemes the orator uses. The crowd makes this allowance or expresses 

this tolerance by providing the missing part of this rhetorical syllogism in a 

predetermined and predictable (though not absolutely guaranteed) fashion. 

Socrates did not like this dependence-on-the-demus for obvious reasons (it 

undermined the search for Truth), but there it is: he acknowledged that it was not going to 

be possible to persuade people that you weren’t essentially and authentically “like,” not

to persuade them into giving up “power” anyway. But, of course, Socrates was not 

interested in power, at least not as a political tool. He was interested in making himself a 

model of what “good and right” behavior was, and then he expected others to emulate 

him. Socrates was interested in influence and sought emulation.

This is an ethos “argument,” not a logic argument; This is an ethos argument 

aimed at making significant change (in the sense that Couture’s emulation aims at 

changing what a person is), not simply provoking some head-nodding (temporarily 
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changing what they think). From Socrates this generates obvious irony in the advice he 

gives to Callicles. Socrates’s goes on to dismantle such prevailing and sophistic notions. 

Only a fool or a worthless man wanted to identify with the idiots of the demus (polis), the 

subtext of Socratic writings explains consistently.  Socrates dies then to separate himself 

from the crowd. Even in his prison scenes, he must go to great lengths to explain his 

maverick position to those who most love him and want him to live on: Crito argues with 

Socrates, urging him to use his friends and escape his death sentence (see White for this 

scene). But Socrates does this work of separating himself from the crowd (even from his 

beloved), even unto death. And Plato’s Socrates survives, more or less intact, by being 

maverick, while the Sophists who urged consensus with the demus(polis) are in 

fragments. (This is not proof of anything of course, but it might be suggestive). 

PostID opposes, or is alternative to, the prescription of Identification as the best or 

only way to effect persuasion; so in a way, while not Platonic philosophically, 

postidentification theory does recognize the dangers of a too-close alignment as the 

necessary precondition for effective rhetorical (ex)change. Socrates criticized the too-

close-alignment-with-the-demus because it obscured the Truth he was always pursuing. 

PostID opposes the too-close-alignment-with-the-herd not because the herd is necessarily 

wrong or missing the Platonic Truth (it might not be) and the maverick right just because 

it is a maverick, but rather because such alignment obscures the individuated self and so 

obscures ethos as an appeal. Too, there needs to be a separation between overtly 

rhetorical statements, as represented by “a string of propositions,” and the performance of 

a rhetoric as represented by an ethos. This is White’s critical claim: There is a difference 
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in reading Crito as a string of propositions versus reading Crito as a literary construction. 

In Gorgias, Phaedrus, etc., “Socrates” contends that the too-close alignment (of self to 

other) prevents full engagement of an ethos appeal; this indicates a need for separation in 

the parties involved in discourse. 

Additionally and importantly, this “being essentially like them,” this too-close-

alignment-with-the demus, while a reasonable alternative for many, even most, is not any 

alternative at all for the acutely marginalized, the extremely and essentially different, 

which, in certain lights and from time to time, is inescapably all of us—from the 

standpoint of Levinas and Badiou, for instance, we are all always (if not all ways) already 

different one from all other ones. Certainly, “Socrates” has persisted because he seems 

different (heterogeneous), indeed, in regular opposition to the (homogenous) categories 

that surround and attempt to define him: The restrictive role of “philosopher” certainly 

does not do “Socrates” justice, and so he continues to wander out of that generic corral

and remains a testifier for the persistence and importance of the maverick. 

POSTIDENTIFICATION RHETORIC AND ARISTOTELIAN RHETORIC

Of course the greatest known systematizer of all time is Aristotle. It has been

demonstrated how postidentification is and is not Platonic. Now, postID will be shown to 

be different from Aristotelian rhetoric and similar to it. 

PostID is not systemic, for one thing, not in the Aristotelian sense at least. Post ID 

does not try to achieve some absolute or positivistic sort of (general, generalizing, and 

generalizable) “order.” There is no appropriate or most useful M.e., so categories are 
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more or less irrelevant in postID, which doesn’t try to be a universal and essentializing 

rhetoric, not exactly anyway. PostID does not attempt such for the political reason that 

such Big-R Rhetoric(s) tend to marginalize a lot of voices. PostID also does not intend to 

be a program. Most of all, postID does not pretend toward becoming an absolute Big-S 

System for the practical reason that no verifiable and complete order can exist anyway.

This is understood to be a sort of all-or-none attitude but with the proviso that 

there are many “small-order” situations (analogous to Davidson’s “passing theories”) 

within the general context of what might be called general nonorder, disorder or chaos

(“Deconstruction”). These latter terms seem melodramatic and chaos as colloquially used 

probably does not accurately represent what happens when high-order rhetorical systems 

fail or don’t prevail. Wars do not inevitably happen and civilizations inevitably collapse 

because rhetorical systems fail, or because communication breaks down. Communication 

is always already broken down and was never really working in the first place, not, at 

least, toward anything like significant change. Communication does not ever break down 

short of the code shift or such that marks the “ace condition” earlier described.

Communication just very often doesn’t work—as “persuasion to belief,” at least—

principally because most rhetorical systems are based on preconditions of achieving 

commonality, that is, on the enthymeme or some codependence (emanating in all cases 

from Selfsame) very like it; These systems, therefore, are overdependent on finding and 

exploiting such conditions of same-as-me before they can even get rightly going. 

Identification rhetorics fail, quite simply said, because they are dependent on a so-called 

identification that is not really very achievable or is only achievable in very limited and 
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limiting ways, which make it virtually useless because it is merely decorative. Plenty of 

observers would concede that “Palestinians” and “Israelis” do not see themselves as 

recognizably same-y, but most continue to insist that a rhetoric based on sameness, on 

shared or common goals on a mutual (and mutually beneficient) and shared humanity is 

going to work in that part of the Middle East. It isn’t going to work, however, and postID, 

crude at is might be at this point in development, is an attempt at a rhetoric that moves 

communication beyond the Identification model. Identification rhetorics do not work in 

rhetorical situations where extreme and fundamental differences exist (which, I would 

argue with Levinas, amounts to all real rhetorical situations), so a postidentification 

rhetoric of some sort is not just a spurious attempt at deconstruction—postidentification 

rhetoric is a universal necessity.

This logic can be extended in any direction, to any extreme: Rhetorics that depend 

on achieving commonality, Identification, etc., cannot really work unless the New World 

Order of late capitalism really is capable of turning the whole world into one big English-

speaking, “white supremacist, capitalist, patriarchy” (to borrow bell hooks’ term). (And 

the NWO might happen and all us turned into drones who might regularly without 

thought achieve perfected conditions and states of Identification all over the globe; but I

doubt it, and I resist the idea that the New World Order must inevitably prevail.)

Clearly one is only same-as-me with people one doesn’t have any real 

disagreements with in the first place. Rhetoric is really most needed where people are in 

really serious, fundamental disagreement about important stuff, that is, in situations 

where Identification is not at all likely. Where is the rhetorical system or set-up that 
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seriously entertains the notion that people don’t ever achieve much Identification? What 

has ever ventured past Burke’s ingestion and consumption of other called Identification?

Will chaos ensue if Big-S rhetorical systems (of oppression) based on Identification are 

rejected or ignored?

One of the contentions of postID is that chaos (understood as something bad and 

not as the natural state of the universe as proposed in Chaos Theory) will not ensue if 

there are many smaller rhetorical systems operating (finite, but unlimited “I’s”) as 

opposed to just large rhetorical (Aristotelian and others, including Marxist) systems that, 

through universalizing, encourage large groupings of “Us” (and often, these days, US as 

well) versus “them.” PostID wants a lot of rhetoric going on in all directions indeed, in 

finite but countless directions, between each and every self, each and every one possible, 

everywhere and forward and backward in time as well as here and now. PostID 

represents the ultimate and absolute Diaspora as each one wanders the world in her own 

world seeking not Identification with others in order to become a tribe-at-home, but 

rather embracing the role of individual wanderer seeking personal salvation, using 

rhetoric (however shaped) to achieve that personal salvation. In more practical and less 

esoteric terms, this absolute dispersive  move of postID creates endless categories of ones 

which are analogous to what Donald Davidson calls a “passing theory” (“Nice 

Derangement”) and Thomas Kent explains as “hermeneutic guessing,” that is, as the 

guess actually made about what “other(not-I)” is saying to “self(I).”  The postID dispersal 

creates a situation in which rhetoric becomes (or is recognized as being) a lot of little 

guesses, not a Big-S System where everything pretty much is already always decided and 
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is also, I might add, always already weighted toward whatever in the rhetorical instance 

represents or is Selfsame, that is, the hegemony.  

In a similar vein, postID resists the enthymeme because the enthymeme is not 

rhetorical as it works off already-arrived-at conclusions that all involved parties already 

agree on more or less. Enthymemetic rhetorics are arhetorical insofar as that 

preconditional agreement is concerned, to that point at the very least (and maybe beyond 

that point, as the whole discursive effect hinges on that beginning anyway). Or perhaps 

better to say, that using enthymeme to establish the preconditions of the whole rhetorical 

exchange is, in and of itself, arhetorical or at least only semirhetorical. Where there is 

agreement always already, there is not need for real rhetoric but only for phatic or 

reinforcement rhetoric (therapy or preaching to the choir.)  

In Aristotelian terms rhetoric works to persuade, “because there is somebody 

whom it persuades” (Rhetoric 1356b.30). This is a useful idea for the conceptualization 

of postID and the practice of M.e., in that if there is nobody to persuade (because 

everyone agrees already) there is no rhetoric: under conditions of postID every one 

almost always needs to be persuaded of almost everything. For instance, “it’s a nice day,” 

would not be rhetorical in discursive situations in which it was agreed-upon what a “nice 

day” meant. It would, however, be potentially rhetorical in situations wherein what a 

“nice day” meant is not already arrived at or is even, let’s say, arrived at from a different 

location, described from a different perspective. In other words, a beautiful sunset from 

one perspective is different from a(n)other’s perspective even though it might still be 

generally agreed upon to be “beautiful.” Social anthropology has certainly illustrated the 
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transitive nature (the relativity) of something like “beauty” (see Geertz’s Local 

Knowledge especially), and this relativity is currently a given in anthropology and like 

studies, at least insofar as it is a given that different cultures have different ideas about

“nice day,” “beauty,” etc. 

PostID contends that every one, every person is like a radically different culture—

and so what a nice day means from one culture (person) to a(n)other culture (person) is or 

should be the superstructure of rhetoric. What Geertz’s brand of anthropology does, then, 

is simply describe what one sees, with the dominating proviso that “what one sees” is 

only what “one” sees, not necessarily what is in any absolutist sense. This reduces (or 

improves) social anthropology, ethnography, sociolinguistic studies, etc., to case studies 

(see North for definition of this). Essentially, in postID, all social sciences as well will 

amount to no more or less than case studies emerging from individuated ethoi of 

observer-writers: There can be no science in social science under such conditions; indeed 

there might be limited options for so-called science even in what amounts to hard-science 

as all experiments become case studies too.

PostID might be thought of as a sort of rhetorical iteration of this contemporary 

way of doing anthropology. Because it is never known what a nice day is, from so-called 

person to so-called person (one to [an]other one) without explanation, “rhetorical” comes 

to mean under conditions of postID more to-look-at-(and for)-differences-that-

particularize than to-look-at (and for)-similarities-that-generalize. This is the principal

difference between postidentification and Identification rhetorics: Identification rhetorics 

(of Aristotle, Kenneth Burke, and all the various iterations of such, minor differences 
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notwithstanding) seek to move from points of difference to find a point or points of

similarities, while postidentification rhetorics are more like descriptions (case studies) of 

idiosyncratic locations in the social nexus; that is, postID is about describing what an “I” 

experiences. How is this persuasive? It is not persuasive perhaps in a conventionally 

understood sense, as persuasion in postID is only recognized as “significant change.” It

might be understood, however, as persuasive by or through emulation, which is the only 

way one may be persuaded under conditions of acute postmodernism in which general 

sets of inarguable principles of right and wrong (ethics), etc., have been devalued or 

disappeared. Under such conditions, in which one action is essentially as right or wrong 

as any other, as Sartre famously contended, ethos is really the only way to persuade. 

Difference is the beginning not the end and not the modus operandi of rhetoric in 

Identification. This might only mean, as mentioned before, that something as basic as 

“we are all human” represents the so-called similarity on which Identification is based. 

Levinas, of course, does not allow that the statement “we are all human” can be proved or 

has existential meaning. An “I” might say, “I am human,” but all others are simply “not-

I’s” and so may or may not be “human,” meaning human-like-me. Levinas, Badiou, and I 

do not allow even this level of Identification (we-are-all- human) because it is essentially 

not correct or provable; it is a vacant claim and thus virtually meaningless. This vacancy 

is constantly illustrated every time one “person” says of a(n)other “person,” “I cannot 

believe he did that,” (murdered six million Jews, for instance)  “it’s just not human.” A 

less extreme example is, “how can you be so stupid?” which is a “rhetorical” question 

basically saying, “how can you be so ‘human,’ supposedly, and so unlike me who is 
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really human?” How can you not understand postID theory? I might ask. Under 

conditions of Identification, I must think you are stupid or wrong; under conditions of 

postID, I just think you don’t get it, not because I am wrong or illogical, but because I am 

different, and radically and rightly so—you don’t have to get it, in other words. Indeed if 

you did get it, my M.e. would not be working.

Difference of opinion, as Samuel Clemens said, is what makes the horse race; it is 

also what makes rhetoric and everybody in the discipline of rhetoric agrees that 

difference is necessary to get rhetoric going. That is not a point of contention. Difference 

as elemental division between I’s and not-I’s means that there is always rhetoric, or the 

potential for rhetoric, in-place, all the time, everywhere. This elemental (definitive) 

difference is omnipresent in postID, but it is not omnipresent in rhetorics of 

Identification. This will be clearer if it is understood that under conditions in which 

individuated ethoi are what divide us, then ethos-driven rhetoric is the most rhetorical, 

because it is constantly rhetorical.  In other words, if everybody is really different or 

actually maverick from the beginning, then there is the constant potential for real 

rhetoric. In rhetorics of Identification, all ones are not thought of as being different from 

the beginning so much if not most rhetoric within Identification starts off more with an 

assumption such as, “since we are all of a mind here” or some identifying statement or 

hope like that. The opening statement in the Writer’s Digest article (“We have all been 

there”) earlier used is a perfect example of this one-mind attitude. Countless such 

examples happen in political conventions. 
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If we are more often the-same-as, then the potential for real rhetoric goes down 

(as the potential for phatic, reinforcement rhetorics goes up). This also suggests that as a 

habit of action, rhetoric in such enthymematic cases gets rusty and limited in its range. 

We won’t know how to “do rhetoric” in other words, because we have been reared in 

systems that basically don’t operate often or importantly along real rhetorical axes that 

might lead to significant change, but rather usually operate along phatic axes of mere 

indexing or in Us/them binaries of rhetorical impossibility. In short, we forget how to 

describe our own unique positions to others in their unique positions because we are 

taught only about reaching consensus. The more we talk ourselves into existence, the 

more better we will get at such talk. The more dependent we are on ready-made tropes, 

figures, logic sets, etc., the less able we are to engage in conversations from our own 

unique positions because we will only know the group positions.

Part of the suggestion of postID is then that the case for rhetoric in general will 

improve the more we engage in it: The more rhetoric there is the better the rhetoric will 

get. If we engage in it constantly, then rhetoric, as opposed to war or the nonrhetoric of 

phatic discourse, will increase. This is potentially a good thing. Imagine if we were raised 

to think that most basically we don’t agree on anything with anybody—that even “green” 

is not necessarily a given, that is, might not be the same to you as to me (because of our 

maverick positions) and so everybody has to be persuaded of everything, more or less 

from scratch, even what the color green means (to “one”). Poetry  persuades us to know 

what green is, argument does not. If even the constatives of Habermas are broken down, 
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then we will have to learn to explain our selfs and what we see and how we experience 

our worlds a lot more. 

Yes, without the trope, negotiations would be slower, and conversation would 

necessarily be more in-depth, perhaps more tedious, certainly more baffling without the 

enthymemetic moment, but passing theory clearly does point this way and has since 

Davidson introduced the idea in the late 1950s. That the author is dead  has not stopped 

“people” from writing. Would the death not of author but of enthymemtic trope be such a 

bad thing? Hasn’t the speed of postmodern communications led to a sort of telegraphic 

discourse mode that inhibits really free and creative speech? Hasn’t communication been 

much reduced lately to an exchange of ready-made axioms, tropes, sound bites taking 

place more and more in enthymemetic (media massaged and mediated) moments that 

only tend to polarize all the “ones” into the categorical binary and politically/socially 

dangerous US/them? Has not the enthymeme, in serious part, by allowing skipped steps 

and by making a lot of discursive steps generic, increased the speed at that we can 

(supposedly) express ourselves (actually only circulating ready-made rhetorical 

resources)—perhaps without much pondering before and during the expression, certainly 

without much pondering how the position we are delivering the trope from was created? 

Is this not the major lesson (or potential) of Deconstruction, and potentially the most 

productive aspect of Deconstruction? Isn’t the enthymeme responsible for marginalizing 

different discursive voices? Doesn’t the enthymeme allow the hegemonic (especially 

once naturalized as with Identification) to gain more control of discourse, by becoming 

the Master of Ceremonies to such an extent that the rest of the circus is neglected, is 
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relegated to the sideshow? Why is an idea like postidentification so rejected? Because 

Kenneth Burke actually arrived at the Truth of Rhetoric fifty years ago? No, because 

extant systems silence other, really radical voices. There can be no postID under 

conditions that consider Identification Truth.

Also, and more practically, think of what postId could mean in a situation, for 

instance, wherein George W. Bush says (merely) “Saddam Hussein.” How few people 

say, “Yeah, well, Saddam Hussein what?” Why don’t we? Because we already know 

what “Saddam Hussein” means, as a trope. That’s part of the problem with contemporary 

rhetoric; we don’t feel obligated to explain because so much is assumed a “given” now. 

(See Monty Python’s Life of Brian for an examination of a time—of Christ—when things 

were not so: Audience try to “figure out” what the “mustard seed” parable is all about, 

without any much luck, but with some engagement. Now, of course, we all know exactly 

what that mustard seed means—it means what our preacher told us it means and so that 

seed is set in stone). What “Saddam Hussein” (and other tropes, sound bites, and 

devalued stories) “mean” needs to be explained every single time it is used. Slower, yes. 

But this slowing down forces the listener and the speaker into a more rhetorical situation, 

a situation in which the potential for real rhetorical exchange (debate or dialogic amongst 

equals, if you like) is more possible. And the speeding-up the trope and the enthymeme 

have caused has led to a breakdown, not of “communication” but of what Theresa Enos 

calls “comity” (“A Call for Comity”). 

Odd, but maybe useful, that something such as postID theory could, by stressing 

the differences between us all, potentially come close to achieving comity than some 
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other type of rhetoric that stresses the commonality between us all. We know this 

anecdotally: We are often ruder to our own kith and kin than to total strangers. We do 

rude things in our homes, like farting out loud or yelling, that we would never do in front 

of strangers, and the reason for this is social embarrassment. Indeed, postID encourages 

more comity because it is dependent on a certain trading of comity to work. In other 

words, if someone is totally different from me, then I have to accept that as the starting 

point of the discourse: I don’t need to look for commonalities, or potential for 

enthymemetic moments, I just have to accept different-from-me from the very beginning, 

as the only consistent “given” in discourse every single time. 

That acceptance necessitates a certain degree of comity. When one, as a wholly 

individuate self comprehends one’s aloneness or separateness (from all other ones, and 

this might be Jungian, yes) then one will, conceivably, also understand one’s need, from 

others, of some listening, the necessity of pause, or for some rhetorical stasis or an aporia 

over which to regard the other one (not in which to cohabit, however, as in the 

cohabitation the stronger one, the hegemony however shaped or named, will always 

dominate that space at the expense of the actual other, the supposedly weaker, the 

nonhegemonic). This is somewhat analogous to what Jim Corder calls “extension” and 

Poulakous calls “hope and modesty,” but I am not arguing for “extension” per se, not 

insofar as Jim Corder (or Helene Cixous) would have us believe that we can “extend into 

others” (“Argument as Emergence” and “Coming to Writing”). 

What I mean by extension is actually more like strategic retreat, a keeping of 

distance as opposed to a closing of distance, a creation and/or recognition and respect for 
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the gap-between necessitated by the acceptance (by parties in discourse) of a general and 

pervasive state of misunderstanding; there can be no closure in the midst of such 

profound and natural misunderstanding. This acknowledgement that misunderstanding is 

ongoing all the time from every rhetorical direction and in every rhetorical dimension 

causes the need for stasis, some standing still before moving on. Passing theory, in other 

words, won’t work unless the auditor is standing still enough to have the theory pass her 

by and to recognize that this passing-by (not however, bypassing) has happened. There is 

also a need for space in order to figure out or try to figure out what has been exchanged 

in rhetorical exchange. “Passing theories” (Davidson; Kent) of discourse need the pause; 

the pause or stasis or aporia (if intentionally constructed) between parties in discourse is 

the instant of comity necessary to actually stop and listen—not just nod-head, but really 

listen in order to figure-out, but not to figure-out forever, only in passing and from a 

singular perspective. The need for actual listening stems from the acknowledgement that 

one never knows exactly what (an)other one is saying. (Stasis theory is discussed at more 

length later.)

Another way to look at it: A state of uncountable Maverick ethoi forces everyone 

into the “subaltern” position (Spivak) or the opposite might be said as well, that postID

forces everyone into the “master” position—which way this is perceived will depend on 

the perspective, but the general condition will remain the same. For obvious reasons this 

move of every one, individually, into master or slave position could be seen as 

threatening to those already always (or mostly) in the subaltern position to begin with—

solidarity through strategic identifications along categorical or generic lines has been 
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semieffective in certain political situations to advance certain groups or group ethics such 

as monolithic Feminism, Black Power, or even more loosely, the Far Left of liberal 

academia that Richard Rorty writes about and represents. The same could be said of the 

empowerment of the Nazis, the Ku Klux Klan, the Association of Retired Persons, etc. 

When the usually disempowered arrange their selfs into groups, or are grouped by the 

hegemony into herds on the margin, they can conceivably gain political power or at least 

recognition (which is often the opposite of political power). It is obvious that such 

strategic consolidations also make it easier for hegemony to exterminate such 

marginalized groups because these groups are all in one ghetto. 

But Feminism has fractured into feminism(s), and the same can be said of 

Marxism(s), liberalism(s), even what Clifford Geertz calls, generically, 

“fundamentalism(s).” This schisming would seem to be happening because of some 

political, social, or even rhetorical mechanism within the group that, one might say, 

naturally, splits it apart into smaller units. PostID is , then, partly just the recognition and 

accommodation of that “natural” move. This fracturing of once large groups (Marxists, 

for example) into smaller groups (marxisms) might be said to be an effect of political or 

social pressures. I am not in any position to decide what the root cause of the fracturing 

is, but the theory of postID does accommodate what seems lately to be the existential 

fact—that large political and social groups are finding themselves in smaller and smaller 

camps. The logical end to this move is obviously for each one to be in her own camp. 

Of course, there are a lot of explanations for why groups come together but don’t 

stay together; just ask a marriage counselor. It is not my intention to claim that I know 
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what these mechanisms of “splitting” (to use Donna Harraway’s term) are, not at least 

beyond the educated guesses anyone else might make. PostID is just an attempt to 

theoretically push these splits to the nth degree. What will happen when that split is 

accomplished to the nth degree? Maverick ethoi will dominate as rhetorical resource. 

Postidentification rhetoric (and attendant philosophy or vice versa) will happen as “I’s” 

more and more only, truly, and authentically (on deep-level) identify with their own 

particular and individuated camp, philosophy, solo code of ethics, etc. And this splitting 

to the nth degree could be seen as a threat to ones who are quite invested in the groups 

they belong to, especially for political or material purposes. For instance, preachers of all 

stripes will have their businesses undermined by postID and so, for obvious reasons, will 

resist it. So will many teachers and career academics whose livelihoods depend on

making universalizing pronouncements such as, for instance, “M.e. is the universal 

norm.” In an(other) obvious example, a woman who identifies herself more as a 

“feminist” than as “Jane Smith” (or by some other patriarchal moniker ending with a 

man’s name, her husband’s or father’s) will likely not want to leave that herd called 

“feminism(s)” to go off by herself and be a particular and unique entity.  But such a move 

can be seen as equally disabling or enabling. Any rhetorical theory holds potential threat, 

particularly to marginalized voices. 

That this individuating of groups into individuals is a threat to members of 

marginalized groups is obvious, but it is even more obvious that members of dominant, 

hegemonic groups will not want to leave the “master" position to become subaltern. 

Granted, it’s a stretch to think anyone, much less everyone, in a power position would 
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volunteer to be in the subaltern position or that any postidentification rhetoric (M.e. or 

any other) could force such a migration from the power position to that of the subaltern 

position; but it is also a stretch to think we are all, one day, going to “get together” or that 

it makes any real difference that we are “all human.” 

“All human” is an abstraction, a big one; and the bigger the abstraction the less 

likely it is to actually mean anything because the less it actually reveals about a 

particular, operable situation or a particular individual (borrowing Badiou’s “ethics of 

situations”). We-are-all- different seems to be less an abstraction. As Alain Badiou claims, 

difference is all we really have in common anyway. Difference and disagreement seems 

more a part of our everyday existence than Identification, so why not try a rhetorical 

theory based on difference(s)? This is a matter more of recognizing, from a different 

perspective, what already always is; that is, in postID difference is foregrounded and 

stays as the operative element in a rhetoric. We are different. PostID is only 

foregrounding that difference or just recognizing that difference as an unduplicatable 

M.e.. This makes “us” more conscious of difference, even in cases where “we” think we 

are similar one to an(other) one. 

PostID merely assumes that we are all never going to be sufficiently on the same 

page for actual (real) rhetoric to happen as a regular thing, not get close at least in the

way that Barbara Couture suggests as “holding hands”; so there needs to be some way for 

real rhetoric to happen when we are not on the same page because generally speaking we 

are only going to be on the same page and then watch ourselves nodding at stuff we 

already believe (in) or we are going to be and remain on different pages and wag fingers 
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at those on different pages or offer them treats or threats to come to our page. PostID 

aims at significant change.

What is this significant change in postID? Partly postID amounts to a theory of

stasis, that is, postID is about creating space and time, in the hustle and bustle of the 

contemporary world, to pause, reflect, and “think.” That means that stasis is part of the 

effect, or the mechanism, of postID. But what is being “thought” within that stasis  space? 

What is being “persuaded toward” is the important thing in M.e. as it is in all extant 

rhetorical theory, although the shape of this “persuasion” might be seen as quite different 

than traditional persuasion- as-argument. Also, this move—into “thinking-about” a 

particular something and/or into “persuasion”—will always represent some shift from 

rhetoric per se into or toward philosophy as doxa attaches to episteme. What-is-thought 

might also be the sticking point for any theory trying to get past Identification rhetorics 

into postidentification territory because it is hard for conventional “thinking” to get past 

examples, enthymeme, syllogism. 

So, what is being thought-of or persuaded- toward or significantly changed in 

postID? To answer that question, first consider what is actually being changed in 

Identification rhetorics: what is actually being changed is other. Although in rhetorics 

of oppression (the term I prefer for extant rhetorics, from Davis and Gross) it is usually 

claimed that what is being changed is belief or opinion (doxa) or position, really what is 

being changed in extant rhetorics of oppression is other. As has been earlier discussed, 

other, on some level to some degree, is being changed into Selfsame by traditional 

(neoAristotelian and even neosophistic and resistance) rhetoric (by mastication and 
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consumption and absorption from Burke’s perspective, to some domesticated version of 

radical in GLBT and other resistance theory); and that would then make changing other 

into Selfsame the principle focus of extant rhetorics of oppression—whether the 

ambitions of those delivering such rhetorics of oppression are coming from Far Right, 

Moderate Middle, or even (supposedly) Radical Left. This was Suzanne Holland’s point 

when she said current rhetorical strategies lead, inevitably, toward the “domestication” of 

queers. This was Sartre’s point when he said that to the normal man different was not just 

an alternative (to Selfsame) or equal-although- different, but was wrong (“St. Genet”).

The point of postID, then, is that different is not wrong, it is right because the actual 

natural condition is of difference and so every thing and every one is always already 

different and so nothing really is the selfsame anyway and so this natural and inevitable 

and irresistible difference (this code of difference), and only this code of difference, is 

what unifies the finite but uncountable number of  “I’s”—commitment to this code of 

absolute alterity is the only universal ethics—and the degree to which this code of 

difference is recognized and valorized, accepted, believed-in, worshipped, if you will, is 

the only standard for judgment of “right” and “wrong.” In this way, postID does not 

argue for any particular argument or type of argument, nor does it argue against argument 

per se but rather, and rather simply, “argues” for (or simply recognizes) the difference 

generated by absolute radical alterity, and that’s all. That difference is good, all else is 

bad.

The upshot of this rhetorical move in an existential or material sense is often 

nothing. Nothing is especially good and useful in rhetoric, since as often as not the 
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opposite of nothing, “something,” leads to fighting and friction. This speaks to the point 

earlier made that generally what passes for “rhetoric” or “rhetorical” is actually just 

reinforcement or resistance rhetoric, rhetoric that does not actually disturb the status quo 

or to use Derrida’s terminology, rend the fabric of authority—rhetorical, social, 

psychological or otherwise—much at all. What does postID mean in practice? Operating 

under the “rules” of postID means that when my sister and I are “arguing” about “our 

father,” we are actually not arguing about the same “one” and so, essentially, are not 

arguing per se: each of us, Sis and I, are actually only describing or talking about a “my 

father.” She talks about hers and I about mine, so really there is nothing to argue about, 

there are only our own fathers to describe. There is really no singular “our father” (on 

Earth or in Heaven) except in what might be thought of, reductively, as “rhetorical” 

terms. There is, in psychological or social terms, no “our father.” This means that 

rhetorically—more to the point perhaps, linguistically—my sister and I are not allowed to 

say or use “our father” but only “my father” in a postidentification rhetoric. 

This sort of move is what makes postidentification a rhetorical theory. Each one 

of us is simply saying, “This is how I feel about my father.” When my sister says such, I 

understand that she is not talking about “my (that is, mckenzi’s) father” per se and I have 

to just let her opinions of that “my father” stand because I cannot challenge them. Why 

not? Because I do not, and cannot, really know what she is talking about when she 

indexes “my [that is, her] father.” Her “my father” is a social, psychological, rhetorical 

construct unlike any other “my father,” including mine, in the history of the world. 
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Recognition of this “fact” has a huge impact on rhetoric. An outdoors advocate, 

like Rick Bass, for instance, can only write about a “my forest,” not “the forest in 

general” in a postidentification rhetoric. There is no more universal application of a 

generic forest than there is of Huck Finn or Ben Mckenzie. In the situation with my sister, 

I cannot tell her how she feels about “her dad,” only she can tell me that—so, in an 

important way, although I earlier used Spivak’s famous term subaltern, there is not any 

real subaltern position. Every idiosyncratic position from which an explanation of “the” 

(actually, a) world might emanate is always already privileged as unique and as okay as 

being unique and not generic. 

Under such conditions, how am I, or my sister, for a continuing instance, 

“persuaded” by such a noncombative rhetorical strategy? When “arguing” (actually 

talking-about) “our dad,” I am not persuaded particularly, nor is she, not in the 

conventional sense as in “changing our minds” about “our dad” or being persuaded into a 

different conceptualization (creation, really) of him. Why should we be? We are talking 

about a different person, why should we agree on the attributes, etc., of that person as 

better or worse or even, to some degree, as being similar? We are not even agreeing to 

disagree in this instance any more than we would be agreeing to disagree that an apple is 

not an orange. To agree to disagree is to assume one party in discourse is more right than 

an(other) and apples are not more or less right than oranges: Apples, or rather an apple, is 

not an apple because it is not-an-orange; it is a particular apple because it is a particular 

apple. And although I have never eaten an orange pie or an apple Popsicle that does not 

mean that these are wrong things. 
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PostID, then, is actually more about saying you are different and I am different 

and so our worlds are different and that is how and where we should be; in our own 

worlds. As composition instructors we should, then, just help ones describe and 

understand their own worlds and learn, only, to communicate those worlds to larger 

audience which always and in all ways includes one. That is, there is no wrong or right 

position in postidentification and no right or wrong M.e., and this is just a regular 

postmodern condition, nothing new there. The job now is simply to describe and explain 

where each one of us is at. This is also the job of a literary novel and much current 

ethnography and social anthroplogy, so the idea of a postidentification rhetoric is not too 

weird. But each individual must describe her own world, not each group, just as most

postmodern ethnographers write a particular story, about their unique experiences in 

certain “foreign” or “domestic” situations and no can no longer make universal claims 

about “teenaged sexuality” or generic stuff like that (which is a postethnographic 

position; see John Darwin Dorst for more on postethnography). 

There are going to be some similarities, of course, amongst our idiosyncratic 

worlds. Most worlds will be sort of round, for example, except of course for the world of 

some Flat Earth person. But each Flat Earth person will still have to describe, for herself, 

what her flat earth is like in order to remain maverick as each Round Earth one will need 

to describe what they mean as “round.” Which means that the maverick position, and not 

herd membership, must be recognized as the universal condition and this in itself is a 

form of Identification, though it seems very obvious to me that having the uncommon in 

common is significantly different than having the common in common. And postID does 
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not prevent murder—there will always be lone sharks hunting world waters—but postID, 

if practiced, does prevent mass murder because groups, whether the Taliban, the US

Marines, the Nazis, or the Ku Klux Klan cannot assemble themselves in the old style 

wherein all members basically agree on how and why they are different and how and why 

that is infinitely better.  

How, then, are ones persuaded under such conditions of postID? Following the 

logic of Barbara Couture, one is persuaded by or through emulation (again, see

“Modeling and Emulating”), and this is simply an activation of Sartre’s relatively 

longstanding (existentialist) belief that under conditions of no absolutist notions (no god),

there is no real right and wrong and so persuasion, insofar as it exists, must exist as only 

emulating (not modeling) some one and not through argument or by using rhetoric-as-

tools-of-persuasion. To some degree persuasion, as persuasion to some absolutist right or 

wrong belief, has not existed for a long time anyway so this is no great loss. Kenneth 

Burke’s neutral third term is an attempt to get beyond traditional argument-to-persuasion, 

and Debra Tannen is trying hard to move rhetoric past or beyond or away from argument 

culture more currently (see “Argument Culture”).     

Also, part of the suggestion of postID is that texts (considered broadly) often have 

more lasting and deep effects when they are harder, initially at least, to grasp, get a hold 

on, and comprehend. Anecdotally, we also know that this is a way the world often 

works—the person one initially finds most perplexing becomes, after time, most 

engaging, or at least the most persistently nagging, the one that gets us to think, to use a 

common phrase (which means something different for every one, of course). This 
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difficult person does not persuade any other one into a different belief necessarily, but 

does get another one to think. This is a type of persuasion that is not persuasion-to-belief 

but more a persuasion to thinking or self-reflexivity. As a teacher, this sort of self-

reflexivity is all I try to teach: I do not ever try to turn conservatives into liberals-like-me, 

not directly at least. I try to become an interesting, although complicated, book for the 

students I work with to “read.” The book that is hard to read, is complicated maybe, or 

just very different from anything else ever read because of linguistic or cultural or 

character differences, often becomes a favorite, and the very one we press on others to 

read and to “understand.” Think of the stir Brett Easton Ellis’ American Psycho made and 

how Norman Mailer worked so hard to explain this (generally, so- called) offensive, 

maverick book as important, how Mailer pressed it, successfully in many respects, on 

both the reading public and the critics as literary and cultural genius and not slasher, 

genre trash. 

The difficulty (that is, the density, the number of fences one must scale) of the 

maverick text slows one down as one reads, and this forces or encourages more 

engagement with rhetoric, which  might lead to significant change. Postidentification 

rhetoric is thoroughgoingly rhetorical, then, from beginning to end, from top to bottom, 

side to side, (or all around the circle if you prefer nonhierarchicized directions.) For 

rhetoric to “work,” Aristotle (and later Burke, Perelman, and the rest of the new 

rhetoricians, and general public) looks first for something that we have in common—the 

basics, the ingredients of the enthymeme (two of three elements of the syllogism if you 

want to be reductive). For instance, at the Republican National Convention, what “our 
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country” means will be a given, rhetorically if not practically, as will Gay marriage, guns, 

terrorists, America, the Border Problem, etc. But this in-commonness (whether familiar 

arguments, political or cultural tropes, or commonalities like “humanness”) is an 

arhetorical moment in the preconditions phase of rhetorical exchange because it is always 

already established what they mean. If these are already arrived at as “facts”, then there is 

no rhetoric involved in the mere indexation of them. 

In postID, however, these sorts of preconditions for rhetoric are not in place as 

givens that can simply be accessed as topoi, predictable topics, or agreed-upon tropes 

such as “terrorists,” “clear and present dangers to our homeland,” etc. Instead, the 

preconditions or set-up for rhetoric is always already rhetorical because these 

preconditions must be negotiated from the beginning. In general, this means that

rhetorical ex(change) within postID starts off with a highly charged rhetorical situation 

because the preconditions for rhetorical ex(change) are highly rhetorical already. This is 

so because these preconditions (for rhetoric, or more simple to say, for discourse in 

general) are not enthymematic. In other words, even these preconditions must be 

negotiated (rhetorically). For instance, in a postidentification rhetoric in a conversation 

about “God,” one would have to describe what one means by “God.” It is not a given in

postID that one knows what an(other) one means by “God,” (or “terrorist,” “father,” “our 

country,” etc.). Not even within the group in which such troped or devalued stories

emerge is it known beforehand what these anecdotes, maxms, tropes, figures, or even 

logic itself mean. This means that these so-called givens needs must be explained if not 
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persuaded for per se just to get the rhetorical ball rolling; this explaining makes discourse 

more rhetorical. 

This is and is not what Richard Rorty does in his book Achieving Our Country, 

for example. On the one hand, he does describe the “our country” he wants achieved, and 

this description amounts to his positioning of this vision as a personal conviction or 

vision and not a universal imperative, a trope or axiom; but he still insists on labeling 

such a vision an “our country” vision instead of a “my country” vision (Michael Moore 

makes the same mistake from, and supposedly for, the Liberal Side in Dude, Where’s My 

Country, by not sticking to a definition of “my country” as only his and not an ambition 

for all and right and true). Under conditions of postID, Rorty’s book would be titled 

Achieving My Country (With Me added, probably, to encourage emulation). And every 

one, in every “country” would “write” such a book. In postID Rorty will call his vision, 

“my vision,” no more or less, and he will encourage, as the only thing-in-common, every 

other one to write their own such individuated “my vision”— and then hope that some 

other ones will be persuaded by his self (through) emulation to develop, for their own 

selfs, such personal visions. PostID rejects such visions because such collective visions 

are never actually unifying anyway as the dissolution of everything from the Radical Left 

in America to Jerry Falwell’s brand of Christian Fundamentalism proves (if you are

looking still or “proofs”). The visions of multimillionaire politicians are seldom, in actual 

fact, much at all like the vision of working class Americans. The Nation of Islam is not 

more stable than Chri$tian Amerika, is actually countless fractured and fracturing bits of 

accumulated axiom, supposedly revealed truths and randomized theory engaged in an 
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incredibly wide variety of forms of daily (if devoted) practice. Buddhism did not take but 

a century or so to develop two major rafts and off of these have fallen countless 

interpretive spiritual, social, and even economic practices to float the stream of 

“Buddhism.” Even Nudism and Vegetarianism are unstable categorizers and are 

interpreted in many ways—some nudists wear wristwatches, some vegetarians eat eggs 

and fish.  Gay and Straight are currently achieving the same sort of slipperiness according 

to queer theory as has been much discussed earlier. 

So, postidentification embraces and encourages difference, not as a rhetorical 

novelty (which Aristotle and other classic rhetoricians like Heraclitus allowed for) but as 

a rhetorical necessity (at least for or toward “significant change”) because it makes some 

sense that the more rhetoric there is, the more real rhetorical a situation is, the more likely 

there will be caused something like significant change instead of just head-nodding and 

back-slapping. 

How does postID work? PostID can be as simple as asking, “What does she mean 

by that?” and trying to answer the question without the assumption (the given) that one

always already knows what an(other) one means by any thing in her world. This is the

stasis part of postID. Beyond that, or rather besides that, is a major refiguring of what 

rhetoric, as theory and practice, is. Rhetoric, one might say, is stuck in Aristotelian 

discourse modes that must inevitably lead into argument. Debra Tannen, Carol Poster, 

and others have argued this, so this is not a new point. As has been demonstrated, through 

the work of Suzanne Holland especially, this argument strategy is always already about 

getting other to be or to be more like Selfsame. This domestication of other by Selfsame 
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is accomplished by using enthymemes that are based on established and fundamental 

elements of the status quo, seldom or never on values of the nonstatus quo which keeps 

status quo in place and dominant. 

In other words, the dominant enthymemes of rhetorics of oppression only allow 

so many ways to fill in the missing part of the syllogism, and these ways are prescribed 

by the hegemony or status quo or Selfsame, not ever by other. Typically, these 

enthymemes, rhetorical and logical givens, or enthymemtic alternatives are taken to be 

maxims or axioms that are, in practical and theoretical terms, true or just-the-way-things-

are (as Identification and argument are regarded, generally, as just-the-way-things-are). 

These axioms become “true” through the process of naturalization that makes what is 

actually constructed seem natural. For instance, I was advised recently that unrecognized 

genius is the way of the world. In other words, just being brilliant, intellectually, does not 

count for anything in this world. This, of course, is part of a statement made by Calvin 

Coolidge, and this statement has become, more or less, a maxim of “our” culture. The 

extended maxim states as “true” the belief that only through hard work and constant 

recursion can “good” or “right” be achieved. This arc of though obviously follows the 

logic of Hegel—that ultimately, through continual recursion and constant correction, 

human consciousness proceeds to the end of history. Genius alone accomplishes nothing 

in our culture, the maxim states, only hard work results in success, and this is a “given” 

within “our” culture. This cultural given or maxim was presented to me as a how-the-

world-is statement of fact, although I have had nothing to do with the formulation of such 

a maxim, and, indeed, in the classes I teach, brilliance is more important than convention
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and so, in my world, unrecognized genius is not any sort of given at all. The fact that this 

maxim has been constructed—and constructed by some empowered but not brilliant one 

to valorize his own dominant quality, smart but not brilliant stick-to-it-tiveness as 

opposed to, say, Da Vinci’s erratic brilliance—and not natural is ignored by the 

hegemony. Perspicuous ones know, however, that maxims do not just appear but are 

created, and they are created for reasons. They are not any more or less natural or true 

than any other statements or counterstatements made in absolutist language. In this case, 

the maxim is Calvin Coolidge’s. To say that “Calvin Coolidge” is a social construction, 

as I have earlier explained, is of little or no consequence to postID theory, though, to 

indicate that the maxim emanated from that location in the social nexus known as “Calvin 

Coolidge” is important insofar as it describes the maxim not as natural but as constructed, 

and constructed by an individual. Of course, the maxim can be claimed as a cultural, 

linguistic, and social artifact, an artifact of “our” “shared” culture. “Our culture,” of 

course, does not mean “mckenzi’s culture” or any other “other” culture but rather means 

dominant culture.

Even most of the so-called new rhetorics are based on the enthymeme, as is 

reader-response theory. It has already been illustrated that feminist response to Aristotle 

such as Carol Poster’s remains firmly entrenched in hypotaxical, logocentric argument 

form that must reach closure via a “conclusion.” For all the talk of open-ended writing 

styles that more embrace feminist and marginalized “other” voices, these types of writing 

are still virtually unseen within the Academy; though some, in form—in stylistics 

dimensions—might seem so they are not different than typical, generic academic writing 
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based on argument; they are most basically conventional (if camouflaged) argument, 

sophistics no different except in stylistic dimensions (me, no different, shame on me, no 

defense, just shame of fear). 

But something even more fundamental than stylistics and argument per se are 

involved in a desire to reject Aristotelian discourse mode. Jaspar Neel’s claim that to 

study Aristotle is tantamount to treason against liberal humanism is well known. Neel 

situates Aristotle firmly and inextricably in the slave-based, misogynistic social-

economic matrix of Attica and does not forgive the philosopher the elitist cruelties he 

both practiced and codified (Aristotle’s Voice). Neel is probably “right.” Though 

Aristotle claims rhetoric as “neutral,” James Berlin and countless others have made good 

cases that no rhetoric can be valueless because it is already always coming from some 

social and economic (or theological or philosophical) position, and thus is reflective or 

deflective of that position by reinforcing or resisting it. To use a certain type of rhetoric is 

to endorse it then, on some significant if not always conscious level. Davis and Gross 

illustrate this by criticizing their own counterculture rhetorical moves that remained very 

supportive—in form and some substance—of a hegemonic ethics and a conventional 

academic formula. This means that to use a certain strategy or to operate under a certain 

rhetorical strategy or use a certain rhetorical resource is to reinforce the values that it 

emerged from or responded to it. Marshal McLuhan’s famous aphorism “the medium is 

the message” also reinforces this idea (Understanding Media). 

All rhetorics do reflect or deflect certain established positions, even as they 

establish themselves and even as they (de)establish themselves as “unique.” This is an
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obvious problem, or at least a concern, for postID, because postID clearly reflects a social 

milieu in which the “individual” is not only possible but paramount, and in which 

individuated “voice” in writings is possible. PostID might be a wholly Western rhetoric, 

to establish one obvious weak point for any so-called universal rhetorical theory. Such 

social values as “individual” are not universal givens either; “individual” and “voice” are 

not universal rhetorical elements, nor universal goals, givens. Okay, that’s the point. 

PostID, then, is not a universal system per se. The unique voices generated within 

postID (recognized as Maverick ethoi) not only won’t work everywhere, they won’t even 

be heard everywhere, unless the “logic” of M.e. is hyperextended and distorted to make it 

work in all cases. This move is not outside the realm of conceptualization, as this stretch 

is often made with/in Marxisms, or in Universal Grammar. This universalizing and 

accommodation is not necessarily a bad thing: Such contortions benefit certain arguments 

and certain groups regularly and so represent “good strategy” if not “truth” at times, but 

this move might also be antithetical to the theory of postID or might reduce it to a 

strategy. In postID, however, believing, absolutely, in the primacy and most-importance 

of group is not excluded, as long as every iteration of such group-think is individuated.

Theory is supposed to flatten the round world a bit, anyway: Neil Postman 

suggests that “all theories are oversimplifications, or at least lead to oversimplifications” 

(77); and he doesn’t see this as a bad thing necessarily, though I would add such 

flattenings run dangerously close to being the sorts of generalizations that postID resists. 

Such risk of overgeneralization, of such flattening is the case for any rhetorical theory, of 

course. I do not claim that postID is The Way. No universal rhetoric exists. If postID is 
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closer to being universal than any other rhetorical theory it is precisely because it is 

infinitely “different,” infinitely elastic, plastic, and variable—or else because I am just 

smarter than everybody else in the world, which is a claim I won’t make.  

I will say that from my perspective, in my M.e. world, the central problem with 

Aristotelian rhetoric is that it is too programmatic, too much a self-sustaining Big-S 

system of rhetoric, which does not allow enough ways- of-being to accommodate current 

conditions and configurations of self. Aristotle’s Rhetoric made sense when it could be 

safely said that “old men act like this,” and “young men act like that,” etc.; but under 

conditions where labels like “old” and “young” are destabilized, and even such a 

supposedly basic category as “men” is relative (which actually means that it is virtually 

irrelevant), Aristotelian, neoAristotelian, Burkean rhetoric makes little sense. In an 

extremely complicated sociolinguistic and psychosocial environment, a postidentification 

rhetoric makes more sense because it accommodates infinite numbers of categories based 

on the radical alterity of what actually exists these days, that is, a confusing number of 

different categories.

Barbara Couture has pointed out that from the analytics of women’s studies and 

postcolonial cultural studies have come revelations that there are myriad ways-of-being 

and perforce myriad ways-of-knowing. This means that new analytical modes have 

allowed many more categories of audience and orator than existed before. This opening-

up of a lot of new categories obviously also opens the door to a theory of 

postidentification rhetoric. Another bolster of postID is a post-New Criticism literature 

analysis that has “allowed” context and interpretations from specific locations to 
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determine critical interpretations. For instance, Reader-Response theory allows 

individuated interpretations of texts.  Deconstruction in general has opened things up by 

refashioning genre and removing “genre” from the concrete that has long binded it to 

universalizing and absolutist “best” readings. 

Genre in Deconstruction now refers to the entire context of textual production and 

reception that includes the reader as much as the writer in the process of “genre.” 

Structuralism and narratology, for instance, required more or less “right” readings that 

always emanated from hegemony. Now all of this strict reading is broken down. This 

means that modeling the techniques of masters does not any longer assure that a neophyte 

writer will learn how to communicate effectively through modeling master models 

(again, see “Modeling and Emulating”) and that other ways of producing texts than 

copying Old Masters is necessary. 

In other words, in a destabilized writing environment, wherein there are so many 

ways to do things “right” or “wrong,” there is no way to develop one writing process to 

model because this would be like trying to teach abstract painting as a series of absolute 

rules, as opposed to a flexible set of rules-of-thumb or an attitude-toward Art; such 

cannot really be done because abstract cannot be codified, although it may be corralled

for the purposes of (careerist) criticism. This is also analogous to what Wayne Booth has 

written about the novel—that is damnably hard to pin down vis a vis what it is exactly; 

all that needs to happen to collapse a category like “the novel” is a novel that is unlike 

other novels, and virtually all earthmoving ones are unique and do so destabilize the 

supposed genre. A novel need not be “experimental” to be earthmoving, however. Moby 
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Dick follows the conventional form of a quest narrative, following the classical models of 

the Iliad and the Odyssey. I will point out, however, that what is generally called 

experimental is often groundbreaking at first but then often later becomes a sort of norm

even though that so-called norm cannot be duplicated. At the beginning of the twenty-

first century, James Joyce’s Ulysses was voted by English department professionals to be 

the most important book of the last hundred years

Writing in general, according to Couture and other postprocess writing theorists, 

is in the same destabilized, somewhat fractured boat now as visual “Art,” and, as well, 

the literary novel. This boat is currently taking in water by the boatloads: That is, it is 

difficult to tell what’s what anymore amid a lot of strong critical posturing about why that 

is good and necessary, but that does not much relieve the confusion(s) (see Kingwell, 

“Art Will Eat Itself: what distinguishes art from everything else?”). That being the case, 

some other way of teaching writing has to be arrived at, or the whole project of teaching 

writing abandoned altogether. That such a need is argued for means that we need a 

rhetoric to sustain such postprocess pedagogy.  

Though Couture claims that new waves of scholarship (which deconstruct old 

ways) clear space for new(er) ways, much of what is ongoing recently in postprocess 

(and even now in post-postprocess) seems simply to be taking us back to old ways, to 

Plato-and-the-search-for-Truth (particularly as Alan France has framed such a “need”) (or 

see more recently the Michael Hyde edited Ethos of Rhetoric, a revisionist study of 

preliterate ethoi). New scholarly analytics coming from women’s studies, African-

American studies, queer theory, and such have confused the what-should-we-teach-as-
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writing? debate without giving any but old answers (if any at all) to that important 

question. These newer critical theories coming from the supposed margins have, 

however, provided a great deal more information about what it is that “others” do when 

they communicate: “Others” in the context in which Couture uses it would more mean an 

“other” marginalized by category or strategic characteristic—minorities, women, queers, 

men-with-hats, etc. “Others” in the context of M.e. merely means every-one-who-isn’t-I 

(in the terms of Levinas, humans [I] and nonhumans [not-I]) .

This new knowledge, of others or of “the other,” while decidedly confusing what 

is right writing in a general or institutional sense, has allowed deeper access into the 

territory of other where discoveries are made about what and how other communicates. 

This new knowledge (claims Couture) should allow us to act like other, or even to be like 

other(s). Though this version of “being the other” sounds like a great adventure, it is 

obviously a project that will fracture the psyche not only of the “other” interpenetrated

but as well the interloper (see the movie Being John Malkovich in which psychic tourists 

take extended vacations into the mind and body of the famous actor John Malkovich and 

everybody gets screwed up). This move into-other is obviously antithetical to postID, is 

obviously just another form of Burkean ingestion-of-other, one that encourages “being 

like” and rejects being-like-self, and so continues the privileging of Selfsame, The 

Dominant.  I see Couture’s brand of “being like others” not one a maverick would wear, 

principally because it represents the sort of sameness that tends to valorize tolerance (as 

the end product of rhetorical strategy), and with the process amounting, at the end of the 

day, to another stab at establishing a very large category headed “we are all human.” This 
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sameness ignores individualities and concentrates, eventually, on some specie of 

sameness. As mentioned earlier, the level of abstraction that “humans all” obtains is 

virtually meaningless because this level of tolerance involves “[…] acceptance of others 

by means of  an indifference to, or neglect of, their differences, of all the opaqueness and 

knobby protrusions that make it difficult to swallow their souls into one’s own” (Brown 

11). 

I have reservations about her proposed psychic colonialism, but Couture’s ideas 

have merit insofar as they seem to accept the notion that it is the who in the rhetorical 

exchange and not the what that is most persuasive. Aristotle, rather reluctantly, agrees in 

Book I, Chapter 2 of Rhetorica when he notes that “it is not true that a speaker 

contributes nothing to his power of persuasion; on the contrary, his character may almost 

be called the most effective means of persuasion he possesses” (Rhetoric 25). Those who 

most grossly misread Aristotle do not factor into his system of rhetoric the idea that 

audiences are persuaded by the ethos of the speaker, even though it is rather stupid of an

audience to be so swayed by a rhetorical pisteis that is not logical. In fact, Aristotle 

admits that ethos is perhaps more efficacious than any other appeal. Those who most 

egregiously limit Aristotle’s role in the drama of rhetoric to the King of Logos mistake 

that “Aristotle,” as received by current critics through the Rhetorica, claims logos as the 

only peisteis worth salt. He wishes logos dominated rhetoric, but because rhetoric 

anyway is for those who cannot follow extended arguments and complicated syllogisms, 

the rhetor’s “character may almost be called the most effective means of persuasion.” 

Whether this “character” Aristotle indexes represents (or is) an ethos that can be affected, 
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feigned, constructed ad hoc, extemporaneously, is premeditated, spontaneous, neutral or 

potentially neutral or absolutely or partially natural is significantly a question (or set of 

questions) that swings around the pole of different opinion about the etymology of the 

word ethos.

 In 1947 William Satler contended that ethos is “derived from the Greek word for 

custom, habit, or usage” (55). In Satler’s configuration of this pisteis (rhetorical appeal),

the efficacy of ethos as a rhetorical and (it might be considered) political strategy is or 

will be in direct proportion to the ability of the rhetor to reveal his authority (establish his 

credibility) by and through knowledge of local customs and habits; and through 

indexation/ employment/ exploitation of local versions of language, lingo, tropes, idioms, 

common names, situational monikers and markers, relevant circumstances and 

expediencies, team colors and costumes, known affiliations, (including a useful 

understanding of conventional and resistant configurations of “other”), etc. That is to say 

that this configuration of ethos and the strength of such as a rhetorical tool or resource, is 

directly reflected by the extent of the rhetor’s insider (emic) knowledge and his ability to 

be like (or appear similar to) the crowd he means to persuade. This is reminiscent of 

Socrates concerns as expressed to Callicles, to whit, that one must be “no mere imitator, 

but essentially like them” if one means to achieve “great power in this state.”  

Satler establishes this sort of ethos somewhere between folkways and mores.

Folkways are habits of action that are general and predictable but which do not represent, 

at the extremes, either taboo or absolutely required practice. Folkways are accepted and 

approved but not absolutely necessary or definitive—women usually wear dresses in 
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public around here, but they may wear pants; they may not go naked. When a folkway 

becomes elevated to the position of “mores,” it then concerns “conduct that is so vital to 

the group that to violate the group practice is considered to be destructive to the social 

welfare. As such, mores are “ ‘welfare principles,’ and they are therefore invested with 

moral approval” (55)—for example, women never go naked in public around here and 

men never wear dresses in public (or else they could get pecked to death or drowned in 

offal; see Jerzy Kosinski’s The Painted Bird). 

Mores, then, are customs or habits of a people elevated to must-do level. Satler’s 

project, remember, is to come to an accurate working definition of ethos as Aristotle and 

the Ancients used it: What did “ethos” mean in Aristotle’s Rhetoric? Satler claims these 

mores as a type of ethos, a sort of group-ethos (ethics) that indicates and justifies a 

conduct that is morally approved by the group.  These “welfare principles” need not be 

nice: The extermination by the third reich of Jews, homosexuals, gypsies, the mentally 

and physically challenged, and other “undesirable others” was clearly a moral imperative 

for the nazis and constituted a vital conduct that if not followed to the very end, would 

wind up irrevocably ruining the Final Solution on which the Reich was morally (not 

practically) based. (There were few if any practical grounds for the Final Solution: The 

Jews had been divested of what wealth they had before the genocide began and would 

have been a useful labor force for a Germany that was population depleted by the end of 

the war. See Katz.) 

This indicates the confusion of the term ethos as something that may or may not 

be invested with the quality of moral-as-humanistic. Moral is, obviously, a relative term, 
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as are he terms ethical and ethos. Satler claims that opposed to or beside that ethos-as-

mores is another ethos, one that “refers to qualities other than those considered to have 

moral import” (55).

This confusion floats Aristotle’s and the Ancient’s ethos between what Satler 

thinks of as the Latin noun mores and the Greek noun ethos. 

The Latin mores and the Greek ethos are similar in meaning, but the two terms are 

not synonymous. The mores as standards indicative of morally approved conduct 

are included in the ethos or group character. On the other hand, certain traits of 

character within the scope of ethos cannot be called mores. The traits or qualities 

that make up ethos are of course approved and respected by the society in 

question, but such traits do not necessarily have the status of “welfare principles.” 

That is to say, ethos refers to qualities other than those considered to have moral 

import. (55)

This is a confusion of etymology, apparently, that may be straightened out by the 

understanding that there were two Greek terms that were very similar to one another: the 

first ethos means only “custom or habit,” while the second means “custom, disposition, 

character, delineation of character, bearing” (Liddel). Thomas Corts makes this 

distinction in the article “The Derivation of Ethos,” and claims that ethos-as-custom/habit 

can be subsumed under ethos-as-character, but the converse will not ever obtain. In this 

binary “character” is superior to “habit,” though habit may be a part of character. This 

confuses the issue more in that some of Aristotle’s ideas—or perhaps better to say, some 

of the received wisdom of the Rhetorica centered on the potential of logos as the 
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fundamental argumentive modus operandi—have dominated the Western praxis of 

rhetoric for two and a half millennia; but ethotic argument (see Brinton for this term) has 

never really dominated the discussions of rhetorical appeals (and it is excluded in strictly 

logical appeals as wholly irrelevant because it is only ad hominen and so not logical per 

se but personal). 

Based strictly on physical evidence, it is likely that the history of the dominant 

mode of discourse has been misinterpreted. This has been well argued by feminist 

scholars for decades now (see Rereading the Sophists especially) and is no longer 

especially controversial, but it is useful for postID to remind you that of the extant 

ancient papyri, most of them are not what would traditionally be called rhetorical.

William Grimaldi’s groundbreaking “Reinterpreting Aristotle” uses data from Charles 

Henry Oldfather to lay it out like this: of the six hundred or so writing-remains from 

Greco-Roman Egypt, 

[. . .] 315 were from the Iliad and 80 were from the Odyssey; these were followed 

in descending order by Demosthenes, Euripedes, Menander, Plato, Thucydides, 

Xenophon, Isocrates, Hesiod, Pindar, Philemiass, Sophocles, Herodotus, 

Aristophanes, Sappho, Theocritus, Bacchylides and with Phylimiass following up 

the rear. In other words, almost two-thirds of the remains are Homeric; and of the 

sixteen listed authors, ten are poets or dramatists, three are historians, two are 

rhetoricians or orators, and one is a philosopher. Oldfather remarks, in passing, 

that Aristotle was “hardly represented.” (167)
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If mere numbers and sheer bulk of extant text testify in any way to the dominance 

of one type of “rhetoric” over others, clearly Aristotelian Rhetoric was not particularly 

important to the Ancients—poetry and drama continued to hold forth most. The idea that 

poetry and drama should have continued in the dominant position is perhaps argued most 

persuasively by Nietzsche, who suggests that it is in, by, and through the metaphor that 

human beings come closest to accurate description of their worlds. That Aristotelian 

rhetoric was salvaged during the Renaissance and much later publicized and valorized for 

strategic political and careerist (not strictly historic) purposes is well known and cautions

that extant theories might well continue to be discussed simply because these are the ones 

that got published or publicized; that, for reasons that might have nothing to do with 

(relative) quality or relevance, these theories made it into the literature, got into print and 

so survive. 

The suggestion of Oldfather’s research into the papyri is that had some political 

force not been exercised to preserve and then promulgate Aristotelian rhetoric, poetry and 

drama might well have continued to dominate discourse (and indeed poetry, creative 

nonfiction is the thing-to-emulate, though not the model, in postID). As Carol Poster 

points out, Aristotle’s Rhetorica would have been buried if not outright dead by now if 

left, so to speak, to its own devices and considered on its own relative merits of 

usefulness. That poetry and drama are better suited for postID than logocentric argument 

is clear: Traditional Aristotelian rhetoric stresses the trope, the in-common, and derives 

its power, first, from enthymeme, and then from example. Poetry derives its power from 

the unusual use of the usual or the creative construction of the unusual, the metaphor, the 
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particular, not the general. The metaphor, while a type of example, is an extreme and 

exaggerated type.   

This cursory survey of Aristotle unavoidably simplifies both the man and his 

message. There are myriad ways to interpret Aristotle, including ways that make his 

rhetoric more generous and flexible and that invest the bulk of the creation of rhetorical 

efficacy on the audience or the ethos of the speaker, and not on the (logic of the) 

argument, meaning that “[. . .] persuasion may come from the hearers, when the speech 

stirs their emotions.”  In 1356b, however, Aristotle clearly laments that logic alone won’t 

persuade. When there is division about truth, when absolute certainty is improbable, 

when opinions are divided  “[. . .]persuasion should be achieved by what the speaker 

says, not by what people think of his character before he begins to speak.” (This is what 

Foucault said, of course, perhaps not very “authentically” but ironically). This lack of 

absolute dominance by logic is unfortunate from Aristotle’s perspective. People should

be swayed only by logic, but they are often not (because they are stupid); and so “[the 

rhetor’s] character may almost be called the most effective means of persuasion [. . .].” 

PostID is not dependent on a nod from Aristotle, nor on direct lineage to, nor on 

historical support from any particular philosopher, philosophy, or traditional rhetorical 

strategy. It is a new idea. This is important, but not because “new idea” gives me carte 

blanche to make whatever claims I want and feel under no obligation to substantiate these 

claims. I simply don’t have to support them using only enthymeme and example and 

third-term just because Aristotle and Burke said these were the ways rhetoric works.  

PostID as a new idea is important because a lot of these old ideas, such as Aristotle’s, 
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only serve, by comparison to help explain what postID is (conceivably and practically) 

and is not. (And yes, this is clearly a use of old arguments to make new ones, and as such 

is a concession of sorts to Perelman). 

There is not really any “proof” that Aristotle’s Rhetoric did work very well 2,500 

years ago, but what might be said with some certainty is that many of the conditions of 

our existence have changed in the 2,500 years since Aristotle and that much of what 

Aristotle suggested, many of the hooks that his rhetoric hangs on, are just not relevant 

today. One such hook is the crude psychology in Book II. Basically Aristotle’s rhetorical 

world (all audience) is composed of “youthful” types—courageous young men with “hot 

tempers and hopeful dispositions—elderly men, “past their prime,” who think that “life 

on the whole is a bad business” and so are “sure about nothing,” think things but do not 

ever know them—and men “in their prime” who are neither overly timid nor overly bold, 

but reasonable in the main and on the whole, and so represent the Greek notion of the 

phronemos (see Lois Self for this definition), the rhetorical entity that later became 

Quintilian’s “good man, skilled in speaking,” and later bell hooks’ “White-S upremacist, 

patriarchal, Capitalist.”  And that’s it for Aristotle. Those are the options. Those three 

personality types are the choices pretty much for the participants in rhetorical exchange 

in Aristotle’s elitist fifth-century Attica, the only participants that Aristotle acknowledges 

as part of his “universal” theory of rhetoric: no women, no slaves, no children, no 

“others” at all. 

These profiles, of course, seem reductive and silly now, but this is not to slight 

Aristotle for devising them, for his was probably the first such effort at psychological 
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profiling, indeed at what might pass for a crude psychology. But, as Amelie Oksenburg-

Rorty points out, such ancient conceptions are not very relevant today as anything but 

historical relics. People have changed and so ethoi have changed, and so rhetorical theory 

should change. So while not non-Western, and while not meaning to be prescriptive, 

postidentification rhetoric is still something of a corrective to Aristotelian rhetoric and its

(neo)logical effluvia. 

Examining somewhat these ancient ideas of Aristotle about rhetoric are important 

to postID for several reasons: M.e. is a rhetorical strategy (if it is a strategy and not a state 

of being) that provides an alternative to logocentric argument, that is to say, to what is 

generally known as argument per se. A M.e. is not persuasive through argument or 

through enthymeme, but persuasive by difference. The suggestion of postID is that 

writings which are not especially or immediately clear, that are difficult on some levels to 

apprehend, are more likely to work toward significant change than writings that are 

immediately and thoroughgoingly transparent. 

As outlined in William Satler’s survey of classical ethos, several features 

distinguish Aristotle’s treatment of ethos from that of pre-Aristotelian practitioners and 

pedagogues. The most important difference is that Aristotle conceives of a system of 

rhetoric that comes to include ethos as one of three main pisteis, the appeals that serve as 

the “artistic” proofs in his configuration of praxis. As a reminder: Artistic proofs are 

those that the orator-rhetor-writer constructs, using what came to be known as inventio

(content), dispositio (organization), elocutio (style), memoria (memorization), 
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pronunciato (delivery). Inartistic proofs, in contrast, are “found,” and are such as 

“testimony of slaves” and other direct evidence. 

Satler also claims that as an important difference between pre-Aristotelian and 

Aristotelian configurations of rhetoric, earlier rhetoric “gives primary attention to the 

‘parts of speech’ as the framework of rhetorical principles [and so] ethos is considered 

largely a function of the proem,” or introduction (57). Aristotle considers this strategy of 

using character-building statements and ethos only in the proem (as taught by the 

Sophists), a restrictive strategy that limits rhetoric in unnecessary ways. “[. . .I]t is 

evident that any one [mostly the Sophists] who lays down rules about other matters, such 

as what must be the contents of the ‘introduction’ or the ‘narration’ or any of the other 

divisions of speech, is theorizing about  non-essentials as if they belonged to the art” 

(1354b15). These “non-essentials” would later become the formulae that marked Roman 

rhetoric, for example, as more a matter of employing figures of speech, as a collection of 

rhetorical resources used for special and prescribed purposes (the tropes and figures of 

speech found in Rhetorica ad Herennium), than as a universal and theorized system of 

complex rhetorical strategy with potential for general application. 

In Book I, Chapter 2.25 of The Rhetoric, Aristotle lays claim to rhetoric as a 

general system, one that does not derive its precepts or practice from specific cases, but 

from general ones, because “individual cases are so infinitely various that no systematic 

knowledge of them is possible” (27). Exactly. 

This is an important moment for postID: In an unambiguous psychological 

environment, such as the one Aristotle creates in The Rhetoric (in which his simplified 
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“types” operate on prescribed and predictable axes), it makes sense that such a systematic 

rhetorical system could be proposed and believed. In the current social and psychological 

environment, such an arrangement cannot be reasonably suggested. In the current 

sociopsychological climate, a system in that persons are categorized neatly according to 

simplified characteristics—such as the “hot-headed young men” and “men who are past 

their prime,” or even “queer” or “straight”— is clearly not sustainable. That being the 

case, it is the condition of the infinitely various (Nietzsche’s “multiplicity”) that now 

obtains. And so, the infinitely various (Nietzsche’s “multiplicity”) is the “system,” 

because it is the only system that is currently sustainable. 

Aristotle’s incorporation of ethos as a useful pisteis into the whole body of 

rhetoric is also important because it highlights the move Aristotle makes to incorporate 

all effective elements of strategy into a general and comprehensive theory of rhetoric, 

which has practical applications in specific instances, but which is not a formula. That is, 

theorizing Rhetoric makes rhetoric a techne, a comprehensive art, and this seems to have 

been Aristotle’s grand ambition (contrary to Carol Poster’s [mis]reading, which aims to 

remove “Rhetoric” from the realm of mere handbook practice as taught by the Sophists). 

This evaluation is made with the understanding that The Rhetoric was also, clearly, and 

simply in parts, a handbook for use by Aristotle’s students in the Lyceum and elsewhere. 

But the fact that Aristotle conceived of rhetoric as the counterpart of the dialectic, and 

with no particular subject matter of its own, liberates rhetoric from prescriptivism and 

gives rhetoric a very general application to any contentions that do not allow for 
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incontrovertible proofs, which are rather arguments toward belief, for arguments that are 

rhetorical and not scientific. 

To reiterate Aristotle’s general contention: Effective rhetorical strategies are not 

restricted to specialized use; that means, for instance, that ethos, in this particular case, 

should not be restricted in us to introductions because ethos is an all-purpose rhetorical 

tool that can be used all over the oration. Indeed at several points in The Rhetoric, 

Aristotle points to ethos as being, for all intents and purposes the most potent of all 

means of persuasion. This is important in thinking about postID because postID is a 

configuration of rhetoric in general, and of (Maverick) ethos in particular; one that allows 

for more choice (to establish idiosyncratic ethoi). In other words, if ethos is allowed only 

in proems, introductions, or as “set pieces,” it restricts what ethos can conceivably be. I 

am not here arguing that Aristotle’s contentions are true or false, but only that a certain 

configuration of ethos is necessary for a M.e. to exist, and Aristotle’s expanded notion of 

ethos works better than a conceptualization and practice of ethos that restricts it in 

mechanical ways, for instance, as appropriate to the proem only.  

Additionally, Satler reminds that the Sophists, implicitly or explicitly, explain and 

teach ethos as a “technique by that one may persuade audiences to accept proposals that 

are morally reprehensible” (57). This is, of course, the interpretation of “Sophistry” laid 

down by Plato and then followed up to a much lesser and vehement degree by Aristotle, 

whose own The Rhetoric was something of a continuing counter to the power of 

Sophistic and Isocretean rhetorics, but still more comprehensive, and, one might say, 

applicable to more regular human beings, than the lofty idealisms of Plato-Socrates. This 
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is a reminder that one of the hinge events in the debate about ethos remains between Plato 

and Aristotle, i.e., whether ethos is, or can or must be, the actual “character” of an actual 

historical person, or whether it can be a feigned “character,” used simply for rhetorical 

effect. Barbara Couture, Alan France, and like-minded (liberal) academics—perhaps 

most famously George Yoos in the article “Revision of the Concept of Ethical Appeal”—

urge a return to thinking of ethical rhetoric as “transformative,” and “moral,” which

would put these liberal thinkers, uneasily perhaps, in the Platonic camp that claims ethos 

as an eseentialized state-of-being and thus impossible to fake.

Aristotle, however, believed that although being good was the best tactic for the 

rhetor who means to be persuasive, because “we believe good men more fully and readily 

than others” (1356a6), it was not the only way; he acknowledged that in most cases the 

“mere appearance of goodness was sufficient,” as a rhetorical strategy at least. Plato said 

that ethos could not be faked and that Sophistry failed, principally, because of the failure 

of this sort of deception—that is, an orator pretending to be “good” when, in fact, he was 

not: Bad men, in Plato’s wishful thinking (as in Quintilian’s), are simply not persuasive. 

As outlined earlier, this is the central dividing line between the ethos of Plato and that of 

Aristotle: The former thought it could not be faked and so should not be taught or 

modeled (should rather be, to use Couture’s term, emulated more or less as a lifestyle), 

while the latter thought of ethos as something that could be merely but effectively 

constructed and then delivered to an audience, who probably wouldn’t know the 

difference anyway, because the main duty of rhetoric “is to deal with such matters as we 

deliberate upon without arts or systems to guide us, in the hearing of persons who cannot 
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take in at a glance a complicated argument, or follow a long chain of reasoning” (1357a). 

Rhetoric, for Aristotle, is for dummies, in other words, who can’t get the point, that is, the 

logic of the argument.

Aristotle believed everything that was not a complicated argument or long chain 

of reasoning was a demeaned but regular ordinary part of life. People in general are 

stupid, what can you do, A. wondered? One must use rhetoric on the idiots, A. answered. 

Indeed the hoi poloi are so stupid that they won’t know the difference between a faked 

ethos and a real ethos anyway, thought Aristotle, so why not take advantage of that fact 

rather than fight it, nobly but futilely, as Plato had? But can ethos be faked? Will people 

believe “fake ethos”?

The only scientistic proof I have been able to uncover—to prove or disprove that 

ethos can be faked—is an experiment from an extended essay in a forty-year-old issue of 

Speech Monographs. As explained in “A Summary of Experimental Research in Ethos,” 

Richard Hildreth did a study to find out if the “truth-will-out” hypothesis held any water. 

That is, he meant to discover if the theory was true that there are nonverbal, or otherwise 

perceptible give-aways, that would mark for audience the “liar” from the “actual good 

speaker.” Plato contended that there were, that an audience would ferret out, through 

some means, the “truth” from the “lie” so that no matter the attempt at deception the 

Truth would will out.  As explained in Hildreth’s article, “an insincere speaker’s 

Sophistry [sic] will betray itself through unconscious behaviors that act subliminally 

upon the auditors” (Anderson 73). But Hildreth’s experiment yielded no such results. 
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Defining sincerity in terms of the speaker’s expressed preference for one side of a 

controversial issue and using a large number of speakers who filmed speeches on 

both their preferred and their non preferred sides, he discovered that audiences 

were unable to distinguish the sincere from the insincere speeches and that the 

rating of the two types of speeches did not differ significantly in effectiveness. 

Rather, ratings of effectiveness and of estimated sincerity were positively 

correlated. (73, emphasis in original)

While this data is methodologically suspect on a variety of levels, and therefore 

not at all conclusive, still it is suggestive; borrowing some methodology and focus from 

speech theory would be a place of further interested inquiry for those currently working 

in the discipline of rhetoric.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RHETORICAL ANALYSIS

The first section of this final chapter is a survey and analysis of poststructuralist 

writing in general. The second part of this chapter then moves into specific rhetorical 

analysis of a typographic text produced by Victor Vitanza, a text that is particularly 

articulative with and illustrative of a M.e..

HOW POSTIDENTIFICATION WORKS IN POSTSTRUCTURALIST WRITINGS

In a poststructural writing environment, there are three principal claims about the 

“act of writing”: Writing is (1) public, (2) interpretive, and (3) situated (Kent 1). The first 

of these claims reveals that no writing is private, even writing that is done alone for 

oneself has an audience of some other even if that “other” is some aspect of one’s self. 

This is generally a given these days (if such a given is allowed, ironically) and has been 

in the reading/writing conversation since Deconstruction began in earnest in the late 

1960s. (For context rhetoric, as a discipline, is said to have been rediscovered in 1963.)

 The “interpretive act” postprocess speculates is not a new idea either but arises 

from linguistic theories that emerged in the latter phases of structuralism. Kenneth 

Goodman’s “whole language” approach to reading (psycholinguistic work that also 

started in the late 1960s) defines reading in a reductive but suggestive sense as an 

interpretive act. Goodman is not actually speculating about a more sophisticated 

hermeneutics but rather is merely claiming that readers do not, in Goodman’s studies at 

least, actually read what is on the page.  In his important 1975 essay, “The Reading 
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Process,” Goodman notes that “reading is [. . .] a psycholinguistic process in that it starts 

with a linguistic surface representation encoded by a writer and ends with meaning that 

the reader constructs” (12). Later work in pragmatics and whole-language reading theory 

confirmed more or less what Goodman’s miscue analyses suggested, that “[. . .] all 

readers produce the unexpected responses we call ‘miscues’”; (see Helmer  for the 

continued importance of miscue analysis in linguistics). These miscues occur because the 

reader is not simply responding to print with accurate word identifications. She is 

processing information in order to reconstruct the message the writer has sought to 

convey (Goodman 22). 

The discovery that reading is not simple decoding has led to the conceptualization 

of reading as what Kent and others call instances of unrepeatable “hermeneutic 

guessing.” Taken to linguistic extremes, then, the “reading/writing” aspect of “rules of 

thumb” is a variable set of local, flexible small-t theories that have replaced the dominant 

and dominating Big-T theory of Modernism (see Rorty; Davidson). In short, Goodman’s 

interpretation of reading allows speculation of individuated processes: We don’t all read 

the same, indeed, we all read different.   

Goodman would likely not consider these miscues as rhetorical, but from a 

rhetorical perspective, Goodman’s groundbreaking work opens the door to an idea about 

reading that makes it more interpretive, constructive, participatory-for-the-reader, and 

thus more making-sense-of than simply and literally decoding the symbols on the page. 

This is useful for postID, because as Thomas Kent explains it, “making sense of” means 

more than “merely to paraphrase; it means to enter into a relationship of understanding 
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with other language users” (3). It is the extent, strength, and type of this “relationship” 

that postID means to take issue with. This relationship from the perspective of extant 

rhetorics of oppression expects Identification (or a rhetorical resource like Identification, 

such as Perleman’s “old arguments” or the constatives of Habermas) to be the basis of 

communication. In extant rhetorics this understanding-with-other-language-users must be 

at a relatively high level to sustain discourse. Kent is saying that in poststructural writings 

we don’t have all the givens we once had and so depend on passing theories to attain 

communication. But it might be said in general that such “understanding” must at least be 

elevated at certain marked (or perhaps better to say “unmarked”) instances of discourse 

for discourse to work for real rhetorical (not just phatic) ends. 

For instance, in the Habermas system, the level of agreement (understanding) on 

“constatives” would be more or less absolute—as in, “Well, everyone knows what 

‘green’ means. If you [other, typically] don’t know what ‘green’ is, then we cannot have 

a conversation at all.” This set-up makes a failure of discourse always already the failure 

of “other” to “get with” (to use Ong’s phrase) the in-place constatives that emanate from 

the hegemony to begin with. There can be virtually no disagreement about what “green” 

means in such a system (rhetoric of oppression): “Green” will be seen to mean, actually 

will mean within the confines of the discursive system, what hegemony (however 

configured) says it will mean, or else it doesn’t mean “green” at all. If it does not mean 

“green” per se then it might have an alternative meaning, this is true. For instance, it 

might may mean (or be allowed to mean) something else, like Counterculture Green or

Queer Green, but these type of  “greens” are seen as being derivative, substandard, 
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atypical, abnormal, etc., and so are sore-thumb types of green.  These sore-thumb cases 

are actually called marked cases in linguistics. These marked cases are always considered 

to be somehow unstandard and often remarkable in the same way that “she” as unmarked 

genitive case is remarkable (as compared to the dominant “he” as default pronoun). “She” 

used as the generic pronoun in a writing is unusual because the unmarked genitive case 

(in Western writing) is usually (always already) “he.” In other words, when “she” is used 

as the unmarked genitive case, it seems a little weird because we are used to seeing “he” 

as the unmarked case—that is, the usual, generic case.  

Understanding how any constative beyond what I have called a “minimality” is 

really a tool of oppression is essential to understanding any postidentification rhetoric, so 

I will continue to circle around this idea even at the risk of muddying the waters more (to 

use some of Jim Corder’s colloquial lingo). Later, “Victor Vitanza” will really muddy 

these waters.

Even the idea of a constative (a rhetorical resource without which discourse 

cannot proceed), or a format (without that words cannot be “read”) is always already 

embedded in ideological positions. Most obvious in all this is the fact (or best guess) that 

the more givens there are in any rhetorical system, the more entrenched, protected, and 

immutable the status quo rhetoric is. This means that while discourse has to start 

someplace, with some things as givens the assumption that that starting place is always 

already “green” (or something as supposedly basic as color), is misleading. What’s white 

to a colored man or colored to a white man? Indeed, it is these necessary “givens” that are 

simply an(other) ruse (tool, strong arm) of rhetorics of oppression. These supposed basics 
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which are become naturalized have become tools of oppression in the same way that 

Foucault claims logic has become a tool of oppression. What the “absolute necessity” of 

constatives (or identifications of all ilk) really means is that counter interpretations or 

experiences of “green” are perforce excluded from dominant rhetorics. Neologisms 

obviously fall into such categories of The Atypical. But so does creative grammar, 

different formatting, punctuation, ideogrammatic writings within typographic, Black 

English, and glossing(s). These types of differences are now considered (abnormal) 

affectations, but they were a normal part of writing before the alphabet was formalized, 

grammar codified, and the movable press restricted marginalia. Of course, postID is not

about retrowriting, and this should be reiterated. PostID is principally about creating or 

understanding a postidentification ethos rhetoric and then looking at some of the ways 

that postidentification ethos-rhetoric shapes written texts. Atypical stylistics might 

accomplish that—to create an idiosyncratic ethos, a heterogeneity of such, in fact—but 

stylistics might not do that at all and might just degrade into conventional baroque or 

what Milan Kundera might call “kitsch” (Unbearable Lightness of Being).  

Divisiveness or distancing moves in writing can create or cause texts that are not 

especially comprehensible on a first reading; but this does not mean that such writing is 

antireader necessarily (as it might be said about Sam Beckett for instance; see Cottle for 

antireader types of writings). It might mean that a text that is difficult to understand or to 

read at first, because of the distancing moves, is just harder to grasp. In other words, a 

text that is not simply a list of constatives—tropes and figures of speech, “old 

arguments,” terms of Identification, i.e., basics or naturalized givens—is more difficult to 
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comprehend, in the same way that a person who “dresses funny” is hard at first to 

comprehend. Eddie Izzard is a cross-dressing comedian man (transvestite) and he tells 

very funny stories about people, especially blokes, seeing him in full make-up, heels, and 

a dress in Leicester Square. There is at first simply a kind of shock (as Izzard describes 

his effect on some people) as their brains try to compute an usual answer to what it is an 

Unusual standing before them where there is no real information, old argument, or 

element of Identification on which to make a decision (see Dressed to Kill). What 

happens next can be imagined (though not proved)—the shocked people have to actually 

start what is conventionally called “thinking” in order to figure out what “it” (Eddie 

Izzard, in this case) is. When "it” (other) is not readily articulated with something known 

(an old argument or category, etc.) then some new category must be created. This makes 

communication more creative and less categorical in a conventional sense for obvious 

reasons: When all ones are seen as (the question) “what is that?” then a new and creative 

category (answer) must be created (in passing at the least) in order for rhetoric 

(comprehension) to be ongoing. Naturally, this creates virtually endless categories, and 

this absolute multiplicity of categories degrades the dominant (canonical) Big-C Category 

until Selfsame disappears, subsumed in absolute radical otherness.  

It might be assumed, then, that because a guy has on a golf shirt and khakis, we 

actually do identify with him (if we are dressed similarly) while the guy in the linen 

sheath dress we don’t identify with at all (or perhaps vice versa). What Thomas Kent has 

said about all this “understanding” is that, in poststructuralist writing at least, we don’t 

really and truly understand any (other) one anyway: We don’t just misunderstand, or 
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from a hermeneutic perspective “misread” the queers, we consistently do and must 

misread every some one we encounter, because according to Kent and Davidson et al., 

“we” (that is, an “I”) might only take best guesses at what “they” (all the not-I’s) are 

saying based on passing theories. 

 As explained above the terms reading and understanding are not to be conflated 

as a matter of course (see Goodman) but expressed with the understanding of the 

difference as those described as under headings like “decoding,” and “postmodern 

hermeneutics.” For Modernists—like Descartes, Samuel Johnson, and Bertrand Russell 

more recently—“reading” and “understanding” are basically the same activity or should 

be the same ambition for reader and writer according to these theorists. Enlightenment-

era hermeneutics describes the theory of close reading while exegesis stood for the actual 

practice of close reading, originally of religious texts.  Hermeneutics has come to mean a 

grander project than the exegeses of religious texts; it has come to represent the way 

humans understand (or read) all the texts in their worlds, that is to say, to understand their 

world(s).

Hermeneutics means interpretation or “interpretive understanding […]. [in 1819] 

German theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher laid the foundations for a general 

science of interpretation […] and for [him] hermeneutics was the study of 

understanding, an effort at re-experiencing the world and consciousness of the 

text, action, or object under consideration as the original creator(s) meant it. (Foss 

220; for the locus classicus, see Schleirmacher’s Hermeneutics)
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“Martin Heidegger introduced the notion of hermeneutical understanding as 

dialogue between the text and the interpreter. The interpreter asks ‘questions’ of the text 

and receives understanding through the answers ‘received’” (Foss 221).  Both 

Schleiermacher and later Wilhelm Dilthey considered the “filter” of the receptor (the 

“reader”) to be a hindrance to that understanding. The interpreter’s situation is 

“considered to be negative” (221). Opposing that view, Hans-Georg Gadamer stresses 

that hermeneutics was as much a way of knowing the world as of reading a conventional 

text and further stressed that the knower’s knowledge was a useful filter for arriving at 

productive definitions of various and varied texts (Philosophical Hermeneutics). Within 

the context of discussion about postID, it is clear that the “filters” we use both to produce 

and to interpret texts (used inclusively) are important to radical rhetorical theory because 

when each filter is seen to be unique, there is less opportunity or mechanism for rhetorics 

of oppression to obtain and maintain. Gadamer’s type of hermeneutics does not require 

Identification; that of Dilthey and Schleiermacher does. PostID suggests that not only is 

the interpretive (and on the other side, the creative) filter of discourse useful, it is 

absolutely necessary to lead to anything like significant change because significant 

change must be active, not passive, and the hermeneutics of reading (as Gadamer frames 

it) is active while the reception of trope (or troped story, etc.), as Dilthey restricts it, is 

less active, more passive. (These differences in interpretations of hermeneutics are clearly 

matters of both degree and type.) 

As mentioned earlier, Erasmsus explained something like M.e. as the erection of 

some difficulties or density in a text: “One should not write so that everyone can 
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understand everything, but so that people should be compelled to investigate and learn 

something for themselves” (De Copia). Marx contended in The Poverty of Philosophy

that no antagonism meant no progress. And Gilles Deleuze claimed that “[…] men think 

rarely, and often than not under the impulse of a shock […] (Difference and Repetition

132). Though postID is not (necessarily) antagonistic or shocking, it does exaggerate 

differences and contrivances, so there is more risk of immediate rejection with postID 

and from a M.e. (though maybe not) than with conventional, dominant rhetorical models. 

All rhetorical strategies, however, have both inherent and unpredictable risks. 

PostID also rejects in a direct way formulaic writings of all sorts, including in the 

sciences, which typically aim at so-called objectivity but are being seen to be more and 

more about rhetoric (see Meyer’s “The Social Construction of Two Biologist’s 

Proposals” for science writing-as-rhetorical). While this critique may seem directed at 

academic-style writing, it is not limited to that genre; indeed, much of what passes as 

“creative” writing these days is formulaic, while quite interesting and idiosyncratic 

writing passes as “dissertation” (see Cottle’s Superfluous Absence as an example ). But 

much of what goes on, even in enlightened “process writing” classrooms, has clearly 

been reduced to formula, hence the relatively recent criticisms leveled at the process-

writing movement in the composition classroom by postprocessors like Thomas Kent and 

Nancy Blyer. The move within the discipline of rhetoric toward postprocess theory and 

practice is fairly recent and only recently is attracting its own backlash from the 

postpostprocess movement, a movement of which postID might be seen to be an ancillary 

part. 
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The below writing sample from Victor Vitanza is in very obvious ways atypical,

but simply writing atypically is not the ambition of postID—rather disappearing the 

categories of “typical” and “atypical” is the grand ambition of postID. When all is 

atypical (maverick), then there is neither typical nor atypical, not in a traditional sense 

anyway. When each one is unique, each writing-of-each-one will be unique. This does 

not mean that all “forms” will magically disappear or become totally meaningless, but it

does mean that a postidentification rhetoric will embrace the radical alterity of rhetoric(s) 

in the same way that great teachers embrace each student as unique and so will 

(un)design curriculum to fit each and every student insofar as that is possible, mainly by 

using “passing theories” for each and every student and these (passing pedagogy theories) 

are in constant re-(en)vision(s). In the same way, a most good and useful parent (or god) 

understands the radical alterity of each and every kid of hers, despite even the sort of 

commonalities that pairs of twins might possess, and so designs and implements a 

different rhetoric for each and every child. These are common-sense examples of how 

rhetorics of absolute radical alterity do actually work, right now, in the world(s) around 

us. They do not necessarily look weird, they just reflect the absolute radical alterity that is 

“our” existential condition. If humans, at the end of the day, have anything in common, it 

is not being-human but rather is the state of each of us each-being-one-human.

In the following rhetorical analysis of Vitanza I hope to show how written texts 

that make or exhibit distancing moves may be effective rhetorically. This (mis)reading of 

Vitanza is not meant to be or to be illustrating a model; that is, the Vitanza-text is not to 

be read as an example of a new(er) rhetoric of oppression. The close reading might be 
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suggesting what Barbara Couture calls “emulation,” as opposed to conventional examples 

of modeling. I modify (and protect) with that tempering phrase “might be” because I use 

Couture cautiously—she is in fundamental ways both theoretically and practically an 

Identification proponent, and she has a pretty strict idea about what we should be 

Identifying with—her own ethical (read liberal humanistic) self.

In short, modeling teaches mastery of a skill and that skill would be evaluated in a 

pretty standard way (against the standard of the master model) across the board. Failure

under such conditions is failure to meet the standards established by the model. This is 

how writing classrooms work (for just one obvious example). Even process-centered 

writing classrooms have come to work this way—the model is now just “Peter Elbow,” 

or the Peter-Elbow-Way. This is the complaint against the Elbow-process currently being 

made by postprocessors who claim that writing is too complicated to reduce to any form, 

even something as loose and inclusive as “process.” Process, in other words, has come to 

mean prescribed, as much as any of the older current-traditional composition models (see 

Connor’s Composition-Rhetoric).   

Emulation is a personally transformative experience that changes what a person is 

as much as what a person does. This would some way describe what ethos rhetorics 

generally do, or are dependent on. They are dependent not on skill sets, or repeated tropes 

as used by the master and eventually standardized into rules, genre, etc., to be copied by 

the disciples but rather on manifestations of persons in texts, ones that other ones might 

want to emulate once they read (interpret) them. Existentialist postmodern theory in 

general argues that in any environments in which god is dead or noticeably absent, and 
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values are only relative (and ethics-as-absolute is a sham, as evidenced by the dominant 

and consistent ethics of the nazis) argument-by- ethos is the only way to “convince” any 

one of anything. Couture explains this newer iteration of the existentialist persuasion-by-

emulation as emerging from women’s studies and post-New Criticism literary theories 

(mostly reader-response theory that privileges the reader’s idiosyncratic response) studies 

which have illustrated myriad ways of knowing. These myriad ways of knowing emerge 

because new theory has allowed alternative readings of texts and alternative 

interpretations of what even constitute texts (that is, texts judged alternative in 

comparison to the obvious canon). 

Post-New Criticism literary theory and women’s studies (and now even more 

obviously, queer and GLBT theory) open some new doors, and allow peeks inside of 

heretofore especially alien others and the way other constructs, maintains, and delivers 

discourse. According to this line of reasoning, when New Criticism (Structuralism) 

collapsed (or was deconstructed, since no theory ever collapses itself without being 

pressured), it allowed readers (to use a generic referential term) to see how the strange 

other operated, rhetorically. This means that the new theoretical tools helped critics do 

rhetorical autopsies on alien others. These new waves of scholarship washed the sand off 

the bared bones of communicative processes of a many types of others and allowed 

Selfsame (supposedly) to know (rather, know-of) these once buried bones of alien 

communication.

 Obviously, I take Couture’s notions about emulation with some salt. For instance, 

she claims that to “develop writing skill through emulation is to interpret the writing 
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process as the process of becoming a better person” (43). This obviously echoes the Alan 

France article indexed earlier, and so parts ways with a postidentification rhetoric 

because the idea of “the better person” (phronemos) always requires Identification to 

work. What, in other words, is “the better person”? No matter how it is framed (nazi, nice 

guy, phronemos, etc.—as formed according to local, historical pressures), “better person” 

has never not meant, to a very significant degree, like Selfsame. No one, certainly no 

rhetorical system has ever had as a plank “Better persons are persons who are not like 

‘us’ and do not share our core values.” “Better person” requires a rhetoric of oppression, 

that suppresses all ones that are not “better persons.” That Couture’s politically liberal 

version of “better person” might be in line with my own for the most part is 

insignificant—it remains that her insistence on “better person” creates the need for 

Identification and then elides the fact that any such rhetoric (whether resistance or 

reinforcement) is fundamentally oppressive because it is, to echo Badiou, fundamentally 

conservative.   

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF “VICTOR VITANZA”

 Victor Vitanza’s “text,” “Concerning a Postclassical Ethos as Para/Rhetorical 

Ethics, the ‘Selphs,’ and The Excluded Third,” is included in the Baumlin and Baumlin-

French collection Ethos: New Essay in Rhetorical and Critical Theory, in the 

“Boundaries” section. By naming this one section of Ethos (which also includes Jim 

Corder and Bryan Short) “Boundaries,” Baumlin and Baumlin-French obviously mean to 
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illustrate a type(s) of writing/rhetoric that is coming from inside the discipline of rhetoric 

and yet intends to be pushing some limits, stylistically, theoretically or ethically, on the 

(in)sides(out) of the discipline of rhetoric. Vitanza’s essay, especially, seems to represent 

a thorough and (perhaps most tellingly) a very studied disregard for the conventions of 

what is typically a convention-bound genre of writing, one known commonly as 

academic. Because academic writing is supposed to be some of the more hidebound, the 

Vitanza piece makes a good choice for a postID rhetorical analysis. This Vitanza article 

is also separatist on a variety of levels and in a variety of ways, not just stylistic. 

At the sentence level, Vitanza’s text will obviously be recognized as thick writing 

or, using a more charitable description, of high density. The construction, stylistically, is 

baroque, the neologisms and (para)theoreticals (that is, parentheticals) are thick like fleas 

on a feral feline. Staccato (mis)quotes vie with conventional blocked quotes, originality 

with derivativeness, genesis with synthesis. The writing, in short, is quite complicated on 

the surface, opaque. But the article is not difficult to understand on the most basic idea 

level—to paraphrase: “I [Vitanza]  write weird (schizo), because I am weird (schizo), and 

in being schizo (or in becoming schizo in order to achieve a “breakthrough”; see Deleuze) 

this type of schizo-writing offers opportunity to create creative “ruptures” (as Derrida 

suggested) that will allow (or rend) aporia (useful gaps) that might lead “us” (a vast 

collection of “I” s) away from what Davis and Gross call rhetorics of oppression (and 

Hegel called Master/slave relations, and I have been calling Selfsame/other or dominant 

rhetorics or rhetorics of oppression). The Vitanza article becomes more complex and 

more (in)comp(repre)rehensible, however, as applications and extrapolations of it are 
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attempted. This mess is the inevitable consequence of veering-away one from (an)other 

one and creating spaces, gaps, aporia, chasms (cataclysmics). In the chasm (cataclysmic) 

what lurks? Not, at first, ever clarity, but (initially) gloom. 

This following extract is short, but a little of M.e. writing (as you might have 

experienced) can go a long way, sort of like that birthday cake my mother baked for me 

in Colorado one summer. The strawberry cake fell because my mother did not account 

for altitude and while I thought it was especially delicious, a single spoonful of the dense 

cake represented about two whole slices of a regular cake. This extract is part of a larger 

answer to the question “why do you write so weird(ly)?” and, more importantly, is a 

wrestling-with (agonistikos in the old Greek) the varied and various problems of creating 

a postclassical ethos (or as James Baumlin might have it, “resurrecting” such an ethos). 

“Victor Vitanza,” the as author-writer at least, encourages both familiarity and contempt, 

so for the remainder of this essay he will be “V>V>”:

Specifically, ‘I’ have already answered that ‘I’ cannot not write (at times) like 

‘The Excluded Third Man and/or Woman’ (as a schizo or hysteric) in infinite 

regress/digress. And so, what (again) does such a statement mean, and how do ‘I’ 

explain such writing of mine? and at the same time avoid an explanation that can 

eventually be a program? (417, emphasis in original)

As it is word-processed, this brief auto-description of the self-proclaimed Bad 

Boy of Rhetoric naturally infects the computer monitor with the green squiggle worms of 

grammar and style mistakes or infelicities—or perhaps best to say in the context of M.e., 

not mistakes, but differences or unusualities or, to use Foucault’s term, contrivances (the 
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uncharitable might say, merely, affectations). In this short-but-loaded passage V>V> is 

explaining (sort of)—at least partly through/by performance—that he cannot avoid 

producing a maverick text because he cannot avoid being a maverick. He is excluded

from certain (we might guess more conventional discourse) by dint of the ethos he has 

adopted for this passage and/or the ethos that this passage reflects/ deflects, represents, 

etc., as the real-existential state of his being.  

It seems, in other words, that V>V> claims he cannot avoid writing like a 

schizophrenic, a “hysteric,” because he is (in some important and perhaps essential ways) 

always already hysterical. But he could be faking it. Of course, as I have explained, even 

if he is faking, there is a he which is so doing in this configuration. Indeed there is 

perceived to be more “he” back there behind the text (as a “person behind the words,” to 

borrow Roger Cherry’s term) in the V>V> writing than in more author-evacuated prose. 

That the “he” (the subject, the self, the author-writer) is a faker is neither here nor there to 

postID. The author-writer doesn’t have to be honest-authentic to work in postID, the 

writer just has to be or be-more or more-be to work. The M.e. does not have to be honest 

or trustworthy; it just needs to be obvious, and it is made obvious by exaggerating 

division, by amplifying difference. It is the fact that an ethos is well established that is 

important, not that it is so-called good. It is important that an ethos is amplified. That 

may or may not mean it is loud per se. It might actually be quiet, but needs must still be 

somehow highlighted.  Emily Dickinson’s writing voice was quiet, but her sound was 

maverick, separating. Ethos needs to be noticeable as individuated even if it is quiet. 

Ethos need not be purposefully cloudy nor exactly clear (through a transparent delivery). 
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V>V> often seems loud and unclear and thus achieves high density all ways around—

stylistically, personally, thematically, theoretically: Recognizing the hysteric is easy: 

<V<V need not sign his work for it to be recognized.

 The ethos of  V>V>’s text-production reflects the ethos of his self, but still the 

potential falseness  or inauthenticity of that self (as guise) is exhibited through the 

exposition of hyperbole and weirdness he cranks out, or else it is not and is really real. In 

the one case, the ethos of (from) the writing more or less creates the self that a certain

reader meets (and every reader meets a different V>V>, of course), and in the other case,

the self creates the writing. But as Alcorn contends, the self is in the rhetoric now (as an 

actual ipso facto force) and not usually thought of as moving (transparently, like a good 

ghost) from self (person) to not-self (text).  

This is not really a problem either way: The self (subject) in postID may be 

created or assembled any which way.  The only problem with self being created by 

writing is if you consider this second configuration of self as emerging as an echo or 

excrement of System (author-function) and not as a series of choices (by an individuated 

author-writer) because this old-fashioned (traditional) arrangement would place ethics 

(and ethics is the resistance-to as well as the acceptance-of a general set of principles for 

the group) before the ethos. As has been said earlier, though, V>V> has agency, at least 

insofar as he (as author-writer) is choosing, from the rhetorical tool bag of the System

(author-function), this or that resistance or resource as the contrivance (the divisive 

element, resource) that distinguishes and thus creates his self, that is, that lets him 

achieve, in the text, subjectivity.
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And, at once, both the writing and the writing-self in the preceding sample are 

identified as maverick: Both the texts—the essay “Concerning a Postclassical Ethos” and 

the subject who produced the essay, “Victor Vitanza”—are maverick because both texts

make distancing moves. These moves are unintentional according to Vitanza, but that 

may or may not be the case. It is the case, however, that these separating moves do make 

apprehension of what should be a relatively simple statement—“I write crazy, because I 

am crazy”—into something less transparent, something crinkum-crankum, double-

entendre’d upon itself, folded, spindled, and mutilated. All this mangling makes the texts 

(both the essay and the “person behind the words,” to use Roger Cherry’s term) more 

difficult to read (decode) and to understand (make sense of) compared, at least, to some 

standard, nonmaverick, author-evacuated text like a report of a fire in a dormitory as 

found in a school newspaper. 

The theory of postidentification suggests that these obstacles, these contrivances 

that stand in the way of relatively quick access to central or controlling ideas (the point or 

even the real character back there behind the words) can serve a useful rhetorical 

function. The theory of postID suggests that the difficulty (density) of the text serves the 

immediate function of slowing down a close reading by creating spaces (aporia) which

need to be filled by the reader. Vitanza quotes from Deleuze and Guattri’s Anti-Oedipus : 

In desiring-machines everything functions at the same time, but amid hiatuses and 

ruptures, breakdowns and failures, stalling and short circuits, distances and 

fragmentations, within a sum that never succeeds in bringing its various parts 

together so as to form a whole. (396)  
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These hiatuses are stasis. The ruptures are what Derrida calls ruptures of authority. Such 

tears, fissures, and chasms are aporia. Aporia are figures of speech, rhetorical strategies 

or moves in that a speaker/writer expresses or purports to be in doubt about something. 

This doubt or purported doubt (or open causality) leaves a door open so the reader can 

come in and do some work of her own and on her own (as idiosyncratic entities, as 

individuated terminsitic screens). Or rather not come in(to) Selfsame, but simply look-

through (the door), look over (the chasm), but not overlook.

Another way of thinking about aporia is as an insolvable riddle, an insoluble 

paradox, an insurmountable contradiction. It is also an intellectual gap. Each of us is an 

aporia anyway, full of such insurmountable and often inexplicable internal contradictions. 

We are full of spaces. We are mostly spaces. Most of an atom is space, we know, so 

subatomically we are mostly spaces, physically. We are mostly spaces elsewhere too. We 

are mostly spaces rhetorically, for instance, as on the subatomic level we are mostly 

physical space. So-called society, as well, is just mostly space. How can it be otherwise 

when the uncountable I’s that form so-called society or create so- called culture are 

spaces? Postidentification is the rhetoric of the aporia. PostID is the rhetoric of the spaces 

between I and I and I . . . the rhetoric of the ellipsis. 

These aporia (this society of spaces, culture of chasms) seem to make PostID an 

extension of reader-response theory in that audience creates the text, and so creates the 

author. This is the standard idea of the “golden braid” of Theresa Enos and other such 

concepts of co-creation, or of consubstantiation. Enos articulates the writer/reader 

exchange as an instance of co-creation during which writer and reader create each other, 
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back and forth forever until an “eternal golden braid” is woven (“Golden Braid”).  As 

Enos explains this process of convoluted consubstantiation, a presence is created by or in 

a text. This presence (ontologically unexplained), to greater or lesser degrees, invites the 

reader/audience “in,” that is, creates a conduit to an act of interpenetration in or by that 

“[. . .] if the readers identify with this self (created by the writer), they in effect, become 

part of that ‘self,’ become the audience in the process of reading” (102). This suggestion 

is very similar to those of conventional Christian wedding vows—in which  the “two 

become one,” an ambition that seems unlikely to fruition. There is a lot more keeping us 

apart, in other words, than pulling us together. Why not use what dominates the human 

condition—difference—and quit struggling, rhetorically, to make connections that are so 

strained? “Why can’t we just get together?” seems to have been answered with, “Because 

we are most fundamentally apart.” PostID embraces the natural separateness of people to 

make rhetoric work.  

 Texts, of course, can be difficult, of high density, and very ethos-driven in a wide 

variety of ways and need not be so just by being messy or sketchy, or very voiced or 

character-driven or personal or alogical or paralogical. Certainly, professional discourse, 

like science and even social science or even rhetoric texts, can be exceedingly difficult to 

read and comprehend. Many texts emerging from professionalized occupations and 

rarefied pursuits would just have to fall into the “ace condition,” meaning they are 

“Greek to me.” They might as well be written in Greek, that is. These texts I cannot deal 

with nor can any nonspecialist; often I don’t understand the purpose of most of them 

beyond careerism, especially those coming from literary criticism, law, and even the 
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(anti)social sciences. These hidebound texts, though written in a script that should be 

interpretable (for instance, the English alphabet), are not really interpretable (even for 

those who could be said to understand pretty well English alphabet). Sometimes, what is 

known as high-bound disciplinarity even in disciplines like English literature and rhetoric 

produces discourse that is truly unreadable (meeting ace conditions). By meeting such 

ace conditions, these impenetrable texts are not maverick, just (virtually) impossible to 

read.

Also in the excerpt from V>V>’s “Concerning a Postclassical Ethos” writing and 

self are problem terms because they index the role of agency in discourses and so unfold 

the umbrella of identity formation/ representation under which writing and self perform 

and/or exist in the postmodern era. The question of identity clearly shadows this whole 

enterprise, or illuminates it, however it may (or may not) eventually turn out. 

As noted, from V>V>’s purported perspective, he also seems to maintain in the 

above writing sample that he has little or no choice in this matter of maverick text 

production—he writes like this (schizo) because he is like this (schizo). It is also 

important for the suggestions of postID that in this extract he vehemently wants to avoid 

an explanation that can be(come) a program, that is, be(come) a structure to copy, or a 

system to adopt, formalize, and teach, in the sense that the “process” movement of Elbow 

et al. has become such a system (that is, now naturalized as an invisible technology that is 

self-perpetuating and perpetrating); and before that, current-traditional models attained 

(see Connors), and before that Roman models, and before that Aristotelian and Sophistic 

rhetorical models, and even before that, perhaps, a Homeric rhetoric attained (Karp). 
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V>V> wants to avoid producing what will amount to a discursive construction with 

systemic potential, even if what he produces is anti  (opposed-to) discourse patterns 

generally, that is, is opposed to discursive constructions that are automatically self-

promoting/ perpetuating/perpetrating, such as the venerable models just mentioned. 

What I find most interesting about the V>V> writing sample is that it hopes to be 

deconstructive by avoiding the constructive (that is the potentially systematizable) phase 

of discourse altogether. This is very hard to do, as every rhetorical move, even the 

antirhetorical moves, the deconstructive moves such as Vitanza makes in “Concerning” 

(and often makes in various types of texts), are rhetorical. This is a claim Kenneth Burke 

made in A Grammar of Motives and one that continues to hold sway with most 

contemporary rhetoricians, who consider most of what goes on, in one sense or another, 

rhetorical.  Beyond that, V>V> admits that 

It may very well be, however, that we cannot avoid Programmatic Thinking. (The 

body-hysteric is weak!) Therefore, we must ever be suspicious. (We must ever be 

on the move, ever drift, be forever nomadic.)…But then, of course, as some of 

“you” know, some of “us” cannot not ever be on the move. (123)

 In postID, remember, all this stuff is not really rhetorical, not real rhetoric, but 

just phatic or resistant or reinforcement. All this standardized stuff is not encouraging 

radical(ism), in other words, so is naturally conservative. PostID also suggests that any 

writing, once valorized (especially by printing it), can become a self-perpetuating 

(perpetrating) Big-S System and magnetize or develop a necessary practice to sustain it 

and reject whatever is not-it. PostID, as theory, disappears itself once the “system” of it is 
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achieved. Once every (single) one is (recognized as they are as) maverick, then no one is 

maverick: Without the herd there is no maverick.  This is radical because no other 

rhetorical system is self-disappearing; no other rhetorical system (technology) ever has 

been self-promoting toward its own (absolutely inevitable) dissolution, dismantling. This 

might not now seem very practical, but it is neat, and it may be a point of departure for 

future envisionings of what real rhetoric could be (really based on passing theory, using 

passing to mean dying, not just bypassing or moving-by). 

V>V>’s concerns to develop an (anti)system that cannot become a system might 

very well be met (only) with a postidentification rhetoric that demands absolute radical 

alterity. That such a self-disappearing rhetorical system (and philosophy) seem now 

unlikely is not relevant: Utopian visions—as Plato to Richard Rorty point out more 

eloquently than I ever could—are valuable for a lot of reasons.
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APPENDIX: CONTINUED CONVERSATION A DUE VOCI

Q&A (a due voci…

What is the purpose of this appendix? To continue the conversation about what 

rhetoric could be postidentification; and I also want some space for a type of writing that 

might be even less academic than what proceeded. I also want to explain or reiterate that 

although my own writing is very voice-driven and conversational, my theory of postID is 

not a diatribe for so-called personal writing nor for any particular or specific sort of 

writing except insofar as a type of writing reveals or is an ethos. And Maverick ethoi take 

an uncountable variety of forms. PostID is a rhetorical theory of absolute alterity based 

on the claim that every individuated “one” is in a state of alterity (even though that 

alterity might not be absolute in individuated writings, the general condition of ones as in 

states of alterity is absolute). This new rhetoric valorizes difference and claims that 

because every single person is different there should be a rhetoric of real difference based 

on that absolute alterity. But postID does not insist on one particular way of writing. I am

not, in other words, trying to turn “mckenzi-writing” into a program. 

How about writing and ideas that are not (apparently) reader-friendly?  From 

some perspective every writing and theory is not reader-friendly, and it likely shouldn’t 

be if it means to stir and move intellect and emotions; leastways no writing that means to 

be transformative, that aims at actually changing someone’s mind about something in a 

radical way, should seem very familiar or like any other writing. Similarity breeds 

contempt—that’s an irreducible axiomatic first principle of postID (if there is one which I 
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doubt, for obvious reasons). Same-y is too often ignored or merely reinforces (fortifies or 

clarifies) extant opinions: this is not really “persuasion” per se. Conventional 

configurations of ethos and ethical rhetoric(s) that project and attend to conventional 

audience needs in more obviously collaborative ways—ways that are reader-friendly—

might be less effective rhetorically, in some cases, than texts that are decidedly not 

reader-friendly. I hate Harry Potter, for instance, which makes the Harry Potter books 

hard for me to bear. Is the fact that Harry Potter is reader-friendly to one billion people 

then relevant to my reading of Harry Potter? I don’t think so. “Harry Potter” as a text is 

not radically altering my mind about anything, it’s just reinforcing views (primarily about 

the stupidity of commercial writing and the vapidity of most writings-about-difference) 

that I already had.  PostID aims at radical change, real rhetoric, transformation. Of 

course, from some other perspective, Harry Potter might be entirely radical. My opinion 

is that the Harry Potter books are reader-friendly because they pose no real threat to 

extant opinions in the first place; that’s why they are so reader-friendly—they don’t 

really threaten anything. These books homogenize (“domesticate”) even the weirdest of 

the weird and so have shown Harry to be (at the end of the day and most basically) just 

like any other boy—except he is a warlock! This is typical of how really radical 

difference (like being a real live flying witch) is generally handled by extant rhetorics. 

Harry is only palatable because he is reduced, in the most significant ways at least—i.e., 

human ways—to Same (in the same way that “Samant ha” was domesticated—by 

humanizing her—in the T.V. series, Bewitched; other of her relatives were not so 

domesticated and so were extremely more marginal than Sam). What is usually meant by 
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a term like reader-friendly or a term like “we” is that I don’t like it or I don’t get it or I 

don’t think it’s appropriate. In cases where this I is the boss (the hegemony, patriarchy,

dissertation committee, or privileged entity) then there is not really any discussion about 

the rationale of the decision to like or not-like something. From the point at which

whoever is in charge makes a like/don’t-like decision, a general normative principle (or 

set of principles) for a group emerges: The emperor says he is not naked, so he is not 

naked and soon everybody will be naked-but-dressed like the emperor—naked-but-

dressed becomes the norm. This general principle is eventually encoded in the culture to 

set future behavior patterns and mores in a rhetorical and practical move that might be 

thought of as naturalization. In other words, naked becomes the norm of “dressing,” and 

to be dressed is not to be dressed but to be naked. In the rhetorical dimension this is done 

in order, primarily, to preserve whatever system allowed the elevation of an ethos to 

ethical status initially. That means that the real purpose of the emperor’s new clothes is 

not to radically alter fashion, but to prove that whatever is in charge (rhetorically, 

politically, socially, morally, etc) stays in charge. That is, real transformation, radical 

change is obviously not the goal of such a political or rhetorical system. Even a term like 

reader- friendly, in other words, is just a way to force difference out of the System or to 

fundamentally and practically debilitate it by marginalizing it; just another way to say 

“difference is wrong” or substandard or at least abnormal. This is following the logic of 

Foucault when he claims that logic is just another tool to keep other down and out. 

But aren’t these “I”s socially constructed now anyway? Are they not already 

down and out themselves, subjects totally indebted to System? An “I” has these 
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opinions—about what is or is not reader-friendly or whatever—because of social 

pressures, true enough, but it’s still some “I” making the decision. This control function 

of “I” is analogous to what Derrida is talking about in Donner la Mort—that we are all 

under the ultimate control of God (or one might say equally “the ultimate control of 

society”), and yet we remain (individually) responsible: (“We fear and tremble before the 

inaccessible secret of a God who decides for us although we remain responsible” [56]). 

The position of the “subject” in postID is somewhere between suffering a debilitating, 

paralytic nihilism on one side (caused by acute postmodernisms), and still entrenched in 

Modernistic notions of self-as-sovereign (caused by Cartesianisms) on the opposite side. 

That means that in postID all “I”s are acting more or less on their own, allowing for 

social pressures, but these “I”s are not acting necessarily toward absolutes like good or 

evil. This is obviously just a way to shape subject that allows for both social construction 

and individual liberties (see Ian Hacking’s “Are You a Social Constructionist”). 

What about the confusions and internal contradictions of your theory? What are 

your readers to do with those? Remember what Emerson said; that foolish consistency is 

the hobgoblin of small minds. Einstein also suggested that “if at first an idea is not 

absurd, then there is not hope for it.” Self contradictions, simultaneously entertained, 

define the human condition (see Sosa for this); and new thoughts, especially radical new 

thoughts, often seem sort of crazy at first (see Nietzsche and all other real free radicals 

for this). And, as Alain Badiou or Michel Foucault might say, “I” am (destabilized) 

already different from myself anyway, which means I might not actually know how to 

explain my previous self or my earlier (now new) theory in a week or a month or a year 
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or ten from now. That one never steps into the same stream twice means that neither the 

stream nor the “one” is ever the same, is always already different than it was and will be. 

Theorists like Badiou and Foucault and Derrida and Levinas and Barthes, and writers like 

Joyce and McCarthy and Calvino and Nabokov and Kristeva and Cixous are not entirely 

and immediately transparent which makes these writers most useful actually, because 

they are difficult to interpret and can be interpreted in such a variety of ways. In the 

discipline of rhetoric, this is called the “Kenneth Burke effect,” because Burke’s work is 

so rich, complicated, and complicating that it can be taken to mean a wide variety of 

things. As Tilly Warnock points out, it can even be dismissed by serious critics. And still 

many Burkean critics and converts continue strive for the “right” meaning of Burke (see 

Ross Wolin’s relatively recent, 2001, book on Burke that claims to get Burke “right”); 

but Burke’s texts resist such attempts at domestication. As Dana Anderson puts it, 

“Burke’s winking eclecticism, his ‘scrambling of categories,’ and refusal to be a 

doctrinaire anything, make it easy to label him an ‘outsider,’ an uncredentialed lone wolf 

striding free beyond the pens of disciplinarity” (93).  Attempts to reduce Burke really 

undervalue his work because, according to Anderson, the most valuable “Burke” is “not 

an unambiguous Burke, but a Burke who is recognized for the places where maybe even 

he was unsure as to how—or if—everything hung together” (95). As Paul Simon, sang, 

“everything put together, sooner or later falls apart,” (Graceland) so nothing—good or 

bad—will hang together forever and shouldn’t—there would be no space for change or 

growth if everything stayed cohesive and in place forever and ever. The greatest fiction 
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and the most creative nonfiction, though, can be read over and over and over precisely 

because it is not simple and straightforward even when the language might be very plain. 

How would you describe your writing then? Clearly I am a very voice-driven 

writer, and so I am attracted to and dependent on an appeal like ethos (as something like 

the character of the writer) much more so than other types of writers who primarily 

depend on strings of propositions framed by generic gestures and not so much on obvious 

manifestations of individuated self in a text. I experience my own writing as being very 

close to my own individuated-self and so I am sticking with it for reasons of “self” 

preservation. 

How is “self” formed anyway?  Through difference. That seems a simplifying 

answer (or a simpleminded one), but really what is there to distinguish “one” from an 

other “one” but difference? Naturally, distinctions need to be made between types of 

“selfs” in and out of certain types of “texts.” 

The “selfs” are different so the ethoi are different? Does that mean that in postID 

everyone’s ethos is not supposed to be like yours, that is, personal or conversational?

Amelie Rorty says that the ethoi change, naturally, as the historical eras, and social 

pressures change. That makes sense to me—that ethos, as a rhetorical appeal, as 

something like the “character of the writer” is not consistent over time and shouldn’t be. 

We currently live in a confused and confusing era, theoretically at least, so we need a 

rhetoric that emerges from a plastic ethos, not a concrete one. That doesn’t mean that 

weird writing is in and plain talking is out. Some people’s ethos actually is or sounds 

“author-evacuated” and that’s fine in postID as long as it doesn’t sound author-evacuated 
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in such a way that it becomes generic and unindividuated. In postID there should be, in 

all typographic and nontypographic texts, the sense that there is not only “a person 

behind the words” (Cherry 253), but a “real” person (for want of a better term), and a real 

different person. 

Different from what?  Different from every other “one.” Nietzsche said one 

becomes oneself by not being anyone else; simple as that. You are a self, a particular self, 

because you are not anything else. This is an idea about identity formation that parallels 

Saussure’s holistic theory of language meaning—that is, that the meaning of any 

individual term or word cannot be determined except by considering how it is different 

from all other terms or words.   What makes you not-anything-else but the differences 

between you and everybody else? This idea is what I am calling absolute radical alterity. 

In postID differences are highlighted or even exaggerated so that more “selfs” can pop 

out as multidimensional characters. Not only do “Indians” or “queers” or “purple people

eaters” represent alterity, but every some one who is not like any other some one

represents radical alterity. 

That sounds sort of unifying though. Is it?  Maybe, but not in the way that 

Kenneth Burke’s “we are all human” is unifying. PostID is the rhetoric of that 

fundamental state of not-being-like-anyone-else as opposed to the state of being-like-

everybody-else. This is mostly a matter of stress—are we more or less alike? Jim Corder 

suggests in Yonder that each of us unique and each of us is not unique, but Alain Badiou 

pretty much dismisses the latter—we are all unique; how can we not be? So Corder 

saying we are not unique is the same humanistic gesture as Burke’s “we are all human,” 
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and this is a pretty vacant statement really. Whichever way one believes, it remains 

obvious that having the uncommon in common is very different than having the common 

in common.  

So, what are you aiming at then with postID? Like Kenneth Burke did in the 

1950s, I hope to invent or discover a language, a way of communicating, a rhetoric that 

will aid the effort to make the world a safer and friendlier place. I think we can do that by 

developing or discovering a rhetoric that is hinged on differences and not sameness. I 

think that by not only tolerating difference but by becoming dependent on it, postID 

rhetorical theory might help every one understand that every one is different, radically 

and basically. This might break down groups, which are, as I see it, the actual and present 

danger to a really civilized and interesting world. Lone sharks can kill some people, but it

takes a group effort to kill thousands and millions of people.  PostID is, I admit, a large 

ambition. It might also seem, at this point, radical and far out; but as Andre Gide said, 

one cannot discover new lands (theory) without having the courage to lose sight of the 

shore (status quo).  

Has anyone done this before? Where are the precedents for such a radical 

rhetoric?  Though there are a lot of resistance rhetorics come out of queer theory, 

feminist, postcolonial, and deconstructive theory, I don’t know of anyone who has really 

talked about such a radical rhetorical “system” as postID yet. I don’t even yet know 

completely how to talk about it, find it, assay it. This introductory work is then sort of 

like what Thomas Kent calls “best guesses.” There is no claim to the actual and 

incontrovertible truth in my theory, and I would never claim that is doesn’t simply 
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represent my own ambitions—it does. Indeed, all theory represents, reflects, and works 

for an individuated viewpoint, emerges from an idiosyncratic ethos (or maybe not if that 

is an absolutist claim).  Platonic discourse requires such a belief in absolute truths 

(inevitable and permanent forms) that won’t lately hold water for critical theorists, not 

since the deconstruction of Descartes (starting with Bergson) at least. Though postID 

resembles certain iterations of Platonism in that it argues for real transformation against 

the mere appearance of such, Platonic discourse in the main has to be rejected and my 

readers have to agree (in order to give us some starting point other than the beginning of 

the universe) that everything is pretty much rhetorical and so no absolute truth is sought 

in postID. (That doesn’t mean that everything is actually rhetorical. I don’t know if it is 

or isn’t, nor does any one.) In the case where everything is more or less rhetorical, then 

2,500 years ago Aristotle pretty much set what is rhetorical in stone, as the syllogism and 

the enthymeme. The syllogism and the enthymeme have been wrestled with, at great and 

learned length, but have not been much budged, not in rhetorical theory anyway. 

Everything from reader-response literary theory (Stanley Fish) to queer critical theory 

(Eve Sedgwick) is based on some standardized logic emerging, ultimately, from 

Aristotle. All forms of Identification are based on the (sharing, consubstantiation, etc.) 

principles of the enthymeme. Whether an(y) Identification rhetoric represents itself as 

New Rhetoric or not, no extant rhetoric is really radical. There is really radical writing 

out there, really radical texts (Beckett, Joyce, Cixous, Masso, Bukowski, Vitanza . . .), 

but there has not yet been a rhetorical theory developed to explain and recognize (not 

codify, but hinge a theory on) these really radical writings as central to some fully formed 
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rhetoric: maverick texts have been analyzed, in other words, but as abnormalities and not 

as normalities or potential normalities or ambitions (for mores). If the discipline of 

rhetoric means to act and not just react, it’s about time somebody yanked rhetoric out of 

that Aristotelian stone and thought of something different. 

How does difference work in rhetoric? One way to look at the process and force 

of difference in rhetoric is to think of the four blind men describing the elephant. Each 

one gets a different part in hand and describes a very different animal. In other words, 

each blind man assigns a radically different meaning to the elephant according to the part 

he has access to. The assumption in the fable is that the elephant had a stable meaning in 

the first place, hence the irony of the many different so-called ridiculous viewpoints. But 

postID says the blind men got it right, not wrong: the ridiculous was correct and actually 

reflected the reality of our lived experience. There really are four different elephants 

there, not one. Poststructural theory denies that there is an a priori, stable, and universal 

meaning of the elephant, so this is just a standard pomo position. So, the men don’t even 

have to be blind to each arrive at a different meaning for the elephant. They have always 

already arrived at such a different meaning because each of the men is, must be, different. 

Every single camera in the world, no matter how exactly it is (seems) like another, is still 

different and takes different pictures. All experienced photographers know this. It is a 

phenomenological “fact” of photography. Each and every gun come out of the Colt 

factory scores a slug differently, and we all leave different fingerprints on the surfaces of 

our worlds, and every forensic scientist knows these things too. But there is no rhetoric 

and never has been a rhetoric or even any serious attempt at a rhetoric that can not only 
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accommodate all those different ways of taking pictures (of interpreting) our world (or 

better to say “worlds”) but that actually valorizes such difference and is dependent on all 

those differences. All extant rhetorics depend on achieving some level of sameness 

before they can work. This is a problem especially when sameness seems very out of 

reach. How do we actually communicate in cases where our disagreements are what 

might be called fundamental? Transgenderedness has pointed this out: How are most of 

us supposed to really, deeply identify with a some “one” that is not even male or female? 

I mean, male and female would seem to be fundamental determinants of selfs and 

humans, etc., would they not? Most of us think that gender is pretty steady as a 

categorical descriptor. And yet, queer theory shows that even gender, as a clear category, 

is destabilized currently, philosophically, and practically. That even gender isn’t stable, is 

not a dependable coordinate around that to navigate the “human” subject causes major 

destabilization (Derrida’s “rupture in the fabric of authority”) that really messes with 

normal (that is, same-y) minds, creates a gap (aporia) in standardized thought by denying 

standard and given causality. Queer theory has taken some advantage of these aporia in 

traditional thinking. Queer theory just hasn’t gone far enough because it still depends, at 

some point, on Identification (or on sympathy from the hegemonic entity however shaped 

from instance to instance).  PostID does not depend on the improbability of any real deep, 

emic-level of identification. Instead, postID depends on the probability of difference, 

because in most cases people will be different and act and react differently not same-y. If 

there are seventeen witnesses to a car wreck, there will be seventeen different accounts of 

that wreck—not one, not even sixteen, but seventeen. That all seventeen witnesses might 
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agree on some basics does not mean that each account is the same as any other. Partly, 

but significantly, postID is about shifting the focus within rhetoric. Dominant theories 

focus on similarities—the witnesses all agreed there were at least two cars involved in the 

accident, for instance—instead of focusing on the differences—the sound of the cars 

smashing was like canon shot or a giant beer can crumpling; there was a third car 

involved because it honked its horn and distracted the driver of another car; the Ford 

Motor Company is involved because the rear view mirror was designed into an 

inappropriate place; etc. The focus on similarities always already keeps whatever is 

dominant rhetorically dominant rhetorically, because the so-called similarities will 

always already mean or come to mean, similar to Selfsame, not ever similar to not-

Selfsame. PostID means to highlight and valorize difference and not, beyond a few 

minimalities, look at all for similarities. This just shifts the focus of rhetoric.  

How does current rhetorical theory not accommodate that sort of illuminated 

difference? What’s the problem with strict focus on the similarities?  There is not a(ny) 

problem if “one” is well served by dominating theory; and this well-served group would 

be the hegemony in all cases, though that “hegemony” can be itself shifty, for instance as 

in “doing the dozens,” (see Gates). Dominant rhetorical theory is a self-sustaining Big-S 

System that remains in all cases an Aristotelian system which is primarily logocentric and 

enthymemetic and which is designed to reject what is different as “wrong” or at the very 

least as nonstandard or abnormal. Sartre put it like this: “To the Normal Man, to be 

different and to be wrong are one and the same” (Saint Genet 24). Such centering of 

Selfsame or dependence on (only) what-we-can-agree-on leads (only) to tolerance of 
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other by Selfsame (hegemony), not interdependence between the two participants in the 

discourse. The Big-S System (sometimes) tolerates difference (sometimes kills it), but it 

never admits a dependence on it or even an interdependence with it. We need to get past 

tolerance because mere tolerance just keeps everything like it is just supposedly kinder 

and gentler (thank you, Father). This judgment of different-as-wrong is built into the Big-

S System to protect the System—not to generate epistemological or egalitarian moments 

or lead to world peace or transformative events or move us from the actual to the possible 

or anything like that. This is analogous to saying that Law does a great job, not at 

protecting the rights and best interests of all people or even of any people, but at 

protecting the System of Law. That sometimes, or even often, the best interests of the 

people are served by the System of Law might be seen then as accidental to a significant 

degree, because it is not the primary (certainly not the singular) interest of the System of 

Law to do anything but preserve the System of Law. Dominant Rhetoric works like that 

too—its primary motivation is to protect the Big-S System of Rhetoric (which is usually 

oppressive), not lead to world peace, transcendence or whatever. There is nothing right or 

wrong about that will of the system toward self-preservation because it is inevitable and 

natural for all Big-S systems to maintain Big-S systems (themselves), not disappear Big-

S system (themselves). So don’t get me wrong, I am not assigning moral values to either 

Big-S system or to postID (anti)system. I am just looking for alternatives. 

In such a “relative” environment as we currently live in, is there bad writing 

then? Or good? And how are these judgments relevant to postID? Most rhetoricians 

would insist that so-called good writing is that which accommodates the ideas of kairos, 
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to prepon, and to dynaton—the timely, the appropriate, and the possible—as if these 

elements were fairly stable, that is, only shifting amongst generic categories of audience 

without really thinking (in the Kantian sense) of the possibility of the impossible. 

Acceptable writing is acceptable writing, in other words, because it sustains Big-S 

system. For one instance of this: Things that are radical, like postID, will likely be 

dismissed by Big-S System on grounds of not accommodating to dynaton, because we are 

entirely accustomed to the “possible” explained logically, and being framed in a certain 

way; that is, as some form of what we already know, not as something we don’t know at 

all; that is, as something really different—That’s why it is so hard for any one in the 

Church of Burke to even consider the possibility of Beyond Burke and so everything after 

Burke must be postBurke, that is, only relevant and valid insofar as it is relevant to KB. 

It’s virtually impossible to simply move on. I don’t want to spend a career fighting some 

one in order to prove they are wrong before I can suggest an alternative to extant—that 

sort of defeats the purpose of postID. And yes, it should not even be called postID, but 

instead should just be called McKenzi’s Theory of Rhetoric. This is also about burden of 

proof. There is no burden of proof, or there is much less of it , for the incumbent than for 

the challenger. This gives the incumbent (status quo) the advantage all the time. These 

domination ideas create a rhetoric of static consensus, and also create standard rhetorical 

forms that are very difficult to resist. This introduction to my theory, for instance, is not 

resisting dominant forms of academic writing all that well. Robert Con Davis and David 

Gross make mention of this dilemma: “In writing this article [“Gayatri Chakravorty and 

the Ethos of the Subaltern”], we certainly ‘represent’ reigning ideologies of the dominant 
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culture even as we try to critique its ethos against the political otherness of radical 

discourse. That is, as academicians and ethical subjects, we have authority to speak 

largely owing to the ethos, the institutional frame, of the dominant culture. Our work will 

tend—regardless of our protests to the contrary—to help in assimilating the critique of 

oppression (suggesting an ‘oppositional’ ethos) into dominant institutional narratives. In 

short, we will certainly strengthen and serve the institutional interests that produce any 

oppression we can discuss in this article, in some ways necessarily betraying the cause of 

any resistance to oppression through critical expropriation, through the rational process of 

assimilating the ‘other’ to the ‘same’ of our own institutional affiliations” (67). (Of 

course that long quote should be in block quote, but it’s not as an example of 

fundamental disagreement with hegemonic form police like MLA). This means that 

Davis and Gross, and my self are operating under rules of consensus, and we are overtly 

mindful of these rules. Being overtly mindful of the domestication of my writing might 

be a step toward changing the system, but it is obviously only a small, and a relatively 

cowardly type step. What we are doing is still consensus writing, what Davis and Gross 

would probably call writing that strengthens and serves rhetorics of oppression. These 

ideas of consensus emerged from the teachings of the Sophists and then informed, 

indirectly and directly, what amounts to (oppressive) Aristotelian rhetoric based on the 

syllogism and the enthymeme. Syllogistic logic and the enthymeme (in various guises) 

are the basis, remain the superstructure of all major rhetorical systems now in place 

including the rhetorics of resistance coming from GLBT, queer, postcolonialist theory, 

etc. “Good” rhetoric would then follow the logic of Logic and the principles of 
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Identification demanded by the enthymeme. So-called bad writing (often recognized as

M.e.) is writing that defies the rules and regulations of that System. This defiance can 

come in a variety of ways, not just stylistics (see Victor Vitanza for stylistic violation)—

taboo topics create M.e. (see Charles Bukowski), and radical ideas (see Nietzsche, Alain 

Badiou, etc.), new and weird technologies (see Donna Haraway), etc. In Big-S System, 

however, good writing is always writing that (somehow) reinforces hegemonic notions of 

right behavior in typographic texts, as Davis and Gross point out, even when this is done 

in resistance to dominant hegemonic paradigm. Such dominant rhetoric, then, does not 

have to come from obviously conservative locations—it can and does come even from 

the Far Left, especially in academia which is what PCthink is. Of course it goes without 

saying that all these judgments are relative. In postID different would, necessarily and as

a rule, be good. 

Good or bad for what or who though?  In postID good would mean good for one 

some “one” not any group or The Herd. (In an obvious way, good would eventually come 

to mean “what is good for the postID [anti] system,” but that is seen as being some 

different than in being good for a Big-S system). In postID groups and group norms 

(which are typically called ethics) are seen simply to be strategic, not actually true or 

false. Culture, ipso facto, then becomes a sort of false consciousness principally 

employed to keep what is in the center in the center and what is on the margins on the 

margins. Groups won’t disappear in postID of course, but ethics (as absolute and 

normative group standards) will be subsumed in ethos (represented as individuated 

characters or voices). What actually leads to transformative rhetoric is, more often than 
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not, not so-called good writing, not at least conventional writing, but is rather writing that 

prompts thought and helps define subjectivity; that is, rhetoric is real that makes “self” 

self and that type of rhetoric would more often than not come from thick writing, stuff 

that is decidedly not so easy to at first apprehend and comprehend (text that is so thick it 

cannot be interpenetrated only [mis]interpreted). On the simplest, and on a typographic 

level (that is, in print, and conceivably in the writing classroom), this would mean that 

Erasmus was on to something when he contended that “one should not write so that 

everyone can understand everything, but so that people should be compelled to 

investigate and learn something for themselves” (De Copia).  The habit of using aporia 

(creative gaps) in writing is a reduction of what postID could potentially be, but the 

Erasmus quote should help a bit to clarify what postID might actually mean in 

conventionally written texts. Real rhetoric would have allowed Davis and Gross to just do 

their radical, anti-oppression thing in the above example, and not merely write about their 

inability (because of social and ethical pressures) to do their radical, anti-oppression 

thing. Real rhetoric is what postID aims at, and so stuff coming from postID (recognized 

usually as Maverick ethoi) doesn’t care so much about hitting pre-established marks or 

reenacting codified gesture patterns or filling in all the blanks in a standardized form as it 

does in being accepted as what-it-is. Acceptance-as-is is better than mere tolerance 

(which was Suzanne Holland’s point).

What is being “tolerated” in this current work? Is smart work in Rhetoric about

making gestures or about invention?  Is it about a privately owned spaceship flown by a 

barrel full of monkeys or about dragging the same old board around our house? Is it more
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interior (self) or exterior (audience)? It can jump between the sides, but typically will 

spend more time on one side than the other, and so be more directed or informed by 

invention or else gesture. My work is more about invention and is probably more interior 

than exterior. Inventions, especially theoretical inventions, can be sloppy, and they can 

also seem very insulated and isolated. The interiorization of my work makes it difficult 

for me to anticipate or understand audience needs because I am not part of that audience 

myself (that is, not a part of an audience that is supposed to be exterior to my interior in a 

practical sense). As a teacher, I also do not teach conventional attention-to-various-

audiences, because I see such as pandering, dishonest, inauthentic (so I am, in that 

pedagogical practice at least, Platonic). So, when I am commanded to “think about my 

audience!” I literally don’t know what to think. And I don’t actually think anybody can 

know what any exterior-to-one audience ever thinks. My brain works the way it works 

though, and my writing very often, naturally and (I think) authentically reflects the way 

my brain works. In order for writing to be most useful in defining self, every one’s

writing should reflect the way their peculiar brain works, not some (impossibly) 

standard(ized) brain: this introduces the prevalent question in ethos studies about 

authentic. At a recent conference (RSA, 2004), I asked Tom Kent and Barbara Couture 

about authenticity; they did not have any real good ideas about how to ascertain it, though 

we all seemed to agree that it is important, probably essential someway to any ethos-

rhetoric. Sartre believed that “those who will their own freedom and that of others are 

authentic” (Bell 16); but then he “concluded that all human beings are in bad faith; thus 

inauthenticity is viewed as inevitable and relations with others as hopelessly premised on 
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a denial of freedom” (16). This seems to mire authentic in deep confusions.  I also don’t 

know exactly what is or isn’t authentic, but authentic might be sort of like sincerity—you 

need it to be an effective communicator but once you learn to fake it, you got it made. 

What’s at risk if postID theory is not generally accepted; if your theory is 

rejected? If you like the status quo, nothing is at risk. But in general the Self-as-subject

has been lost, somewhat and somehow, in current, postmodern writings and there are 

some people interested in what the Self-subject or author-writer for the Twenty first 

Century in texts will (or should, though I hesitate for obvious reasons to say, “should”) 

look and act and sound like. PostID makes some suggestions about all that. This early 

work on postID is just suggestive, though, not expository—if no other ones are interested 

in it I won’t press it. I think, however, that there is always some desire (in our 

contemporary Westernized culture at least), to go beyond what obviously IS in order to 

see what MIGHT BE.  What might rhetoric look like if it were pushed toward the edge of 

the rhetorical envelope now covering us? Maybe this is just the drive of Western-style 

theory or metaphysics. I am not especially interested in teleological answers, as there is 

not ultimate beginning or end from my perspective. Still, phenomenologically, I wonder 

what rhetoric could actually read like if it were different as a rule. I am also think ing 

lately about the man born and living alone on a desert island. How does he achieve any 

identity? How does he conceive of a rhetoric? Does he have or need a rhetorical system? 

Is he both self and other? Is he a community unto himself? And how will people achieve 

identity under conditions of postID when everybody is “maverick” or subaltern or other? 

I think everybody needs their own rhetoric, but that idiosyncratic rhetoric is dependent on 
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the other to define it. A lot of people have said that, so it’s nothing novel. But there is no 

rhetoric of absolute alterity, in rhetoric studies, at least yet. The very important ideas of 

Emmanuel Levinas (on alterity especially) are only just being introduced to the field of 

rhetoric, and nobody has developed a rhetoric for posthumanism at all. Victor Vitanza’s 

(way-out work in the discipline of rhetoric) work has pointed that way perhaps, but at 

heart and in principle and practice V>V> is just a neosophist who writes weird. 

Something else at risk in rejecting a postID rhetoric is independence within 

interdependence. As the New World Order more and more obtains we all run the risk of 

losing any sense of individuated (as opposed to corporate) identity, especially in overtly 

constructed texts (especially including corporate writings such as academic papers, 

dissertations, etc., as Davis and Gross point out). We also clearly run the risk of turning 

all others into victims who are dependent on hegemony (for tolerance or sympathy, or 

“kindness” to use Schopenhauer’s term) under current rhetorical options. (This 

victimization-as-the-only-option-for-other is Badiou’s crucial posthumanist concern). We 

need a rhetoric that makes interdependence necessary for the very functioning of the 

rhetoric. That’s the interdependence that probably makes postID (potentially) work and 

makes it good and useful for a lot of people. 

Is that part of postID theory and practice? That’s one of my points at least. 

Everyone really and truly lives in a world of her own even when historical environments 

seem practically the same. Schopenhauer put it like this—“… the same external events or 

circumstances affect no two people in the same way; even with perfectly similar 

surroundings every one lives in a world of his own” (2).   And yet we remain responsible 
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to one an(the)other, for what might generally pass these days as moral reasons maybe; 

but more importantly because our very “selfs” are entirely dependent on the presence of 

very many not-selfs. 

Sum up? What is this appendix for? Venting. As well, it should be pretty clear 

that this appendix is not an apology for swimming against current currents. I have as 

much to apologize for as a fish who rides a bicycle to work. Most fish swim: okay, that’s 

a given. Good for them. I am happy for them and I am not trying to change their ways or 

create a rhetoric that will torque them into a bike-riding fish. And I am not tilting at the 

windmills of Academia here. I am trying to create a comprehensive rhetorical system that 

comprehends the bike-riding fish a bit better; and I will go on to suggest that in one way 

or another—if we dig deep enough into what passes as our Selfs—we can all be shown to 

be bike-riding fish of one sort or another. We have got no rhetoric to accommodate all 

that incredible and entirely pervasive difference: postID has some potential to fill that 

gap. Maybe if postID is successful (whatever that might mean, which could be tricky, 

because if I achieve agreement, then I achieve Identification—from papa KB’s 

perspective—which means I “lose”; convenient, as I have it both ways in a way) then the 

bicycling fish or the bus-riding or roller-skating fish or the guy who wears the woman’s 

bathing suit at the Safeway need not apologize for being different, that is, in their own 

world with their own rhetoric. They don’t have to be satisfied with mere tolerance or 

sympathy either, but can look forward to interdependence. I don’t think “other” should 

have to apologize for being different. I am for different. I am for different because I am 

different, but also because everybody is different, and because different is what offers 
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opportunity for real change. This is analogous to the famous cognitive behaviorist, 

Albert Ellis, declaring that “everybody is crazy.” If you think about it, that shouldn’t be a 

threat, but an opportunity. As mentioned, on a conventional textual level, Erasmus 

suggested that writing should be hard to get at and so invite some work, and be open to 

(mis)interpretations—that’s what should make writing good—a little safecracking. Vico 

said similarly, and I go along with them too on the textual level. 

Why is postID important? Because it’s a fucking theory, and disciplines need new 

theory or they stagnate and die. The world is asking rhetoricians to come up with some 

really new ideas about how to solve the world’s problems with Language and Rhetoric, 

not arhetorical bombs and I am actually trying to do that instead of writing sophisticated 

book reports of what has-been in order to build a career in Rhet-Comp. Besides that, 

though Kenneth Burke’s Identification, and the sort of ethical rhetoric Identification 

demanded, made sense as a response to Cold War tensions because that was a time in 

which “other” was, more or less, monolithic; and Identification made sense in an era in 

which there was less confusion about what (who) “subject” was, it does not make so 

much sense now.  PostID—and its generative ethos-rhetoric(s) like M.e.—hopes to make 

sense in light of the postmodern erasure of Self, and in an era in which “the other” (as the 

enemy and as the victim) are less clearly conceived, more pluralistic, and more integrated 

into the society(s) in which we live and communicate. 

All postidentification theory is doing is pushing something like queer theory or 

GLBT theory to its logical end. If we can have GLBT theory, why not GLBTYUM<< 

RTOD ##55zxto . . . theory? PostID, though, is not just the rhetoric of queers and 
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cyborgs and cross-dressing grad students afflicted by run-on sentences trying to pull 

stylistic wool over the eyes of some dissertation committee:  In world(s) of words in 

which “self” is so thoroughgoingly problematic, it is the new rhetoric for every particular 

some one. 

Is it the solution to the world’s rhetorical problems?

Yeah. Right………….……………………………..
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